®

Classic Industries Has More To Offer!
New Product Showcase
2010 Camaro Aluminum Belly Pan
If there’s one area where the
Generation Five Camaro needs
improvement, it’s aerodynamics.
Now Classic Industries has the
solution, this aluminum belly
pan. This closeout panel installs
in minutes onto the bottom of
the forward frame and encloses
the car between the front valance
and K-member. Manufactured
from high grade aluminum and
engineered to help keep the engine
cooler, it also reduces aerodynamic
drag by cleaning up underbody
airflow. Another great benefit
of this closeout panel is that in
addition to improving aerodynamics, your engine will also stay clean longer because this closeout
panel also reduces road dust in the engine compartment. Measuring 26-1/2" x 22", this belly pan does
not block oil plug access and is available exclusively in its natural satin silver aluminum finish and
comes complete with mounting hardware.
UC50002 2010-11 natural finish ....................................................................................... 99.99 ea

Shop On-Line 24/7
www.classicindustries.com
Visit our
website to get
information
about new
products,
order a
catalog or
place an
order. Also,
watch our
helpful
How-To videos, builds of Classic
Industries® project cars and more.
Become a fan on Facebook, check out
our videos on YouTube, follow us on
Twitter, visit our page on StreetFire.
net or MySpace.com!
Email: info@classicindustries.com

Classic Gift Certificate

Detail of vent

2010 Custom Vented Front Fenders
Want to set your Gen 5 Camaro apart from the rest with a high-performance look? Classic Industries has
just the answer with these high quality, all-steel vented front fenders. Featuring a functional C6-Corvettestyle vent, these fenders are manufactured using original GM front fenders, guaranteeing a proper fit. These
vented front fenders feature high-quality all-steel construction, not flimsy fiberglass like many aftermarket
‘vented’ fenders, offering long-lasting good looks. Fender vents include screen. Available in all factory
colors, these fenders offer direct bolt-on installation. Sold in pairs.
Note: Special shipping rates apply. Special order must be pre-paid.

GF3065
GF306610
GF306611
GF306612
GF306613
GF306614
GF306615
GF306616
GF306617
GF306618
GF306619
GF306620

2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11

unpainted .......................................................................................
Aqua Blue Metallic .....................................................................
Black ............................................................................................
Cyber Gray Metallic ....................................................................
Imperial Blue Metallic.................................................................
Inferno Orange Metallic ..............................................................
Red Jewel Tintcoat ......................................................................
Silver Ice Metallic .......................................................................
Summit White ..............................................................................
Synergy Green Metallic ...............................................................
Victory Red..................................................................................
Rally Yellow ................................................................................

SPECIAL
SHIPPING!

799.99
1299.99
1299.99
1299.99
1299.99
1299.99
1299.99
1299.99
1299.99
1299.99
1299.99
1299.99

pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr
pr

Personalize Your Classic Industriess® Visaa® Card
Visit ClassicIndustries.com/creditcard To Learn More
The all new Classic Industries® Visa® platinum rewards card is loaded with extras, including
low fixed introductory APR, balance transfers and no annual fees. The best part is you’ll
receive 15% OFF* all orders placed using the Classic Industries® Visa Card.
* NOTE: This discount can not be combined with any other discounts or offers. Some restrictions may apply.

Give the
ultimate gift
to your
automotive
enthusiast!
A Classic
Industries® gift certificate may be
used towards the purchase of
thousands of parts, literature,
accessories or gift items. A gift
certificate can be redeemed for any
and all products in the catalog of your
choice. The purchase of a gift
certificate includes 1st class mailing
of the most current Classic
Industries® catalog of your choice
(please specify when ordering). Gift
Certificates must be paid in advance.
The certificates are redeemable in
person, by phone or in our showroom
or with your order by mail.
Available in any denomination.
$25 minimum.
Contact our sales department to
purchase your gift certificates today!

Give The Ultimate Gift to Your Automotive Enthusiast!
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Camaro Car Covers

Price Match Guarantee
If you find a product for less, we’ll match the price!
Classic Industries® will match any competitor's current advertised retail price
for an identical product. Simply send us a copy of the competitors’ current
advertised price from a catalog, advertisement or website (with URL) and
we’ll match the price. The price match guarantee is available at the time the
order is placed and for in-stock merchandise only. Price matching will be
determined by a competitor’s most current retail-published price.

Camaro Exhaust Systems
y
and Products
Cat-back exhaust systems, headers, x-pipes, muffler delete kits, 4 - 7
crossover pipes and more.

Camaro Restyling
y g
Body kits, hoods, ground effects, spoilers, wings, scoops,
valance panels, grills and more.

100% Satisfaction or Your Money Back!
When you continually offer a quality product for a reasonable price, people
come back! If you haven't already decided for yourself, then check out
our Money Back Guarantee. Classic Industries® is continually the most
competitively priced muscle car parts supplier year after year. We research
each and every product we sell to make sure your getting the quality you
want at the lowest price possible. We take pride in the quality of the products
we offer and back it up with a 100% Money Back Guarantee. If for any reason
you are not satisfied with a product or purchase, you can return the product
within 30 days of receipt for a full refund, credit or exchange.

8 - 13

Camaro Interior Accessories
Floor mats, cargo area mats, sill plates, trim kits and more.

Money Back Guarantee

2 - 3

Custom fit car covers.

14 - 15

Camaro Performance and Handling
g
Superchargers, cold air intakes, throttle body spacers,
radiators, shifters, suspension, brakes and more.

16 - 21

Performance Gauges
g
Marshall Instruments SCX & SCX Pro gauges
Autometer and Sport Comp II guages.

22

Camaro Accessories
Billet accessories, emblems, fuel doors, license frames,
novelty plates and more.

23 - 24

Chevrolet and Camaro Lifestyle
y
Tin signs, key chains, bags, belt buckles, apparel, banners, 25 - 35
bar stools, caps, t-shirts and more.

Volume Discounts
Takke advantage of Classic Industries ®
voluume discounts
Orders over $500.00 receive a 5%

Discount
Orders Over $1000.00 receive a 10% Discount plus Free Shipping
on ground orders.
*NOTE: Free shipping offer does not include oversize, overweight or truck freight items.
Applicable shipping fees will be applied. 5% & 10% discounts do not apply to sale items, special
orders, or kit items.

We Carry Brand Names You Know and Trust...

Classic Industries and Yenko Apparel
pp
T-shirts, caps, gloves and more.

36 - 37

Car Care and Garage
g Products
Polishes, waxes, glass cleaners, upholstery cleaners,
brushes, vacuums, creepers, tool boxes, ramps and more.

38 - 51

General Information and Ordering
g
How to order, payment information and shipping details.

52 - 56
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The Economical Way to Protect Your Investment!

Now available

W

in Blue, Gray or Tan

Diamond Blue
Indoor Use
Single Layer Material
2 Year Limited Warranty

blue

Diamond Blue
fabric

Protect your Gen 5 Camaro from dust and dirt with Classic Industries® custom-fit
Diamond Blue car covers. Designed for use indoors, the Diamond Blue is manufactured
using an economical single layer material that provides good protection from dust
and dirt penetration. Each cover is sewn with strong and durable double-stitched
seams. Neoprene elastic is sewn into the front and rear hems to help secure the cover
in place. Breathable and lightweight, Diamond Blue covers offer basic protection
against damage from dust, dirt, over spray and more. Covered by a 2 year limited
warranty when used indoors. Features mirror pockets on both sides of the cover
and non-scratch grommets are installed on each side of the cover to allow the use
of a tie-strap or lock.
MT3500A 2010-11 ............................................................................. 59.99 ea

gray

Plus

tan

Outdoor Use
Four Layers of Protection
4 Year Limited Warranty

The ultimate combination of protection and value! Designed for outdoor use,
the Weather Blocker© cover is manufactured using a durable non-woven 4 layer
material that provides a high level of protection against outdoor elements. The
fourth layer is a soft cotton backing that further protects against scratches and
dings. Each cover is sewn with double-stitched seams that are strong and durable.
Neoprene elastic is sewn into the front and rear hems to help secure the cover
in place. Breathable and lightweight, Weather Blocker offers increased water
resistance and protection from the sun’s UV rays. Covered by a 4 year limited
warranty. Features mirror pockets on both sides of the cover and non-scratch
grommets are installed on each side of the cover to allow the use of a tie-strap or
lock. Specify blue, gray or tan.
MT3500G 2010-11 ............................................................................. 149.99 ea

Softshield
cotton flannel fabric

Diamond Fleece

Indoor/Outdoor Use
Triple Layer Material
3 Year Limited Warranty

Diamond Fleece fabric

Outstanding protection at a price you can afford! Designed for indoor and occasional
outdoor use, the Diamond Fleece cover is manufactured using a 3 layer material
that offers excellent protection from dust and dirt. Each cover is sewn with strong
and durable double-stitched seams. Neoprene elastic is sewn into the front and rear
hems to help hold the cover in place. Breathable and lightweight, Diamond Fleece
offers water resistance and also offers protection from the sun's damaging UV rays.
Covered by a 3 year limited warranty. Features mirror pockets on both sides of the
cover and non-scratch grommets are installed on each side of the cover to allow
the use of a tie-strap or lock.
MT3500B 2010-11 ............................................................................. 99.99 ea
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car covers

Our exclusive soft
cotton lining provides
added protection
against dings and
scratches.

Indoor Use
Cotton Flannel Material
Lifetime Limited Warranty

gray

tan

Favored by classic car collectors that garage their cars, our woven soft cotton flannel
car covers pamper your vehicle's finish with a super-soft underside nap that protects
even the most delicate surfaces. Designed for indoor use only, the Softshield is soft
on paint providing a dust barrier and protection against nicks and dings while the
vehicle is being stored. Each cover is sewn with strong and durable double-stitched
seams. Neoprene elastic is sewn into the front and rear hems to help keep the cover
in place. Covered by a limited lifetime warranty. Features mirror pockets on both
sides of the cover and non-scratch grommets are installed on each side of the cover
to allow the use of a tie-strap or lock. Your choice of gray or tan flannel.
MT3500FGR 2010-11 gray ............................................................... 169.99 ea
MT3500FTN 2010-11 tan.................................................................. 169.99 ea

toll free order line 800.854.1280

The Ultimate In Outdoor Protection For Your Vehicle

Lightweight
highly reflective
material for added
protection from
harmful UV rays

Rain

Air

Car Covers
This durable, lightweight fabric is engineered to provide the best possible protection
from the sun! Designed for indoor or outdoor use, Titanium© has a reflective water
repellent 100% polyester top layer that keeps your interior cool when in sunlight
and protects against harmful UV rays. Each cover is sewn with strong and durable
double-stitched seams. Neoprene elastic is sewn into the front and rear hems to help
keep the cover securely in place. The reflective properties of its silver construction
gives Titanium© covers the ultimate in UV protection. Its extremely lightweight
construction makes this cover easy to handle and store. Each cover includes a free
storage bag and lock kit and is covered by a 2 year limited warranty. Features mirror
pockets on both sides of the cover and non-scratch grommets are installed on each
side of the cover to allow the use of a tie-strap or lock.
MT3500K 2010-11 ............................................................................. 109.99 ea
Our exclusive
soft cotton lining
provides added
protection against
dings and scratches.

Evolution
delivers the best
combination of
water-resistant
and breathable
performance.

gold

blue

gray

Technalon Premium Car Covers
Technalon is a high-tech, 4-layer fabric that remains pliable in all weather conditions
and will not rot or mildew. The outside and inside layers are made of long fibers
which make the fabric tough, but also soft and non-abrasive. The middle layer is
made of shorter fibers which catch water but also allow air to circulate. Specially
developed for harsh outside weather conditions, this cover will not freeze, even in
the coldest of climates. Each cover is water-resistant and its breathable construction
prevent the build up of harmful moisture between the paint and the car cover.
Specify color when ordering.
CV4000
2010-11 ............................................................................. 191.99 ea

Car Covers
This premium fabric offers double the protection! Designed for indoor or outdoor
use, Titanium Plus© has a silver highly reflective, water repellent 100% polyester
top layer that keeps your interior cool in the sunlight and a soft padded cotton
inner layer that provides extra protection against nicks and dings during storage in
tight quarters. Each cover is sewn with strong and durable double-stitched seams.
Neoprene elastic is sewn into the front and rear hems to help keep the cover securely
in place. The reflective properties of its silver construction gives Titanium Plus©
the ultimate in UV protection. Each cover includes a free storage bag and lock kit
and is covered by a 2 year limited warranty. Features mirror pockets on both sides
of the cover and non-scratch grommets are installed on each side of the cover to
allow the use of a tie-strap or lock.
MT3500H 2010-11 ............................................................................. 129.99 ea

Touchless Car Cover
Custom Fit Windshield Sun Shade
Keep your interior up to 40° cooler by reflecting the sun’s harmful UV rays, so
you can return to a cooler parked vehicle with both reduced ambient heat and
much cooler steering wheel, shifter and seat surfaces. This windshield sun shade
is custom tailored to fit the inside of your vehicle’s windshield like a glove, filling
every corner for maximum protection. It’s high tech, incredibly reflective, closed
cell foam material prevents costly dash pad and steering wheel damage, while
improving your comfort. Stores conveniently rolled up with a sewn-in Velcro strap.
WS104
2010-11 ............................................................................. 29.99 ea

After being introduced at the 2008 Pebble Beach Concours, Jay Leno invited Touchless
Car Cover to his garage in Burbank, California for an up-close demonstration. His
first words were, “boy is this a cool product…”. If you use an old-fashioned cover
just after washing your car, you subject yourself to growing mold and bacteria
under the cover and in unreachable nooks and crannies. We’ve all sat in a car that
smells like mildew. Prevent the growth of mildew and mold on your Camaro by
immediately covering your just-washed Camaro with the Touchless Car Cover.
No dust, No trapped moisture, No chance for mold to grow. Zippered sides allow
access to the car with cover in place. No metal parts to rust or corrode. Just drive
in and out - easy to setup and use. Universal front and rear skirts. Fit sports cars,
sedans, wagons and coupes that are 196" and shorter.
W34002
.......................................................................................... 269.99 ea

car covers
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Exhaust Systems

GF50016

GF50011

GF50021

GF50018

SLP PowerFlo Exhaust System

SLP "Loud Mouth II" Exhaust System

Give your Gen 5 Camaro a deep, powerful sound with a PowerFlo™ from SLP
Performance Parts. If you want a system that sounds good with minimal cabin
resonance, this system is for you. This exhaust system includes a pair of PowerFlo
mufflers, which use a straight-through design and ceramic wrapped perforated core
to significantly outflow traditional chambered and turbo-type mufflers. Combined
with all-new 4" polished tips, you’ll really hear, see and feel the difference. Also
available with square tips for use with factory installed ground effects package.

Give your Gen 5 Camaro an aggressive, deep sound with a Loud Mouth II™ rear-axle
back exhaust system from SLP Performance Parts. This exhaust system includes
a pair of SLP Loud Mouth II™ mufflers, which use a straight through design and
ceramic wrapped perforated core to significantly outflow traditional chambered and
turbo-type mufflers. This system provides superior flow and performance with a
smoother, mellower tone than that of SLP’s Loud Mouth™ system, but with a tone
more aggressive than the PowerFlo™ system. Combined with all-new 4" polished
exhaust tips, you’ll really hear, see and feel the difference.

Note: 50-State Emissions Legal. Shipped oversize.

Note: 50-State Emissions Legal. Shipped oversize.

OS1

GF50011
GF50012
GF50017
GF50018

2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11

V6 ................................................................... 699.99
V6 square tips ................................................. 699.99
V8 ................................................................... 699.99
V8 square tips ................................................. 699.99

set
set
set
set

GF50015
GF50016
GF50021
GF50022

2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11

OS1

V6 ................................................................... 599.99
V6 square tips ................................................. 599.99
V8 ................................................................... 599.99
V8 square tips ................................................. 599.99

set
set
set
set

GF50014
GF50019

SLP "Loud Mouth" Exhaust System
Your Gen 5 Camaro packs a powerful engine, so why bottle it up with wimpyentirely, drastically reducing backpressure for enhanced power and mind-blowing
sounding (and restrictive) stock mufflers? Unleash the power of the Bow Tie within
performance sound. Combined with all-new 4" polished tips, you’ll really see, hear
by installing a Loud Mouth™ rear-axle back exhaust system from SLP Performance
and feel the difference.
Note: 50-State Emissions Legal. Shipped oversize.
Parts. This affordable and easy-to-install system eliminates the factory mufflers
OS1
GF50013
2010-11
V6 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 449.99 set
GF50014
2010-11
V6 square tips....................................................................................................................................................................................... 449.99 set
GF50019
2010-11
V8 ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 449.99 set
GF50020
2010-11
V8 square tips....................................................................................................................................................................................... 449.99 set
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CAMARO

Exhaust Systems

F817487

F817481
F817483

Flowmaster American Thunder Exhaust System
Looking for a complete cat-back exhaust system with an aggressive tone?
be heard. Like all Flowmaster exhaust systems, this system also offers the added
Flowmaster’s American Thunder Exhaust system is just the perfect solution. Designed
benefits of improved throttle response, power and mileage. Comes complete with
with an easy fit in mind, these systems are mandrel bent for maximum performance
all necessary parts and mounting hardware for easy installation.
Note: 50-State Emissions Legal. Shipped double oversize. Discount exempt.
and include specially selected mufflers. Engineered to deliver a moderate to aggressive
interior and exterior tone, these systems are perfect for the enthusiast who wants to
OS2
F817481
2010-11
6.2L V8 cat-back (w/o factory ground effects pkg) ............................................................................................................................. 754.99 set
F817483
2010-11
3.6L V6 axle-back (w/o factory ground effects pkg) ........................................................................................................................... 459.99 set
F817487
2010-11
6.2L V8 cat-back (w/factory ground effects pkg) ................................................................................................................................ 734.99 set

16583

16482

Flowmaster Hushpower Exhaust System
An alternative to a complete cat-back system, this axle-back exhaust system is just
the ticket for power enhancement without breaking the bank. This system mandrel
bent for maximum efficiency, this axle-back system features specially selected Pro
Series “Shortie” mufflers with attractive 4" polished stainless steel tips. Designed
for a moderate performance sound and improved performance, throttle response
and mileage. Comes complete with all necessary parts and hardware for easy athome installation.
OS2
Note: 50-State Emissions Legal. Shipped double oversize. Discount exempt.
F819106 2010-11 6.2L V8 SS axle-back (w/o factory ground effects pkg) ..... 479.99 set

16480

165811

Magnaflow Stainless Steel Cat-Back Exhaust System
Looking for more power from your Camaro SS? Look no further. These Street and
Competition series mufflers from Magnaflow are the answer. Built with high-flow
mandrel-bent stainless steel tubing and a low restriction muffler, these systems
reduce engine heat and back pressure yet improve exhaust scavenging from the
combustion chamber for even more potent performance. Available in cat-back or
axle-back, axle-back systems are a lower cost way to acheive a more aggressive
exhaust note. These performance exhaust systems minimize the power-robbing
effects of the OEM exhaust to maximize horsepower and torque.
Note: *Indicates shipped double oversize, **Indicates shipped triple oversize.
OS2
Axle-Back Exhaust System
16480* 2010-11 V8 2.5" street series axle-back w/fact ground effects......... 824.99 set
165811* 2010-11 V8 2.5" street series axle-back w/4" polished tips .............. 724.99 set
16582* 2010-11 V8 2.5" comp series axle-back w/dual 5" polished tips..... 519.99 set
16584* 2010-11 V6 2.5" street series axle-back w/4" polished tips .............. 724.99 set
Cat-Back Exhaust System
OS3
16481* 2010-11 V8 2.5" street series cat-back w/fact ground effects ....... 1339.99 set
16482** 2010-11 V8 2.5" comp series cat-back w/fact ground effects ...... 1134.99 set
16483** 2010-11 V8 3.0" comp series cat-back w/dual 4" polished tips ... 1344.99 set
16579** 2010-11 V8 2.5" street series cat-back w/dual 4" polished tips .... 1229.99 set
16580** 2010-11 V8 2.5" comp series cat-back w/dual 5" polished tips1014.99set
16583** 2010-11 V6 2.5" street series cat back w/4" polished tips............. 1229.99 set

www.classicindustries.com

exhaust systems
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CAMARO

Performance Exhaust

GF50030
GF50002

GF50004

BBK X-Pipe

SLP Long Tube Headers
SLP's new V8 Camaro 4-into-1 Long-Tube Header System features equal-length
1-3/4" main primaries flowing into 3" high flow collectors. The headers are made
with mandrel bent 409 stainless steel and ceramic coated to keep heat in, reduce
underhood temperatures and improve exhaust velocity. The rest of the exhaust
system is made from high-quality stainless steel. Fits L99 or LS3 Camaro engines.
This header package is fully compatible with all stock emissions-control equipment
and uses OEM flanges for perfect fit and proper bolt retention.
OS2

Note: Not 50 state legal. Shipped double oversize.

GF50002
GF50003
GF50004
GF50005

2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11

for use w/stock h-pipe ..................................... 1399.99
for use w/ P/N GF50006 ................................. 1449.99
comes w/PowerFlo-X Crossover Assembly.... 1999.99
comes w/PowerFlo-X -use w/GF50021 or GF50022 . 1999.99

set
set
set
set

This X-pipe is designed to eliminate the factory resonators to increase performance
and horsepower and is also smog-legal because it is an after-cat product, BBK HighFlow X-Pipes offer great sound and performance. For SS models, BBK engineers
designed the X-Pipe with 2-3/4" CNC mandrel-bent tubing for outstanding power
and sound. For V6 models, the X-Pipe was designed with 2-1/2" tubing to maximize
low-end torque while still delivering a great sound and improved performance.
Note: Shipped oversize.

GF50029
GF50030
GF50031

OS1

2010-11
2010-11
2010-11

V8 aluminized................................................. 284.99 set
V8 304 stainless .............................................. 404.99 set
V6 aluminized................................................. 284.99 set

GF50034
62560

62566

Hedman 304 Stainless Shorty Hedders
When only the best exhaust manifolds will do, look no further than Hedman
Hedders. Now offering a set of 304 Stainless Steel headers for the Gen 5 Camaro
6.2L, Hedman Hedders offers these shorty headers which feature 1-3/4" diameter
runners, 16 gauge 304 stainless steel primary tubes and thick 3/8" 304 stainless
flanges. Easily bolts up to the factory exhaust. Since the catalytic converters are
retained, these headers will be street legal (E.O. # Pending). These Hedders meet
and exceed the high expectations of even the most hardened muscle car enthusiast.
Available in uncoated 304 stainless steel or HTC Ceramic coated for a high-luster
chrome-like appearance and also reduce underhood temperatures.
Note: Emissions legal in all 50 states. Discount exempt.

62560
62566

6

2010-11
2010-11

uncoated .......................................................... 584.99 set
HTC coated ..................................................... 829.99 set

performance exhaust

BBK Full Length Headers
Any enthusiast will tell you, nothing sounds like Long-Tube headers. Give your
Camaro a boost in performance and awesome sound with BBK long tube headers.
Designed for maximum power and are available in your choice of chrome, silverceramic or 304 stainless steel. Also available with a high flow steel core catalytic
converter X-Pipe or with an Off-Road X-Pipe. Headers with high-flow cats are
available for Camaro SS (1-3/4" Tubes) or V6 (1-5/8" Tubes) models.
Note: Not 50 state legal. Shipped oversize.

GF50026
GF50027
GF50028
GF50032
GF50033
GF50034
GF50035
GF50036
GF50037

2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11

OS1

V8 chrome w/high flow cats ........................... 754.99
V8 polished ceramic w/high flow cats............ 854.99
V8 304 stainless w/high flow cats ................ 1004.99
V8 chrome off road headers ........................... 504.99
V8 polished ceramic off road headers ............ 604.99
V8 304 stainless off road headers ................... 804.99
V6 chrome w/high flow cats .......................... 704.99
V6 polished ceramic w/high flow cats............ 804.99
V6 304 stainless w/high flow cats .................. 904.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

toll free order line 800.854.1280

CAMARO

Performance Exhaust

GF50024
GF50023

E65713

Edelbrock Camaro SS Shorty Headers
Delivering seat-of-the-pants performance over stock in a direct replacement header,
Edelbrock shorty headers are engineered with mandrel-bent tubes along with stamped
and laser-cut flanges. Since they are direct replacement manifolds, installation is
simple using the factory crossover pipe. Available in Ti-Tech finish or ceramic
coating. Made in the U.S.A.
Note: 50-State Emissions Legal. Discount exempt.

E65712
E65713

2010-11
2010-11

ceramic coated ................................................ 484.99 set
Ti-tech coated ................................................. 414.99 set

BBK Camaro SS Shorty Headers
Get even more performance out of your Camaro with these BBK tuned length shorty
headers for the Gen 5 Camaro SS with LS3. Using CNC mandrel bent 1-3/4" primary
tubes for the best combination of horsepower and low end torque, these headers are
good for an additional 12-18 rear wheel horsepower. Available in chrome, polished
silver ceramic or 304 Stainless finishes. Made in the U.S.A.
Note: Emissions legal in all 50 states.

GF50023
GF50024
GF50025

2010-11
2010-11
2010-11

chrome ............................................................ 304.99 set
ceramic............................................................ 404.99 set
304 stainless.................................................... 454.99 set

GF50009

Edelbrock Gen 5 Camaro SS X-Pipe
The Edelbrock X-pipe assembly for the 2010-11 Camaro SS is designed to replace
the restrictive OEM resonator system. This X-pipe will help balance exhaust pressure
and give the Camaro an aggressive exhaust tone to match its high performance
looks. Installation will require cutting the OEM system and the X-pipe can be
clamped or welded into place, though welding is recommended. Manufactured
from 2-1/2" diameter 409 stainless steel and Ti-Tech® coated for long life and great
looks. Made in the U.S.A.
Note: Discount exempt.

E6716

2010-11

6.2L V8 ........................................................... 134.99 ea
GF50010

SLP PowerFlo-X Crossover Pipe
SLP Muffler Delete Kit
Looking for race-ready performance and an ultra aggressive sound for your V8
Camaro? Then look no further and clamp-in SLP's muffler delete kit to your existing
SLP 3" integrated PowerFlo-X™ Crossover assembly.
Note: Not 50 state legal. For use with GF50004, GF50005, GF50006, GF50007, GF50009
or GF50010. Discount exempt.

GF50008

2010-11 ............................................................................. 99.99 pr

Build power in your new L99 or LS3 Camaro with an SLP PowerFlo-X™ Crossover
Pipe Assembly. Designed to replace your factory H-pipe assembly, they bolt directly
to your stock exhaust manifolds or SLP Header package. Each assembly is precision
bent on CNC equipment, manufactured from 3" stainless steel with smoother bends
and equipped with a genuine X-pipe crossover.
Note: Not 50 state legal. Shipped double oversize.

GF50006
GF50007
GF50009
GF50010

2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11

OS2

use w/stock manifolds .................................... 699.99
for use w-p/n GF50002 ................................... 724.99
w/stock man and p/n GF50021 or GF50022 .. 699.99
use w/GF50002 & GF50021 or GF50022 ...... 724.99

set
set
set
set

performance exhaust
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CAMARO

Restyling
carbon fiber detail

RK Sport Gen-5 Carbon Fiber Hood
Want that high tech carbon fiber look for your new Camaro? Classic Industries® has
just the ticket: the RK Sport OE style Carbon Fiber hood for the Gen 5 Camaro.
Fits SS, LT and RS models.
Note: Special order, prepaid only. Shipped truck freight.

GF30008

2010-11 ............................................................................. 995.99 ea

G13102

GM Exterior Body Components
Create your own look for your Gen 5 Camaro with GM’s diverse lineup of exterior
accessories. This wing-style rear spoiler offers an aggressive competition look. GM’s
Camaro exterior accessories are designed and manufactured to the same quality
and durability standards as all regular-production components. That means you are
assured of perfect-fitting, long-lasting accessories that will stand up to years of use.
Note: Special order, prepaid only. Shipped double oversize.

G13101
G13102
G13103
G13104
G13105

2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11

OS2

wing spoiler, primed ....................................... 400.99
wing spoiler, black .......................................... 499.99
wing spoiler, victory red ................................. 499.99
wing spoiler, red jewel tintcoat ....................... 499.99
wing spoiler, cyber grey ................................. 499.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

SLP Composite Camaro Heat Extractor Scoop Hood
SLP's RTM hood with functional heat extractor scoop (design patent pending)
provides a more aggressive performance image and separates your Camaro from
the rest. Constructed of high-quality OEM composite materials is manufactured
from an OE-quality RTM (Resin-Transfer Mold) process which is much stronger
and durable then hand-laid or chopper-gun fiberglass hoods. It is the same weight
as the stock hood and includes many of the factory hood design features including
crush initiators and attaching hardware. The functional scoop allows cold, fresh
air to enter the engine compartment, forcing hot, under-hood air out. It includes an
injection molded grille for the hood scoop opening. The hood is shipped to you (or
your body shop) ready for prep, prime and paint. Installation instructions included.
Note: Shipped truck freight. Discount exempt.

GF30061

2010-11

composite ...................................................... 1099.99 ea

GF30009

rear valance closeup

side skirt closeup

front valance closeup

GF30010

RK Sport Camaro Extractor Hood

RK Sport Camaro SS Ground Effects Package

Lower engine bay temperatures and give your Camaro a more aggressive high
performance look with this fully functional heat-extractor hood. Available in either
full fiberglass or with carbon fiber inlay in the raised center section and extraction
vents. Fits all Gen 5 Camaro models. Comes gel-coated grey, paint is required.

Looking to change the look of your Gen 5 Camaro? Look no further than this
complete ground effects package from RK Sport. Includes front valance, side
skirts and rear left and right valance. (diffuser sold separately-P/N GF30007). Front
valance available separately.

Note: Shipped truck freight.

Note: Special order, prepaid only. Shipped double oversize.

GF30009
GF30010

2010-11
2010-11

fiberglass ......................................................... 695.99 ea
fiberglass w/carbon fiber inlay & gills ............ 895.99 ea

8
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GF30000
GF30004

2010-11
2010-11

OS2

Camaro SS only .............................................. 765.99 set
SS front valance only (shipped oversize) ....... 195.99 ea

toll free order line 800.854.1280
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G13092

GM Molded Splash Guards

GF30059

GM Performance Parts contoured splash guards add to the look of ground-hugging
muscle while protecting your Camaro from mud, dirt, snow, salt and gravel.

SLP Camaro SS Close-Out Panel Insert

Note: Special order, prepaid only.

G13091
G13092
G13093
G13094
G13095
G13096
G13097

2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11

inferno orange ................................................. 199.99
scorch yellow .................................................. 199.99
red jewel tintcoat ............................................ 199.99
black................................................................ 199.99
cyber grey ....................................................... 199.99
switchblade silver ........................................... 199.99
victory red ....................................................... 199.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set

This close-out panel insert is an injection molded part that fills the non-functional
opening in the front facia of the Camaro SS. Comes unpainted, must be painted to
match factory color. Easily installs with pre-applied 3M double sided tape.
GF30059
2010-11 unpainted ........................................................ 149.99 ea

XE12915

GF30012
GF30012

RK Sport Rear Exhaust Diffuser
These rear exhaust diffusers from RK Sport will give your Gen 5 Camaro a hardcore
race car look. Available in carbon fiber and fiberglass. The carbon fiber diffuser has
carbon fiber center sections and is gel coated black around the edges and splitters
- paint is optional. The fiberglass diffuser is made with hand-laid fiberglass and
comes gel coated black, paint is required.
OS1

Note: Shipped oversize

GF30007
GF30012

2010-11
2010-11

XE12910

fiberglass ......................................................... 329.99 ea
carbon fiber ..................................................... 585.99 ea

XE12900

XE12920

XE12930

Xenon Body Components
SLP High Lip Rear Spoiler
This OE-Quality composite high-lip rear spoiler from SLP provides a wider, taller,
more aggressive spoiler design while still maintaining many of the same design
features of the stock spoiler. It provides increased downforce at high speeds to improve
vehicle stability. The spoiler attaches directly to V8 models using the stock spoiler
mounting holes. Requires drilling holes in decklid for installation on V6 models
not currently equipped with RS package. Comes ready to prep, prime and paint.
Note: Shipped double oversize. Discount exempt.

GF30013

2010-11

OS2

V6 & V8 ......................................................... 299.99 ea

www.classicindustries.com

Add a more aggressive look to your Gen 5 Camaro with these Xenon components
which enhance the already bold styling of your Gen 5 Camaro. All components fit
both V6 and V8 models. Manufactured using super tough urethane, these parts are
easy to install and virtually indestructible. Complete installation, prepping, priming
and painting instructions are included with each component.
OS1

Note:* XE12915 shipped oversize

XE12915*
XE12910
XE12900
XE12920
XE12930

2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11

V6 & V8 rear deck spoiler ................................ 259.99
V6 & V8 rear window scoops w/black inserts.. 149.99
V6 & V8 rear body scoops w/black inserts....... 149.99
V6 & V8 louvered hood scoops ........................ 189.99
V6 & V8 scoops w/black inserts ....................... 159.99

restyling

ea
pr
pr
pr
pr
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GF30015
GF30017

GF30018
GF30016

Street Scene Camaro Aero Body Components

GF30026 & GF30027

Now you can give your Gen 5 Camaro a more aggressive, customized look with
Street Scene's new urethane body components. The look, fit, feel and finish are
factory quality thanks to Street Scene's rigid production standards and the direct
molding process used to create all of their urethane components.
Note: GF30017 is discount exempt. * Indicates part shipped oversize.

GF30015*
GF30016
GF30017*
GF30018*

2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11

OS1

chin spoiler - fits only Camaro SS .................. 174.99
lower grille ducts ............................................ 89.99
side skirts - 4 pieces ........................................ 464.99
rear wing - 3 piece .......................................... 194.99

ea
pr
set
set

4462

Carriage Works Aluminum Billet Grills
Add style to your Gen 5 Camaro with these fine billet aluminum grills. Manufactured
to uncompromising standards with quality workmanship, the grills are a bolt-over
design that requires no modification and only takes around 30 minutes to install.
These are the finest aftermarket grills on the market. The ultimate combination of
lightweight, style and strength makes these a great upgrade. Available in polished,
brushed or black finishes.
OS1

Street Scene Aluminum Billet Grills
Add a little style to your Gen 5 Camaro with these quality billet grills from Street
Scene. Designed as an overlay, or a replacement to the factory grill. Made with
uncompromising standards and quality workmanship. The ultimate combination
of lightweight, style and strength makes these a great upgrade. Available in either
polished or black. Important: GF30054 for show use only, covers headlamps.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

Main Grills
GF30026
2010-11
GF30028
2010-11
GF30050
2010-11
GF30051
2010-11
GF30052
2010-11
GF30053
2010-11
GF30054
2010-11
SS Valance Grills
GF30027
2010-11
GF30029
2010-11
GF30040
2010-11
GF30041
2010-11
GF30042
2010-11
GF30043
2010-11
V6 Valance Grills
GF30044
2010-11
GF30045
2010-11
GF30046
2010-11
GF30047
2010-11
GF30048
2010-11
GF30049
2010-11

OS2

overlay, polished ............................................. 174.99
overlay, black .................................................. 179.99
overlay, polished, covers turn signals ............. 189.99
overlay, black, covers turn signals .................. 194.99
replacement, polished, covers turn signals ..... 174.99
replacement, black, covers turn signals .......... 184.99
overlay, black, covers headlamps ................... 269.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

overlay, polished ............................................. 144.99
overlay, black .................................................. 144.99
replacement, polished ..................................... 149.99
replacement, black .......................................... 154.99
replacement, polished, w/ducts....................... 239.99
replacement, black, w/ducts ........................... 245.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

overlay, polished ............................................. 144.99
overlay, black ....................... ........................... 149.99
replacement, polished ..................................... 149.99
replacement, black .......................................... 154.99
replacement, polished, w/ducts....................... 245.99
replacement, black, w/ducts............................ 255.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Note: Shipped oversize.

4459
4460
4461
4462
4463

2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11

upper grill (all models)............................................. 194.99
bumper grill (SS models only) ................................. 124.99
bumper grill (standard and RS models) ................... 114.99
includes 4459 & 4460 (SS models only) ................. 279.99
includes 4459 & 4461 (standard and RS models).... 279.99

ea
ea
ea
kit
kit

Retro USA Chrome Upgrades
GF30003

GF30011

RK Sport Rear Trunk Spoiler
Similar to the spoiler offered in their full ground effects package, these high quality
trunk spoilers from RK Sport are made with high quality fiberglass and are available
with a carbon fiber inlay. Fits all 2010 and up Camaro models.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

GF30003
GF30011
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2010-11
2010-11

OS2

fiberglass ......................................................... 295.99 ea
w/carbon fiber inlay on top ............................. 420.99 ea

restyling

Give your Gen 5 Camaro an authentic vintage touch with Retro-USA’s first-gen
inspired Chrome-Tech accessories. Influenced by the iconic design of the first
generation Camaro, each of these fine accessories is manufactured using chrome
film laminate or chrome-plating on high quality automotive plastics. Retro-USA’s
Chrome-Tech bumpers, moldings and hood louvers offer durability, light weight
and easy installation in addition to their stunning good looks. All of these great retro
touches install onto the existing body using thermoformed inserts (when applicable)
and 3M attachment tape, meaning there’s no need to modify your beloved Camaro.
Note: *Indicates shipped double oversize.

RT1001*
RT1002*
RT1003
RT1004
RT1005

2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11

OS2

front bumper ................................................... 399.99
rear bumper ..................................................... 399.99
rocker moldings .............................................. 199.99
quarter moldings ............................................. 199.99
hood vents (non functional) ............................ 199.99

ea
ea
pr
pr
pr

toll free order line 800.854.1280
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GF30035

GT4172S

GTS Sunroof Deflector
Reduce cabin wind noise and air turbulence when the sunroof is open by installing this
aerodynamic sunroof deflector. Constructed from GTS’ smoked composite material,
this deflector is designed specifically for Gen 5 Camaro and installs in minutes.
GT97280
2010-11 ............................................................................. 36.99 ea

W10567

Quarter Window Louvered Panels
Add a sleek look to your Camaro with these smoked quarter window louvered panels
which install over the rear quarter glass. Custom designed for a flush installation
and precise fit. Manufactured in the U.S.A. from smoked GTS composite material,
these louvered rear quarter window panels mount in just minutes. Sold as a pair.
GT4172S 2010-11 ............................................................................. 109.99 pr

GT0280S

GTS Headlamp/Fog Lamp Covers
Add a mean, blacked out look to your Camaro with these smoke headlamp and fog
lamp covers. They fit right over your stock headlamps/fog lamps (not for use with
HID option). Custom crafted for a precise flush fit. Constructed from smoked GTS
composite material. Made specifically for the new Camaro, these covers install in
minutes. Available in smoked, clear (for headlamps only), or carbon fiber pattern
finish. Made in the USA.
GT0280S 2010-11 headlamp covers - smoke ............................... 56.99 pr
GT0280C 2010-11 headlamp covers - clear .................................. 56.99 pr
GT0280X 2010-11 headlamp covers - carbon fiber pattern........... 64.99 pr
GT0280FS 2010-11 fog lamp covers - smoke................................. 37.99 pr
GT0280FX 2010-11 fog lamp covers - carbon fiber pattern ............ 43.99 pr
GT4168
2010-11 tail lamp covers - smoke ................................. 76.99 pr
GT4168X 2010-11 tail lamp covers - carbon fiber pattern ............ 79.99 pr

This is a pair of smoked composite acrylic quarter window louvers manufactured
by DefenderWorx, which are officially licensed by General Motors. Add a sleek
look to your Gen 5 Camaro with these black window louvers that install over the
rear quarter window glass.
GF30035
2010-11 ............................................................................. 199.99 pr
Personalize your Camaro with Astra/Hammond Side Window Louvers. On their own,
or matched with our Rear Window Louver (sold separately), these Side Window
Louvers increase your vehicle’s privacy and help minimize your vehicle’s interior
temperature.These classic, custom-fitted, C-Pillar Louvers are thermoformed from
a durable black “ABS” material and are easily installed by placing over the existing
glass with the supplied 3M doubled sided automotive-grade tape. No drilling required.
They have a ready-to-paint surface.
W10567
2010-11 ............................................................................. 129.99 pr

W10615

W1565

2010-11 Camaro Rear Window Louvers
GT4170

GTS Rear Blackout Panel
Add a mean, blacked out look to your Camaro with these blackout panels. Custom
crafted for a precise flush fit. Constructed from smoked GTS composite material.
Made specifically for the new Camaro models, these covers install in minutes.
Available in either smoked or carbon fiber pattern. Made in the USA.
GT4170
2010-11 smoke .............................................................. 53.99 ea
GT4170X 2010-11 carbon fiber pattern ......................................... 59.99 ea

Add the distinctive performance look to the rear window of your Camaro with an
Astra/Hammond Aluminum or ABS rear window louver. Rear window louvers
were all the rage during the 60s, 70s, 80s and now you can have the same great
styling for today's performance coupes and sedans. They visually enhance the look
of your car while increasing privacy and minimizing interior temperature. Each
louver panel is completely assembled and includes all the necessary hardware and
instructions, making installation a breeze! Available in smooth black “ABS” plastic
or a matte-black aluminum.
OS2

Note: Shipped double oversize.

W1565
W10615

2010-11
2010-11

ABS plastic ..................................................... 295.99 ea
aluminum ........................................................ 479.99 ea

restyling
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CH2010

GTS Rear Window Wing
Add this sleek rear window wing to give your Camaro a European look. This
wing helps protect the rear sections of the interior from the hot sun and improves
aerodynamics. Custom designed for a flush and precise fit. Manufactured in the
U.S.A. in GTS' smoked composite material. Installs in minutes and does not require
drilling any holes.
GT51280
2010-11 ............................................................................. 119.99 ea

TP2010MB

G13083

CT2010

GM Grill Insert Assembly

G13086

G13087

G13089

G13090

Give your Gen 5 Camaro a unique look with this GM Performance Parts grill insert
assembly. Designed and manufactured to the same quality and durability standards
as all regular-production components, which means a perfect fitting, long-lasting
accessory that will offer good looks for years to come.
Note: Special order, prepaid only.

G13098

2010-11 ............................................................................. 305.99 ea

G13088

Stripe and Panel Decals

Front Fascia Intake Accent
Give your Camaro SS a stunning look with this top quality front fascia intake
accent. Now you can have high performance style without paying the high prices
for a custom painted front fascia intake. Available exclusively in black. Comes
complete with a squeegee and instructions.
FF2010GB 2010-11 SS only............................................................ 29.99 ea

Aftermarket Decal Sets
Give your Camaro a stunning look with our quality decal kits. Now you can have
high performance style without paying the high prices for stripe sets at the dealership.
Choose from OEM offered colors, or trick out your Camaro with a custom color.
You can also go all-out and paint on the design with our stencil kit. The Rally Stripe
set includes decals for the hood, deck lid and spoiler; the Hockey Stick set includes
the decals for the header panel, fenders and doors. All sets come complete with a
squeegee and instructions. Specify matte black, inferno orange, silver, cyber gray,
olympic white, gloss black, red, Hugger Orange, or the stencil kit.
CR2010
2010-11 coupe rally stripe set ....................................... 229.99 set
RS2010
2010-11 RS with spoiler rally stripe set........................ 229.99 set
CH2010
2010-11 hockey stick stripe set ..................................... 134.99 set
CT2010
2010-11 hood and trunk black out ................................ 159.99 set
TP2010MB 2010-11 tail panel black out (matte black only) ........... 74.99 ea
GM Stripe Kits
The heritage-inspired Gen 5 Camaro is accented perfectly by these GM stripe kits.
They give your Gen 5 Camaro a classic look and contemporary style. The stripe
kits are inexpensive and easy to install, providing an upgrade that will make your
Gen 5 Camaro the envy of the neighborhood! Choose from multiple colored hockey
stick-style, hood-and-hockey stick-style and rally-style stripes.
Note: Special order, prepaid only.

SLP Rear Blackout Panel Graphic
This 3-piece rear blackout panel graphic from SLP comes in a beautiful gloss black
finish and is easy to apply. This feature was part of the early Camaro heritage,
signifying that the car had the larger engine option.
GF30014A 2010-11 gloss ................................................................ 37.99 ea
GF30014B 2011-11 flat black (matte) ............................................. 37.99 ea
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G13080
G13081
G13082
G13083
G13084
G13085
G13086
G13087
G13088
G13089
G13090

2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11

hood and hockey stick, black.......................... 350.99
hood and hockey stick, grey ........................... 350.99
hood and hockey stick, white ......................... 350.99
hockey stick, black ......................................... 199.99
hockey stick, grey ........................................... 199.99
hockey stick, white ......................................... 199.99
rally stripe, black ............................................ 395.99
rally stripe, orange .......................................... 395.99
rally stripe, silver ............................................ 395.99
rally stripe, grey .............................................. 395.99
rally stripe, white ............................................ 395.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set
set

toll free order line 800.854.1280
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SLP Quarter Panel Vent Accents

Quarter Panel Vent Accents

These rear quarter panel gill inserts from SLP fade
from clear to gloss black, giving the rear quarter panels
the appearance of functional vents. Includes driver
and passenger side graphics. Fits V6 and V8 models.
GF30060 2010-11 gloss black........... 59.99 set
GF30062 2010-11 matte black .......... 59.99 set

Give your Camaro a stunning look with these quality
side vent accents. Now you can have high performance
style without paying the high prices of custom painted
side vents. Available in black. Comes complete with
a squeegee and instructions. Fits V6 and V8 models.
SV2010GB 2010-11 black .................... 29.99 set

G13064

G13065

G13066

G13072

G13069

G13073

GM Engine Cover Kits

UC5001N

Aluminum Radiator Support Show Panels
These quality show panels for your Gen 5 Camaro enhance the underhood appearance of your Camaro and also
combat overheating by directing the air that normally escapes over the top of the core support straight to the
radiator. These durable show panels are available in your choice of black anodized, natural or polished finish.
UC5001B 2010-11 black finish..................................................................................................... 109.99 set
UC5001N 2010-11 natural finish .................................................................................................. 109.99 set
UC5001P 2010-11 polished finish ................................................................................................ 119.99 set

High performance and high style have always mixed
with Camaro enthusiasts. You can give your Camaro’s
V-6 or V-8 engine a stylish, show-quality upgrade with
these gorgeous engine cover kits. Available to match
most exterior colors, allowing you to complement or
contrast the color of your Camaro. These engine cover
kits are easy to install and are easily removed when
service is required. Will not interfere with oil fill or
other common maintenance access points.
G13064 2010-11 V8, black ................. 269.99 ea
G13065 2010-11 V8, scorch yellow .... 269.99 ea
G13066 2010-11 V8, inferno orange ... 269.99 ea
G13067 2010-11 V8, red jewel ........... 269.99 ea
G13068 2010-11 V8, victory red ......... 269.99 ea
G13069 2010-11 V6, black ................. 269.99 ea
G13070 2010-11 V6, scorch yellow .... 269.99 ea
G13071 2010-11 V6, inferno orange ... 269.99 ea
G13072 2010-11 V6, red jewel ........... 269.99 ea
G13073 2010-11 V6, victory red ......... 269.99 ea

2010-11 Camaro LED Tail Lamps
These LED replacements for your factory tail lamps
include a Rapid Fire brake lamp. Brake lights flash
three times in rapid succession followed by constant
on. They also include sequential turn signals. Both
the Sequential turn signals and the RapidFire brake
lights may be turned-on or off, individually by the end
user. Kit includes a replacement LED taillight for all
four of the stock lamps, plug-and-play wiring, and
an installation that requires no electrical knowledge,
no splicing, no cutting, and only 30 minutes of time.
Lamps feature a dark red lens much like the “RS”
factory tail lamp optional lens color.
CL6700 2010-11 ................................... 399.99 set

www.classicindustries.com

restyling
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LV2182
2 piece floor mat

Logo Colors

black

red

silver

black mat with silver logo

gray mat with red logo

beige mat with black logo

Camaro Yenko/SC Floor Mats
LV6272 Cargo
Area Floor Mat

Classic Industries® is proud to offer custom fit mats for the Fifth Generation
Camaro! Featuring densely packed 2-ply 32 ounce nylon yarn for durability and long
lasting good looks. Durability is also enhanced by a woven polypropylene backing,
water resistant latex coating and nonslip TractionBac rubber backing. Offered in
a 4-piece set, these floor mats will help protect the interior of your vehicle. Two
year manufacturers warranty.
Note: Specify color when ordering. Your choice of Black, Gray or Beige mats with Black,
Red or Silver embroidered logo.

4 Piece Set
Y2110
2010-11
Y2111
2010-11
Y2112
2010-11
Beige mat with black logo

gray mat with red logo

black mats Yenko/SC ....................................... 149.95 set
gray mats Yenko/SC ........................................ 149.95 set
beige mats Yenko/SC ....................................... 149.95 set

black mat with silver logo

Floor Mats
®

Classic Industries is proud to offer custom fit mats for the Fifth Generation Camaro!
Featuring densely packed 2-ply 32 ounce nylon yarn for durability and long lasting
good looks. Durability is also enhanced by a woven polypropylene backing, water
resistant latex coating and nonslip TractionBac rubber backing. Offered in a 2-piece
or a 4-piece set, these floor mats will help protect the interior of your vehicle. Your
choice of black, silver, or red embroidery on black, gray, or beige mats. Two year
manufacturers warranty.
Note: Specify logo and mat color when ordering.

Front Only
LV21
2010-11
LV22
2010-11
LV23
2010-11
Front & Rear
LV41
2010-11
LV42
2010-11
LV43
2010-11

Camaro script logo........................................... 109.99 pr
SS logo............................................................. 109.99 pr
RS logo ............................................................ 109.99 pr
Camaro script logo........................................... 149.99 set
SS logo............................................................. 149.99 set
RS logo ............................................................ 149.99 set

Detail view of
door sill plate

Cargo Area Floor Mats
Keep your cargo area in like-new condition with these aftermarket mats. These
mats allow you to use your trunk without the worry of damaging it. Our densely
packed 2-ply 32 ounce nylon yarn mats are available with black, red, or silver logos
embroidered on black, gray, beige or ebony mats.
Note: Specify logo and mat color when ordering.

LV61
LV62
LV63
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2010-11
2010-11
2010-11

Camaro script logo........................................... 129.99 ea
SS logo............................................................. 129.99 ea
RS logo ............................................................ 129.99 ea

interior accessories

Adhesive Backed Sill Plate Covers
These adhesive backed aluminum accessory door sill plate covers really finish off
the entryway to the cockpit of your Fifth Generation Camaro. These embossed
adhesive-backed sill plate covers install over the factory sill plates in the door jamb
area. Features a silver outline and center bar with "CHEVROLET" lettering with
a black field of miniature Bow Ties. Sold as a pair.
G13062
2010-11 Chevrolet ......................................................... 95.99 pr

toll free order line 800.854.1280

CAMARO

Interior Accessories

Yenko/SC Door Sill Plate Covers
GF10001

Set your Gen 5 Camaro apart with these officially licensed YENKO/SC adhesivebacked sill plate covers. Installs onto the factory sill plate in the door jamb area.
Embossed aluminum sill plate covers feature silver stripes and the Yenko/SC logo
lettering on a black background. Sold as a pair.
Y2100
2010-11 Yenko/SC ......................................................... 79.95 pr

GF10002

GF10003

Billet Camaro Logo Door Sill Plates
These CNC machined billet door sill plates feature the "CAMARO" logo and are
officially licensed by General Motors. These sill plates are machined from 6061
Aircraft-Grade aluminum, so they are made to last. Door sills are adhesive backed
with 3M automotive tape for easy install. Available in black, chrome or two-tone
black/silver.
GF10001
2010-11 black................................................................. 189.99 set
GF10002
2010-11 chrome ............................................................. 189.99 set
GF10003
2010-11 2 tone (black/silver) ......................................... 189.99 set

G13076

GM Interior Trim Kits
Personalize your Camaro with interior parts, color-matched to the Camaro’s exterior
colors. Use them to complement or contrast your Camaro’s exterior color for a
completely custom appearance.
G13076
2010-11 scorch yellow .................................................. 449.99 set
G13077
2010-11 inferno orange ................................................. 449.99 set
G13078
2010-11 olympic white ................................................. 449.99 set
G13079
2010-11 switchblade silver ........................................... 449.99 set

interior accessories
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SLP Supercharger Package
SLP's HighOutput TVS 2300
Supercharger
(black finished)
for the all-new
V8 Camaro is the
same technology
offered in the
new ZR-1
Corvette. It safely
delivers 6 PSI of
boost, creating
stump-pulling
torque and
neck-breaking acceleration. In Stage 1 form, it increases the power and torque
of the stock LS3 6.2L V8 engine at the flywheel from 426 HP to 575 HP @ 6350
RPM, from 420 ft-lbs. stock to 550 ft-lbs. of torque @ 3650 RPM and belts out a
ridiculous 500 ft-lbs. of torque at just 2200 RPM! In Stage 2 form, it includes 1.85
high-ratio rockers, smaller diameter blower pulley, high flow injectors, high lift
springs and a Boost-A-Pump. This increases the power of the LS3 6.2L V8 engine
from 426 HP to 630 HP! In Stage 3 form, it also includes SLP header package
GF50002, which increases power even further to an incredible 650 HP! Fits under
the stock hood without modifications. Comes complete with custom tune/hand
held reprogrammer and cold-air induction system. Stage 1 superchargers have
E.O. D-488-15 and fit both L99 and LS3 V8 engines. Stage 2 and 3 superchargers
fit only LS3 manual transmission vehicles. Note: Stage 1 are Emissions-legal in all 50
states. Special rate shipping applies. Discount exempt.

GF70002
GF70003
GF70014
GF70004
GF70005
GF70015

2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11

SPECIAL
SHIPPING!

V8, Stage 1, black ......................................... 7004.99
V8, Stage 2, black ......................................... 9645.99
V8, Stage 3, black ...................................... 11,044.99
V8, Stage 1, chrome ..................................... 8004.99
V8, Stage 2, chrome .................................. 10,649.99
V8, Stage 3, chrome .................................. 12,044.99

set
set
set
set
set
set

Edelbrock E-Force Supercharger
Now you can take an already high performance street car to the next level with
an Edelbrock E-Force Supercharger! This supercharger kit is exclusively tailored
for the new Camaro SS and will allow you to boost your performance to a whole
new level. The unique features of this kit are the 12" long intake runners that
allow for maximum low end torque. Its compact design fits under the stock hood
and compliments the clean look of the engine compartment. Features Eaton TVS
rotor assembly. Self contained oil system with 100,000 mile service interval
(no drilling or plumbing required). Note: Emissions-legal in all 50 states. Special rate
shipping applies. Discount exempt.

E1598A
E1598B

SPECIAL
SHIPPING!

2010 SS - manual trans ................................................. 6599.99 set
2010 SS - automatic trans ............................................. 6599.99 set

K&N Camaro Air Charger

BBK Cold Air Intake

Volant Cold Air Intake

AirCharger® Intake
Kits are guaranteed to
increase horsepower
and come with a
Million Mile Limited
Warranty. K&N
intake systems
replace your vehicle's
restrictive factory air
filter and air intake
housing. They are
designed to dramatically reduce intake restriction
as they smooth and straighten air flow. This allows
your vehicle's engine to inhale a larger amount of air
than the OEM air filter assembly. More air means
more usable power and acceleration throughout
the engine's RPM range. The filters on these kits are
washable and reusable. Note: Not 50 state legal.

These cold air
intake systems
for the new
Camaro V8 & V6
can be installed
in just minutes
and are good for
approximately
10-15 horsepower.
GF40001
They work well
with other power adders such as performance
exhaust and performance throttle bodies. They
utilize high flow washable cotton element filters
and are CAD designed for optimum airflow and
maximum performance. All kits are vehicle specific
and are designed as a direct bolt on using simple
hand tools All kits are dyno tested with results of
approximately 10-15 hp improvement over stock.

Not legal for use in California and other states adopting
California emission standards.

Note: Not 50 state legal.

Looking for
a little extra
horsepower?
Replace your
restrictive
factory air box
with this easy
to install cool
air intake.
V415062
The smooth
transition and
diameter of
the air duct
provide your Camaro with a boost in horsepower.
The air volume in the air box and the new Volant
oval powercore air filter gives you protection as well
as additional horsepower. The exterior design was
based around the original engine cover for a sleek,
"like factory" look. Note: Not 50 state legal.
V415062 2010-11 V8 (SS) ................. 404.99 ea
V415636 2010-11 V6 (LS/RS) ........... 389.99 ea

633074

2010-11 SS ........................... 356.99 ea

GF40001 2010-11 6.2L V8, chrome ... 294.99 ea
GF40002 2010-11 V6, chrome ........... 264.99 ea

K&N Camaro Cold Air Intake System

Spectre Performance Cold Air Intakes

AIRAID Cold Air Intake

Built for
performance
and show, the
Typhoon™
Cold Air
Intake
System is a
free-flowing
mandrel-bent
aluminum
tube induction
system. Aluminum tubing is polished to a high
luster. K&N intakes are designed to dramatically
reduce intake restriction resulting in additional
power and torque. They come with a Million Mile
Limited Warranty and are guaranteed to increase
horsepower.

Spectre’s cold air
intake kit for the
Chevrolet Camaro
adds up to 21
Horsepower on
V8 models and 14
horselpower on V6
models by providing
GF40003
what today’s engine
need: Cold Air!
This system comes
complete with everything required to install a full
4" O.D. intake, including polished aluminum tube,
anodized heat shield and Spectre’s exclusive HpR®
(Horse Power Rated) lifetime washable air filter.
Includes mounting hardware and instructions.
Mounts using existing OE mounting points for a
quick and easy installation. Note: Not 50 state legal.
GF40003 2010-11 V8 ......................... 196.99 ea
GF40004 2010-11 V6 ......................... 196.99 ea

Need a boost
in performance
for your Gen
5 Camaro?
Designed
specifically for
the Gen 5 Camaro
V6 and V8, these
cold air intakes
AR250243
provide up to an
additional 16 HP
and 14 TQ by cooling the air charge, increasing
O2 density which creates more power. This intake
feaures an extra large high flow air filter, cold air
dam housing, massive 4" intake tube and offers easy
bolt-on installation.

Note: Not legal for use in California and other states
adopting California emission standards.

694515
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Note: Not 50 state legal.

AR250243 2010-11 6.2L V8 ............... 344.99 ea
AR250242 2010-11 3.6L V6 ............... 334.99 ea

toll free order line 800.854.1280
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SLP 160º Thermostat
Classic Industries® offers this 160º thermostat for
LS3/L99 Camaro engines. These low-temp thermostats
dramatically reduce operating temperatures, while
increasing thermal efficiency and your engine's
performance in the process. Racers know that a cooler
running engine is a better performing engine. This new
thermostat replaces the factory unit, allowing coolant
to circulate at lower engine temperatures, keeping the
engine cooler.
Note: Not legal for use on pollution controlled vehicles.

GF95001 2010-11 V8 (L99/LS3) ......... 29.99 ea

GF70011
GF70008

SLP 1.85 Rocker Arm/Spring Package
GF70009

GF70010

SLP Blackwing Cold Air Intake
These V6, V8 and V8 Supercharger Blackwing Cold-Air Intake packages include a new high-flow drop-in,
reusable Blackwing air filter and an OEM quality black finished polypropylene high-flow air-intake tube, providing
up to a 10 horsepower gain. Features a raised SLP Blackwing logo. The V8 intake features an integrated MAF
housing, a new lower air-intake tube which connects to a new high-flow round conical reusable Blackwing airfilter replacing the restrictive, power robbing factory airbox assembly.
Note: Discount exempt.

GF70008
GF70009
GF70010
GF70011

2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11

V6 tube & filter .............................................................................................. 199.99 set
V8 tube & filter .............................................................................................. 199.99 set
V8 tube & filter - w/TVS2300 Supercharger................................................. 199.99 set
V8 -upper/lower tubes, filter and washer container....................................... 429.99 set

Classic Industries® offers this 1.85 high-ratio shaft
mounted rocker arm and spring set from SLP sets for the
Gen 5 Camaro. Designed as a true bolt-on replacement
for the stock rocker arms, these easy-to-install rocker
arms require no modifications. SLP's exclusive 1.85
ratio design is based off the stock rocker arm design
providing OEM-quality aluminum construction and a
roller bearing trunion which results in a 10% increase
in valve lift over the stock 1.7 ratio rocker arms and
gains of up to 12 HP over stock. Springs are included
to prevent coil bind. Includes all necessary installation
hardware and detailed instructions.
Note: Discount exempt.

GF70001 2010-11 V8 (LS3) ............. 1159.99 set

AR250634

GF95002P

AR2006301

PowerAid Throttle Body Spacers
The PowerAid throttle body spacer was designed
to enhance your vehicle’s off idle to mid range
performance and efficiency. It maximizes fuel
efficiency, increases low end torque and improves
throttle response. The unique “Helix Bore” design
of the PowerAid creates a spinning action in the
incoming air. As air passes through your throttle body,
this helical effect causes the air molecules to organize
and maintain high velocity. The benefits you will see
are tremendous torque gains between 800 to 2500
RPM and potential increases in your fuel economy,
depending on driving conditions.
Note: Not 50 state legal.

AR250634
AR2006301

2010-11 6.2L V8 ............. 114.99 ea
2010-11 3.6L V6 ............. 134.99 ea

www.classicindustries.com

SLP Harmonic Balancer/Underdrive Pulley
SLP's new 25% underdrive balancer for new L99/LS3
Camaro engines incorporates a number of high quality
features you won't find on any other aftermarket unit and
makes up to 4.9 additional rear wheel horsepower and
6.1 ft-lbs of rear wheel torque. Among these features
are a pair of extra tall belt retention walls that eliminate
the belt slippage issues common with other balancers.
Other unique design strengths include a 100% steel
construction (other brands use aluminum), integral
timing marks and built in puller mounting threads.
Includes a new balancer bolt and detailed installation
instructions. Note: Balancer requires two new belts (not
included). Discount exempt.

GF70007 2010-11 V8 (L99/LS3) .......... 199.99 ea

Be Cool Aluminum Cooling System
Be Cool radiators are designed to provide the added
cooling capacity required by high horsepower
engines. These all-aluminum radiators can be up to
40% lighter than traditional copper/brass radiators
and feature high quality aluminum welds to enhance
the appearance of your car. Performance grade dual
one-inch core. Epoxy-free construction. Billet filler
neck with high capacity overflow tube. Factory
pin-style mounting. Compatible with OEM factory
fans. 100% pressure tested. For use with standard
or automatic transmission. Available in a beautiful
polished finish or a raw, non-polished finish.
Note: Shipped oversize. Discount exempt.

OS1

GF95002N 2010-11 natural finish ........ 829.99 ea
GF95002P 2010-11 polished finish...... 899.99 ea

performance
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SLP Optimized PCM Tune

Performance
SLP LS9/ZR1 Dual Clutch Pac and Flywheel Assembly

Optimize your
Camaro for
maximum
performance with
this adjustable,
performanceoptimized PCM
tune by SLP.
Installed using
the hand-held
programmer in just
5 minutes with no
tools, it’s never
been simpler to pull maximum power from your
Camaro. Developed through extensive testing on
their in-house dynamometer, their engineers were
able to determine the precise levels of spark and
fuel required to achieve up to a 15 horsepower
increase for Gen 5 V6 and V8 Camaro models.

SLP’s LS9/ZR1 Dual Clutch Pac and Flywheel package was designed as
a bolt-on replacement clutch assembly for your 2010-11 LS3 equipped
5th Gen Camaro. It includes the GM ZR1 Corvette Twin Disc
Clutch/Pressure Plate Assembly, SLP’s new 6 bolt flange, billet steel
flywheel built to SLP’s exact tolerances, meeting and exceeding OEM
specifications, a new Slave Cylinder and Slave Cylinder Spacer are
also included. All hardware and installation instructions are included
to complete the installation on your 2010-11 LS3 Camaro. The SLP
LS9/ZR1 clutch pac assembly will provide excellent drivability and
clutch pedal feel while still offering a substantial upgrade in torque
holding capacity. A highly recommended performance upgrade
when installing one of SLP’s supercharger packages or any other
performance parts you plan on adding to your 2010-11 LS3 equipped
Camaro.

OS2

Note: Shipped double oversize. Discount exempt.

GF80004

2010-11

V8 ............................................................................................................... 1595.99 ea

Note: Discount exempt

GF70012 2010-11 tuner w/SLP tune ..... 384.99 ea

SLP Skip-Shift Eliminator
Decide for yourself what gear you want to be in! Get
rid of that annoying first-to-fourth "skip-shift" GM
incorporates into the 6-speed Camaro with SLP's
Skip-Shift Eliminator. This plug in part requires no
additional modifications to your vehicle. With it in
place, you take complete control over gear selection.
Isn't that why you got a 6 speed? Plug in installation.

RG6904921

Note: Not legal for use on pollution controlled motor
vehicles.

Gen 5 Camaro Ring and Pinion Sets
Looking for a boost in out-of-the-hole performance?
Replace the OEM gears on your Gen 5 Camaro with
these lower ratio gears (numerically higher). Available
in either 3.73 or 4.10 ratios for V8 Camaro models
and 3.55 for V6 Camaro models.
Note: Classic Industries® recommends professional
installation. All ring and pinion sets are nonreturnable with
no warranty implied.

RG4901871
RG6904921
RG6904931
RG8310771
RG4901921
RG8310791

2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11

V8 - 3.73 ..........
V8 - 4.10 ..........
V8 - 4.33 ..........
V8 - install kit ..
V6 - 3.55 ..........
V6 - install kit ..

654.99
654.99
654.99
354.99
604.99
244.99

set
set
set
set
set
set

GF80003

2010-11 .............................. 29.99 ea

SLP Adjustable Sport Sway Bars
Front and rear adjustable sway bars with adjustable
links provide an easy-to-install, cost effective
upgrade that will improve traction and over handling
characteristics of your Gen 5 V6 or V8 Camaro. Both
bars are 29mm in diameter compared to the 23mm
factory bars. Front bar has two adjustment positions
while the rear has three.
Note: Shipped oversize. Discount exempt.

GF60005

OS1

2010-11 .............................. 354.99 set

GF80001

Hotchkis Adjustable Sport Sway Bars
GF80002

Billet Auto Trans Logo Shift Handle
GM Official Licensed Product. CNC machined from the
finest 6061 aircraft grade aluminum billet. Complete
with the “CAMARO” logo etched in the side. Available
in black or chrome.
GF80001 2010-11 black ................. 204.99 ea
GF80002 2010-11 chrome .............. 204.99 ea

Like most modern muscle cars, the Gen 5 Camaro
suffers from significant understeer and body roll.
Hotchkis adjustable sway bars are an easy way to
dramatically improve the handling of your Gen 5
Camaro. These sway bars reduce body roll significantly,
improving handling performance and drivability.
Added benefits include improved steering response
and cornering ability and its adjustability makes it
easy to tune the car. Includes all necessary bushings
and mounting hardware.
Note: Shipped oversize.

GF60008

OS1

2010-11 .............................. 454.99 set

RAM Hydraulic Release Bearing
RAM extends its applications for their hydraulic
release bearings to include the new Camaro. The
RAM hydraulic release bearing kit contains all the
necessary fittings and adapters to connect the bearing to
the factory master cylinder, including a quick-connect
fitting to the master. The included spacer allows for
easy setup height with most clutch systems. The
RAM hydraulic bearing is compatible with all RAM
Clutch systems and most other manufacturer’s units,
with proper setup.
78180
2010-11 .................................... 434.99 set
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Hotchkis Camaro SS Stage 1 TVS Kit
Hurst Billet/Plus 2 Shifter
Give your shifter a dose of that classic muscle-car
look with the Hurst Billet/Plus 2 shifter. Designed to
improve shift times by shortening shift throws. Simple
to install Hurst stick and round ball shift knob. Fits
V6 and V8 models.
3916030 2010-11 V6 or V8 .............. 364.99 ea

The Stage I TVS system for the Gen 5 Camaro offers
a lowered stance and dramatically improved cornering
and control. This system offers balanced handling
comfortable enough for the street but balanced for
the occasional track day or twisty backroad. 1" drop
in ride height. Easy bolt-in installation. Includes all
necessary bushings and hardware.
Note: Shipped double oversize Discount exempt.

GF60009

OS2

2010-11 .............................. 689.99 set

toll free order line 800.854.1280
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H22110

Hotchkis Adjustable Competition Sway Bars

Hotchkis Camaro SS Track Pack
This Track Pack offers your Camaro a sleek lowered
stance and dramatically improved handling and control.
Comfortable enough for the street but well balanced
enough for the occasional track day or twisty backroad.
Includes sport springs, front and rear lightweight
adjustable sway bars and a unique aluminum chassis
brace for superior strength and ground clearance.
Adjustable tuning for optimum performance. Bolt-in
installation requires no modification and includes all
necessary bushings and mounting hardware.
Note: Shipped double oversize. Discount exempt.

GF60010

Since the 5th Gen Camaro suffers from excessive body
roll and understeer in stock form, the new Hotchkis
Competition Sway Bar Set is a must for any Camaro
headed to the track. These bars virtually eliminate
body roll, dramatically improving steering response
and control, making them one of the easiest and most
dramatic modifications you can make! A high-strength
tubular 1.25” front bar and three-way adjustable
1.375” rear bar for optimum performance. Includes
all necessary hardware, heavy duty heim joint end
links and complete installation instructions. Made in
the USA. Note: Shipped oversize.
OS1
H22110 2010-11 front & rear ............. 849.99 set
H22110F 2010-11 front ........................ 449.99 set
H22110R 2010-11 rear.......................... 399.99 set

Edelbrock Swaybars
Improve the handling of your Gen Five Camaro and
reduce understeer by replacing your factory sway bar
with this stiffer, high performance sway bar set from
Edelbrock. Designed and tested on the road to give
your car’s chassis the stability it needs to keep the
tires planted to the asphalt. Manufactured using 4130
hollow-core chromoly up front and 1045 solid core
steel at the rear helps achieve optimal roll stiffness and
improved handling. Available as a set or individually.
Important: Front; hollow core 0.160" wall x 11" diameter.
Rear; solid core 7/8" diameter.
OS1
Note: Discount exempt.

E52813
E52814
E52815

2010-11 front ....................... 419.99 set
2010-11 rear......................... 259.99 set
2010-11 front and rear ......... 629.99 set

OS2

2010-11 ............................. 1139.99 set

Edelbrock Camaro Rear Toe Link
Hotchkis Camaro Chassis Max Brace
Like most muscle cars, the Gen 5 Camaro suffers from
chassis flex and wheel hop. Under hard acceleration,
the rear subframe moves quite a bit, reducing traction
and stability. The Chassis Max Brace reduces subframe flex and wheel hop, increases chassis rigidity,
improves handling response by triangulating the rear
sub frame to the chassis frame rails. Direct bolt-in
installation. Excellent ground clearance. Will clear
most aftermarket exhaust systems.
Note: Shipped double oversize. Discount exempt.

Hotchkis Camaro SS Race Pack
Designed for maximum handling performance for
the 5th Gen Camaro headed to an autocross or track
day. The Hotchkis Sport Suspension Race Pack is
a tuned, balanced complete suspension solution for
the Gen5 Camaro. The Race Pack improves steering
response and stability, eliminates understeer and
subframe movement and allows for precise driver
control. The system includes a lightweight Strut Tower
Brace designed to clear Magnuson super chargers, 1"
lowering coil sport springs with performance rates,
Competition Sway Bars with a high-strength tubular
1.25" front bar and three-way adjustable 1.375" rear
bar, high quality 3-piece end links are included for
both front and rear. The Hotchkis Chassis Max undercar
brace ties the rear sub frame to the unibody, reducing
wheel hop and subframe movement. Designed for
maximum weight savings and excellent ground
clearance. Includes necessary hardware and complete
installation instructions.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

H80117

OS2

2010-11 ............................. 1825.99 set

GF60007

The all new Edelbrock Adjustable Rear Toe Links for
the Camaro help keep the tires planted firmly on the
ground and pointed in the right direction to improve
handling performance. Constructed with aluminum
adjustment sleeves, 5/8" heavy duty Heim joint rod
ends and urethane bushings for strength and stability.
They replace OEM arms which are susceptible to
slippage. The Heim joint on the Edelbrock Toe Links
allow the suspension to articulate smoothly. The kit
includes lockouts for the eccentrics to prevent rear toe
adjustment movement and relocates the adjustment
point onto the toe link for finer and easier adjustment.
Made in the U.S.A. Note: Discount exempt.
E52801 2010-11 ................................... 339.99 pr

OS2

2010-11 ................................ 499.99 set

Hotchkis Heavy Duty End Links

Edelbrock Gen 5 Camaro Trailing Arms

Hotchkis heavy duty front and rear links feature high
quality 3-piece PTFE lined heim joints for smooth,
quiet operation. Features specially machined metric
high articulation spacers, zinc coated grade-10.9
hardware and CNC machined aluminum sleeves with
wrench flats. Ideal when used with Hotchkis sway
bars. Adjustable design allows you to corner balance
the suspension. Direct bolt-on application. Fits V6
and V8 models.
H25109 2010-11 front and rear .......... 404.99 set
H25109F 2010-11 front only ................ 254.99 pr
H25109R 2010-11 rear only ................. 154.99 pr

Heavy-duty Adjustable Trailing Arms allow for
adjustments for optimum handling and traction without
removing the arms from the vehicle. Simply loosen
the jam nuts and adjust pinion angle. Spherical ball
assembly with Delrin bushings allows rear suspension
to move more freely. Includes graphite/polyurethane
differential bushings to replace soft OE bushings.
Sold as a pair. 1-1/4" diameter .120" thick steel tubing
construction which offers increased strength yet they
are light weight. Made in the U.S.A.
Note: Discount exempt.

E5200

2010-11 ................................ 234.99 pr
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Energy Suspension Bushings

Hotchkis Strut Brace
Like most modern muscle cars, the new Camaro suffers from chassis flex. Under
hard cornering the strut towers flex, reducing traction and stability. Installing a
Hotchkis Sport Suspension Chassis Max Strut Brace reduces chassis flex and
improves traction during high-speed cornering by connecting the strut towers.
Manufactured from strong, lightweight 1 ¼" tubing and mated to laser cut, CNC
machined brackets, the system bolts on in minutes. The brace has been designed
to clear most popular aftermarket supercharger systems and includes brackets to
move the reservoir. Finished in durable anthracite powder coat, the Chassis Max
is a must have for any modern Camaro. Fits V6 and V8.
OS1

Note: Shipped oversize.

H20109

2010-11

V6 or V8 ......................................................... 279.99 ea

Replace your OEM bushings with these polyurethane
style bushings from Energy Suspension. Durability
is superior to most rubber components that are
used for cars. Road salt, oil and a host of other
common under car contaminants will eventually
destroy the rubber bushings on your vehicle, not to
mention the weight and torque forces that typically
compress most rubber permanently! HYPER-FLEX™
replacement polyurethane components stand up well
to contaminants that often destroy rubber and have
been engineered to give longer-lasting performance
and not compress permanently. Choose from two
different colors for an added high performance
appearance.

33195R

34168G

Note: Please specify color suffix when ordering, G=black, R=red

31153
33195
33196
34168
34169
35218
35219

2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11

34169R

diff carrier bushing set, ................................... 33.99
front control arm bushing set .......................... 93.99
rear control arm bushing set ........................... 125.99
subframe bushing inserts ................................ 115.99
subframe bushing replacement ....................... 234.99
front sway bar bushing set, 22.5mm ............... 19.99
rear sway bar bushing set, 23mm ................... 45.99

set
set
set
set
set
set
set

Hotchkis Camaro SS Sport Coil Springs
Looking to give your Gen 5 Camaro a more aggressive lowered look? Well, look
no further. Classic Industries® has the Hotchkis SS Sport Springs which lower
your Gen 5 by 1" providing that sleek lowered stance you have been looking for.
Provides dramatically improved handling and control along with a more sporty yet
comfortable ride. Bolt-in installation; requires no vehicle modification. Designed
to work with factory struts.
Note: Shipped overweight. Discount exempt.

GF60006

2010-11 ............................................................................ 297.99 set

Hawk Brake Pads
Time for a brake pad upgrade? Classic Industries® offers Hawk pads – either the
Performance Ceramic or HPS (High Performance Street). The Performance Ceramic
is engineered to reduce brake NVH (Noise, Vibration and Harshness), creating a
quieter performing brake pad. The High Performance Street (HPS) compound
offers a higher coefficient of friction over stock brake pads and can provide you
20-40% more stopping power and higher resistance to brake fade than most standard
replacement pads.

Edelbrock Coil Springs

Note: Discount exempt.

Edelbrock springs are manufactured using Hi-Ten spring steel produced to exacting
tolerances. The progressive rate design produces excellent ride quality and aggressive
handling characteristics. Lowers vehicle approximately 1" front and rear providing a
more aggressive appearance. Lower center of gravity improves handling performance,
cornering and braking. These springs combined with Edelbrock shocks and suspension
will improve your vehicles handling performance, cornering ability and braking
stability. Made in the U.S.A.

GF900171
GF900172
GF900181
GF900182

2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11

ceramic front ................................................... 129.99
hps front .......................................................... 129.99
ceramic rear .................................................... 114.99
hps rear ........................................................... 109.99

set
set
set
set

Note: Shipped overweight. Discount exempt.

E5237

2010-11

SS .................................................................... 359.99 set

GF90012R
GF60003

GF60004

SLP Sport Coil Springs
This sport suspension spring package is specifically engineered and tuned for the
Gen 5 V6 and V8 Camaro models. Lowering the chassis by 1" front and rear, it
gives the car a more aggressive stance, lowering the center of gravity and delivering
more response and control during high speed cornering. Progressive rate springs.
Note: Shipped overweight. Discount exempt.

GF60003
GF60004

2010-11
2010-11

V8 ................................................................... 254.99 set
V6 ................................................................... 284.99 set
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GF90013B

MGP Caliper Covers
Give your Camaro the look of a big brake system without the expense. Easy install about 10 minutes per wheel. Enhances wheel appearance, reduces brake dust, made
of 6061-T6 aerospace aluminum with powder coated finish. Helps reduce caliper
heat. Available in red, black or silver. Set of 4 covers (front and rear)
GF90012R 2010-11 V6 - red ........................................................... 179.99 set
GF90012B 2010-11 V6 - black ....................................................... 179.99 set
GF90012S 2010-11 V6 - silver ....................................................... 179.99 set
GF90013R 2010-11 SS - red ........................................................... 179.99 set
GF90013B 2010-11 SS - black ........................................................ 179.99 set
GF90013S 2010-11 SS - silver........................................................ 179.99 set

toll free order line 800.854.1280
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GF90010

GF90006
GF90009

GF90005

AP Racing 16" - 6 Piston Front Brake Kit

AP Racing 15" - 4 Piston Rear Brake Kit

For the biggest brake system upgrade, Classic Industries® offers world renowned
AP Racing 6-piston calipers running on 2-piece rotors. Each kit is designed to work
with the original equipment master cylinder, ABS and traction control systems.
Specially-designed 2-piece rotors are cross-drilled and slotted, the optimum for
high-performance street, autocross and occasional track day use. Slotted-only
versions are available for the serious track enthusiast. The curved vane construction
provides maximum cooling, while significantly reducing unsprung weight. Many
kits require 17" wheels or larger with sufficient spoke clearance. Download a brake
profile template to check your wheels before ordering. Put decades of championshipwinning experience on your car. It's not just for Formula One, NASCAR, LeMans,
British Touring Cars, WRC, Grand Am, Super GT or DTM winners anymore!

For a big upgrade at an affordable price, Classic Industries® offers world renowned
AP Racing 4-piston calipers running with 2-piece rotors. Each kit is designed to
work with the original equipment master cylinder, ABS and traction control systems.
Specially designed rotors are cross-drilled and slotted, the optimum for highperformance street, autocross and occasional track day use. Slotted only versions
are available for the serious track enthusiast. The curved vane construction provides
for maximum cooling when pushing hard. 2-piece kits come with aluminum alloy
hats for better thermal management and maximum weight reduction. Many kits
require 17" wheels or larger with sufficient spoke clearance. Download a brake
profile template to check your wheels before ordering. Put decades of championship
winning experience into your Camaro.

Note: Special rate shipping applies. Discount exempt.

GF90004
GF90005
GF90006
GF90007

2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11

SPECIAL
SHIPPING!

cross drilled/slotted - black ........................... 3849.99
cross drilled/slotted - red .............................. 3849.99
slotted - black................................................ 3849.99
slotted - red ................................................... 3849.99

GF90001

SPECIAL
SHIPPING!

Note: Special rate shipping applies. Discount exempt.

set
set
set
set

GF90008
GF90009
GF90010
GF90011

2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11

cross drilled/slotted - black ........................... 2939.99
cross drilled/slotted - red .............................. 2939.99
slotted - black................................................ 2939.99
slotted - red ................................................... 2939.99

GF900151

GF900161

GF900152

GF900162

GF900153

GF900163

set
set
set
set

GF90002

SLP Brembo Brake Upgrades
These Brembo brake upgrades from SLP result in a more balanced vehicle. The
Brembo Sport Disc Upgrade includes 4 race-inspired, cross-drilled front and rear
rotors that provide improved pad bite and more efficient out-gassing of the brake
pads, resulting in improved braking efficiency and reduced brake fade. The Brembo
GT front brake package includes 6-piston calipers and two-piece 15" rotors, offering
increased thermal capacity, increased pad area and lower operating temperatures.
Both upgrades improve dry and wet weather performance and add a bold, aggressive
appearance to the Camaro. Both are compatible with the OEM ABS and traction
control systems and replace the factory rotors.
Note: Special rate shipping applies. Discount exempt.

GF90001
GF90002

2010-11
2010-11

SPECIAL
SHIPPING!

sport disc rotor upgrade ................................ 1204.99 set
Brembo front brake package......................... 4499.99 set

Sport Disc Brake Rotors

SLP Brake Control Package
The Brake Control Package was designed to work with the Gen 5 Camaro V8
specifically. Designed for racing only. Put your foot on the brakes, flip the switch
take your foot off the brake. The system maintains pressure to the front brakes only
until the switch is released. Allows for heating of the rear tires while minimizing
wear and tear on your Camaro's rear brakes. Fully compatible with OEM antilock brakes and traction control system. Includes waterproof solenoid, activation
switch, plug-in wires, CNC bent steel lines with OEM compatible fittings, mounting
hardware and detailed instructions.
GF90003
2010-11 ............................................................................. 199.99 set

www.classicindustries.com

Offered by Classic Industries®, these OE-size upgrades are a simple bolt-on with no
other modifications required. All rotors meet or exceed OEM specifications while
providing benefits not found in the original components. Once through the initial
quality inspection, they are machined to application-specific cross-drilled or slotted
patterns. Aided by the latest CAD software, these patterns result in a full sweep of
the pad face, which is critical for pad and rotor life as well as a reduction in noise
and vibration. All cross-drilled holes are radius-chamfered and slots are ramped to
eliminate stress risers and minimize pad noise. These rotors offer higher initial pad
bite, better cooling, quicker response when wet and an escape path for pad gasses.
Rotors are silver zinc plated for maximum corrosion resistance in all climates.
Note: Shipped double oversize.

GF900151
GF900152
GF900153
GF900161
GF900162
GF900163

2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11

OS2

front - cross-drilled ......................................... 319.99
front - slotted .................................................. 334.99
front - cross-drilled/slotted ............................. 369.99
rear - cross-drilled........................................... 304.99
rear - slotted .................................................... 319.99
rear - cross-drilled/slotted ............................... 349.99

performance & handling

pr
pr
pr
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Performance

AM3659

AM3663

AM3674

AM3653

Gauges

MG016031

MG016041

MG016047

MG015044A

MG015033B

MG015035C

AM3675

AM3656

MG013092A
AM3699

AM3690

Visit www.classicindustries.com to view the full line of AutoMeter gauges!

Sport Comp II In-Dash Gauges
Sport Comp II gauges feature satin anodized Super Bezels and black dials with white
numbering and increments, "through-the-dial" patented LED lighting technology
and glowing red pointers for superior visibility. The light intensity can be controlled
through an LED Lighting Dimmer (available separately) independent from your
OE dash lighting. Quality engineered for proven durability and long life. Electric
gauges include required precision-designed sending units.
Important Speedometer Information: Electric speedometers operate on 500-200,000
pulse/mile sending units. Use existing sender if vehicle is originally equipped with
an electric speedometer. Use AM5291 to convert from mechanical drive to electric.
Tachometers operate on 4, 6, or 8 cylinder engines with most factory or aftermarket ignition
systems. Some fuel gauges may use the vehicle's stock sending unit. Measure resistance using
an ohmmeter with the sending unit float in the empty and full position to determine the correct
fuel gauge. Alternator systems exceeding 60 amps must use a voltmeter. Note: Discount exempt.

Full Sweep Electric Gauges 2-1/16"
AM3675 narrow band air/fuel, 0-1 Volt, use AM2244 sensor ............ 84.99 ea
AM3378 wide band digital air/fuel, 0-5 volt w/O2 sensor.................. 304.99 ea
AM3659 vac/boost 30 PSI / 30 in. Hg. ............................................... 204.99 ea
AM3610 programmable fuel level 0 Ω empty / 280 Ω -ful ................ 134.99 ea
AM3663 0-100 PSI fuel pressure ........................................................ 204.99 ea
AM3674 0-1600 PSI nitrous ............................................................... 204.99 ea
AM3653 0-100 PSI oil pressure .......................................................... 204.99 ea
AM3656 140º-280º F oil temp ............................................................ 149.99 ea
AM3644 0º-1600º F pyrometer ........................................................... 184.99 ea
AM3645 0º-2000º F pyrometer ........................................................... 189.99 ea
AM3657 100º-260º F trans temp ......................................................... 149.99 ea
AM3691 8-18 Voltmeter ..................................................................... 124.99 ea
AM3655 100º-260º F water temp........................................................ 149.99 ea
AM3688 0-160 mph 3 3/8" speedo w/LCD odo ................................. 254.99 ea
AM3697 0-10,000 rpm 3 3/8" ............................................................. 189.99 ea
AM3690 0-10,000 rpm 5" ped mount mini-monster w/LED light ..... 204.99 ea
AM3699 0-10,000 rpm ped mount w/shift light ................................. 234.99 ea
Short Sweep Electric Gauges 2-1/16"
AM3613 fuel level
0 Ω empty / 90 Ω full - GM 1965 to 1997 .. 64.99 ea
AM3616 fuel level
240 Ω empty / 33 Ω full-use AM3262 sender .. 64.99 ea
AM3627 oil pressure 0-100 PSI - short sweep............................... 89.99 ea
AM3648 oil temp
140º-300º F .................................................. 74.99 ea
AM3649 trans temp
100º-250º F .................................................. 74.99 ea
AM3692 voltmeter
8-18 Volts-short sweep ................................ 64.99 ea
AM3637 water temp
100º-250º F .................................................. 74.99 ea
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MG015096B

Marshall Instruments SCX & SCX Pro Gauges
SCX Pro gauges feature one-touch peak recall and programmable high and low full
dial warning. There is also an external alarm output (12V, 500mA) that can be used
to activate an external warning light when an alarm condition exists. Additional
features include one-touch peak recall, user programmable high and low full dial
warning, high-speed stepper motor movement, 2-color white/amber through-dial
lighting, black dials with bold white numbers & illuminated pointer. Peak recall and
programmable full dial warning are accessed via the included remote mount push
button. SCX series performance gauges feature full sweep electric stepper motors,
either black dials with bold white numbers, silver dials with bold black numbers,
or bright white dials with bold black numbers and red pointers. Superior amber and
white through-the-dial lighting and illuminated pointer makes nighttime viewing a
breeze. All SCX and SCX Pro fuel senders work with 0-90, 240-33, 73-10, 20-150
and 0-30 Ohm senders. SCX Series 5" tachometers feature a slimline case design
(only 2" deep). Advanced gauge features at an economy price point.
Note: *Must specify dial color suffix SCX Series Gauges - A-black, B-white, C-silver

MG016021
MG016031
MG016033
MG016034
MG016035
MG016037
MG016041
MG016043
MG016044
MG016047
MG016048
MG015011*
MG015021*
MG015031*
MG015033*
MG015034*
MG015035*
MG015037*
MG015041*
MG015043*
MG015044*
MG015047*
MG015051*
MG015052*
MG013092*
MG015096*

SCX Pro Series Gauges
8-18 volt ..................................................................... 79.99 ea
vac/boost 0-30 PSI...................................................... 149.99 ea
0-100 PSI oil pressure ................................................ 89.99 ea
100º-260º F water temp .............................................. 85.99 ea
170º-300º F oil temp ................................................... 85.99 ea
100º-260º F trans temp ............................................... 85.99 ea
0-1600 PSI nitrous ...................................................... 175.99 ea
0-100 PSI fuel pressure .............................................. 169.99 ea
programmable fuel level ............................................. 85.99 ea
10-20 shortband air/fuel ratio ..................................... 85.99 ea
8-18 wideband air/fuel ratio ....................................... 89.99 ea
SCX Series Gauges
vac/boost 0-30 PSI...................................................... 64.99 ea
8-18 volt ..................................................................... 67.99 ea
vac/boost w/MAP sensor and t-fitting ........................ 129.99 ea
0-100 PSI oil pressure ................................................ 79.99 ea
100º-260º F water temp .............................................. 69.99 ea
170º-300º F oil temp ................................................... 69.99 ea
100º-260º F trans temp ............................................... 69.99 ea
0-1600 PSI nitrous ...................................................... 169.99 ea
0-100 PSI fuel pressure .............................................. 159.99 ea
programmable fuel level ............................................. 69.99 ea
10-20 shortband air/fuel ratio ..................................... 69.99 ea
0-10000 rpm 3 3/8" .................................................... 109.99 ea
0-160 mph 3 3/8" speedo w/LCD odo - prgmbl ......... 135.99 ea
0-10000 rpm 5" ped mount tach ................................. 129.99 ea
0-10000 rpm 5" ped mount tach w/LED shift light .... 149.99 ea

toll free order line 800.854.1280

CAMARO

Accessories

GF30030

GF30036

GF30031

GF30037

Reverse Lamp Bezels
GM Official Licensed Product. CNC machined from the finest T6061 aircraft-grade
aluminum billet. Pair of reverse light bezels. Each bezel displays the Chevrolet Bow
Tie adding the GM luster to your vehicle. Reverse bezels are adhesive-backed with
3M automotive tape for easy installation. Available in black or chrome.
GF30036
2010-11 black................................................................ 114.99 pr
GF30037
2010-11 chrome ............................................................ 114.99 pr

GF30032

G13063

Custom Fuel Doors
Billet Locking Fuel Door
Officially Licensed GM Product. CNC machined from the finest T6061 aircraft-grade
aluminum billet. Replacement locking fuel door with “CAMARO” logo. Installs
within 15 minutes without any drilling to your vehicle. Comes with two (2) keys
and all required hardware. Available in black, chrome, or satin.
GF30030
2010-11 black................................................................ 189.99 ea
GF30031
2010-11 chrome ............................................................ 189.99 ea
GF30032
2010-11 satin................................................................. 189.99 ea

GF30033

GF30034

GM Satin Nickel Fuel Door
Give your Camaro a unique look with the GM satin nickel fuel door. Easy install
with simple hand tools.
G13063
2010-11 .............................................................................. 150.99 ea

Billet Side Vent Inserts
GM Official Licensed Product. CNC machined from the finest T6061 aircraft-grade
aluminum billet. Set of six (6) black or chrome side vent inserts. One insert on driver
side and one on passenger side display the Chevrolet Bow Tie adding the GM luster
to your vehicle. Side vents are adhesive-backed with 3M automotive tape for easy
installation. Available black or chrome.
GF30033
2010-11 black................................................................ 189.99 set
GF30034
2010-11 chrome ............................................................ 189.99 set
GF20001

GF20002

Billet Bow Ties

GF20003

GF20005

GF20004

This is a set of two CNC machined billet aluminum Bow Ties (one front, one rear),
which are intended to replace the factory gold Bow Ties. They are also officially
licensed by General Motors. They are machined from T6061 aircraft-grade billet
aluminum, built to last. Bow Ties are adhesive-backed with 3M automotive tape
for easy installation. Available in black or chrome.
GF20001
2010-11 black................................................................ 134.99 pr
GF20002
2010-11 chrome ............................................................ 134.99 pr

GF20006

Billet Badges
CNC machined SS or RS badges. Machined from T6061 aircraft-grade aluminum
billet, they are meant to last. These badges can be placed on the hood, trunk, side
panels or fenders. GM Official Licensed Product. Adhesive-backed with 3M
automotive tape for easy installation. Available in RS or SS and in chrome or black.
GF20003
2010-11 SS - black ........................................................ 114.99 pr
GF20004
2010-11 SS - chrome .................................................... 114.99 pr
GF20005
2010-11 RS - black ....................................................... 114.99 pr
GF20006
2010-11 RS - chrome .................................................... 114.99 pr

Gen 5 License Grill
This next generation license plate frame is a great addition to the new generation
Camaros. It adds dimension, fills the opening perfectly and hides the unsightly
license plate fasteners. Made of durable ABS plastic, it bolts on easily and comes
with caps to hide license plate screws.
GV2093
2010-11 license grill ...................................................... 34.99 ea

camaro accessories
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CAMARO

Accessories

A401

A403

Clean Plate License Frame with Lens
This license plate frame attaches to your plate in the normal manner but has a clear
acrylic lens with a rubber gasket that goes between the frame and plate. Each plate
includes all mounting hardware. Fits all years!
A401
black border ....................................................................... 24.99 ea
A403
red border ......................................................................... 24.99 ea

UB409

E1903S

E1903P

E1903Q

E1903R

UB009

UB314

License Plate Frames
These beauties are cast from solid brass, plated with smooth chrome, deeply engraved,
then hand-filled with UV-stable epoxy enamel for unmatched quality and a lifetime
of good looks. Your choice of officially licensed 2010 Camaro Logos.
E1903S
Bow Tie Chevrolet logo..................................................... 29.99 ea
E1903P
Bow Tie Camaro logo ........................................................ 29.99 ea
E1903Q
Camaro SS logo ................................................................. 29.99 ea
E1903R
Camaro RS logo................................................................. 29.99 ea

UB014

Chevrolet License Plate Frames
Formed from heavy-gauge solid brass, triple-electroplated and highly polished for
a mirror-like shine. Available in chrome, gold or black pearl.
UB009
chrome
Chevrolet ........................................................ 39.99 ea
UB309
gold
Chevrolet ........................................................ 49.99 ea
UB409
black pearl Chevrolet ........................................................ 49.99 ea
UB014
chrome
Chevrolet script .............................................. 39.99 ea
UB314
gold
Chevrolet script .............................................. 49.99 ea

E9030000

UB008

UB010

UB012

UB013

E9030003

"Jewelry for Cars" License Plate Frames
Our "Jewelry for Cars" license plate frames are really like fine jewelry for your
Camaro. They're stamped from virgin grade -A American brass, triple-electroplated
in chrome, reverse engraved and filled with colored resin for a first-class finish.
And now they include Bow Tie logo caps! These high end frames also have rubber
coated tabs on the back to hold your license plate firmly and quietly. The ultimate
frame for those who demand the very best. Proudly made in the USA.
UB008
chrome
Camaro w/Bow Tie .......................................... 39.99 ea
UB010
chrome
Camaro............................................................. 39.99 ea
UB012
chrome
Z28 ................................................................... 39.99 ea
UB013
chrome
Camaro script................................................... 39.99 ea
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E9030004

Elite License Plate Frames
Put the finishing details on your ride with these high-quality Elite license plate
frames. These license frames are heavy cast solid brass and triple chrome plated.
All Elite license plate frames are CNC engraved and hand-painted with UV stable
epoxy enamel to ensure a lasting finish. They will never rust and will look great for
as long as you own your vehicle. Each license frame comes with matching chrome
screw caps to add the final detail.
E9030003 blank, thin border, 2-hole .................................................. 15.99 ea
E9030004 blank, thin border, 4-hole................................................... 15.99 ea
E9030000 blank, wide bottom, 2-hole ............................................... 15.99 ea

toll free order line 800.854.1280

CHEVROLET

Accessories

DX295

HBP106

HBP110

HBP100

HBP105

HB15867

HB15869

DX2339

DX50098

HB15871

DX2431

DX159

DX2161

DX50090

HB15858

Chevrolet License Plates
Add some flair to your Camaro with these great custom license plates. Featuring
all aluminum construction and beautiful full color designs, these license plates are
HBP110
SS license plate .................................................................. 6.99 ea
DX295
Heartbeat Chevrolet, red/black/white ................................ 6.99 ea
HBP100
Heartbeat Chevrolet, pink/white/turquoise ........................ 6.99 ea
HBP106
Heartbeat Chevrolet, pink/black/turquoise ........................ 6.99 ea
DX2339
Chevrolet Bow Tie and checkered flags ............................ 6.99 ea
DX50090 polished plate with blue Bow Tie ...................................... 6.99 ea
DX50098 polished plate with polished Bow Tie ............................... 6.99 ea
HB15858 Bow Tie red/black.............................................................. 6.99 ea

a desirable addition to any 5th Gen Camaro. Each plate will fit and install into the
factory location front or rear. Check your state laws regarding use.
HBP105
Heartbeat of America Camaro ........................................... 6.99 ea
HB15867 Chevrolet USA-1 with red Bow Tie .................................. 6.99 ea
HB15871 Chevrolet U-S-A-1 See America First ............................... 6.99 ea
HB15869 Chevrolet Bow Tie U-S-A-1 All The Way......................... 6.99 ea
DX2161
Bow Tie Genuine Chevrolet .............................................. 6.99 ea
DX2431
Bow Tie Genuine Chevrolet .............................................. 6.99 ea
DX159
Bow Tie Chevrolet ............................................................... 6.99 ea

Hand Crafted
in the USA!
EU1026A mirror/black

EU1026B gold/black

EU1027A mirror/black

EU1027B gold/black

EU1029A mirror/black

EU1029B gold/black

EU1031A black/stainless

EU1031B mirror/stainless

EU1031C gold/stainless

EU1030A mirror/black

EU1030B gold/black

EU1028A mirror/black

EU1032A black/stainless

EU1032B mirror/stainless

EU1032C gold/stainless

EU1033A black/stainless

EU1033B mirror/stainless

EU1033C gold/stainless

EU1028B gold/black

3D Acrylic Lazer-Tags
The latest rage in personalized license plate technology, these high-impact, lasercut acrylic plates are hand-inlaid with your favorite 3-dimensional Chevrolet logo.
Choose from two logo colors; silver mirror finish logo or gold mirror finish logo,
both available on black acrylic plates. Each plate is carefully crafted by hand in the
USA using the finest high-impact acrylic materials. Expert craftsmanship. Officially
licensed by General Motors. Specify colors when ordering.
3D Acrylic Lazer-Tags™ (specify mirror or gold)
EU1026
Bow Tie logo ..................................................................... 22.99 ea
EU1027
Bow Tie over Chevrolet..................................................... 22.99 ea
EU1028
Heartbeat of America ......................................................... 22.99 ea
EU1029
Chevrolet logo ................................................................... 22.99 ea
EU1030
Chevrolet in Bow Tie......................................................... 22.99 ea

www.classicindustries.com

3D Stainless Styles Tags
Stainless Styles™ feature 3-dimensional acrylic Chevrolet logo on gorgeous mirror
finish stainless-steel plate. Logos are available in three colors; black acrylic logo,
silver mirror finish acrylic logo or gold mirror finish acrylic logo, all available on
mirror finish stainless-steel plates. Each plate is carefully crafted by hand in the USA
using the finest high-impact acrylic materials and true #8 polished stainless steel.
Expert craftsmanship. Hand crafted in USA. Officially licensed by General Motors.
3D Stainless Style-Tags™ (specify black, silver or gold)
EU1031
Bow Tie logo ..................................................................... 22.99 ea
EU1032
Bow Tie over Chevrolet..................................................... 22.99 ea
EU1033
Heartbeat of America ......................................................... 22.99 ea

chevrolet accessories
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CHEVROLET

Lifestyle

DX20063

GC2078

40th Anniversary Tin Sign
Metal sign depicting six Camaros from 1967 to the 2007 concept. Sign measures
16" wide x 12.5" tall.
73320
40th anniversary tin art ...................................................... 17.99 ea

GC2079

Steel Street Signs
These custom signs are as tough and authentic as real street signs with heavy embossed
letters and bright, baked-on porcelain enamel colors. These heavy, stamped, steel
street signs will give you the right direction every time! Select from our collection
of nostalgic signs perfect for decorating the workshop, den or rec room!
DX20063 Chevy Ave 5" x 24" ........................................................... 14.99 ea
GC2078
musclecar boulevard .......................................................... 34.99 ea
GC2079
classic Chevy drive ............................................................ 34.99 ea

These Diamond Plate Accessories Are Gems!
Racing & Chevy fans alike
will love these new diamond
embossed Chevrolet accessories.
From parking and street signs to
license and light switch plates,
we have just what you need to
turn your boring or drab garage,
game room or vehicle into a
Chevrolet jewel! Stamped .024"
aluminum provides a durable
rust-free base. The color is then
baked-on in a high-powered
curing process for longevity.
The raised, 3-dimensional
embossing looks great and
ensures the permanence of the
DX80008
DX10159
message.
DX80008 racing fans parking 8" x 12" .............................................. 9.99 ea
DX10159 rock solid light switch plate ............................................... 6.99 ea

Dress Up Your Garage or Game Room!
This authentic-looking,
vintage-style tin sign
is the perfect addition
to your Chevy decor.
Each embossed sign
measures 12" in diameter
and is stamped in .024"
aluminum to provide a
3-dimensional look and
a lifetime of rust-free
service. The color is then
baked onto the aluminum
base in a high-powered
curing process for
longevity. Licensed and
approved by GM, each
sign comes with predrilled mounting holes for
easy hanging.
DX60068 Genuine Chevrolet ............................................................. 14.99 ea
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Steel Garage Art
Dress up your garage with this super cool, all steel garage art sign. Perfect for the
garage wall, game room or den. Measures 23" x 10".
24604
Camaro garage art sign ...................................................... 29.99 ea

E5030724

blue

red

gold

SS

Valve Stem Logo Caps
Valve Stem Logo Caps are the perfect way to add that finishing touch to your
wheels. The highly detailed, full color logos are fade-proof and water-proof for
years of trouble-free service.
E5030724 blue Bow Tie logo ............................................................. 16.99 set
E5030725 red Bow Tie logo ............................................................... 16.99 set
E5030727 gold Bow Tie logo ............................................................. 16.99 set
E5030720 SS logo............................................................................... 16.99 set

blue

red

gold

SS

E7030725

Logo Valve Stem Cap Gift Sets
These valve stem cap gift sets include four logo caps and a beautiful billet-aluminium
key chain wrench with matching logo.
E7030724 blue Bow Tie...................................................................... 24.99 set
E7030725 red Bow Tie ....................................................................... 24.99 set
E7030727 gold Bow Tie ..................................................................... 24.99 set
E7030720 SS logo............................................................................... 24.99 set

toll free order line 800.854.1280

CHEVROLET

Lifestyle

UB220

UB020

UB221

UB021

Chrome Bow Tie Key Chains
It’s all about the bling! These high quality chrome key
chains are the way to go. What better way to show off
your Bow Tie than with this laser cut fob with woven
link chain and a clamp-lock style ring.
J0108
oval w/Bow Tie cut-out ............. 9.99 ea

Bow Tie Key Fobs
A high-quality brass key fob is electroplated in black onyx or bright chrome for a durable finish, then deeply
engraved with the vehicle name and logo.
UB020
Chevrolet chrome w/Bow Tie.......................................................................................... 12.99 ea
UB220
Chevrolet black w/Bow Tie ............................................................................................. 12.99 ea
UB021
Bow Tie chrome ............................................................................................................ 12.99 ea
UB221
Bow Tie black................................................................................................................ 12.99 ea

E1130775
E1230725
E1030725

E1103N

E1123N

E1231100

E1031100

E1131385
E1330725

E1133N

E1331100

E1430725

E1430775

E1431100

Engraved Leather Key Chain

Elite Chevrolet Key Chains

Elegant jewelers'-quality engraved key chains offer a
luxurious look and feel. Yag laser engraving provides
a high quality, long lasting engraved Chevrolet logo.
E1130775 Bow Tie w/block letters .......... 8.99 ea
E1131385 Bow Tie w/script letters .......... 8.99 ea

Elegant jewelers quality engraved key chains include a luxurious look and feel. Yag laser engraving maintains
a high quality, long lasting logo.
E1230725 pull apart keychain Bow Tie ............................................................................................. 8.99 ea
E1123N
pull apart keychain Bow Tie with Chevrolet in block letters ........................................... 8.99 ea
E1231100 pull apart keychain Bow Tie with Chevrolet in script letters ........................................... 8.99 ea
E1030725 teardrop Bow Tie .............................................................................................................. 8.99 ea
E1103N
teardrop Bow Tie with Chevrolet in block letters............................................................. 8.99 ea
E1031100 teardrop Bow Tie with Chevrolet in script letters............................................................. 8.99 ea
E1330725 blade Bow Tie ................................................................................................................... 8.99 ea
E1133N
blade Bow Tie with Chevrolet in block letters ................................................................. 8.99 ea
E1331100 blade Bow Tie with Chevrolet in script letters ................................................................. 8.99 ea
E1430725 rectangle Bow Tie ............................................................................................................. 8.99 ea
E1430775 rectangle Bow Tie with Chevrolet in block letters ........................................................... 8.99 ea
E1431100 rectangle Bow Tie with Chevrolet in script letters ........................................................... 8.99 ea

Driving Fashion In A New Direction!

Chevrolet Buckle Bag
With unique seatbelt buckles and webbed nylon
accents, this durable, great looking bag is driving
fashion in a new direction. Features black/silver
stripe webbing.
B505
black/silver stripe ..................... 24.99 ea

Chevrolet Seat Belt Key Chain

Chevrolet Seat Belt Key Holder

This keychain conveniently releases your keys with
a push of the button! Two snaps on the 1 inch nylon
webbing make it easy to attach to your belt, purse,
sports bag, etc. It features a miniature seatbelt buckle
clasp that really works!
B501
key chain w/snap loop .............. 11.99 ea

This keyholder is made using an authentic seatbelt
buckle. With the push of a button, your keys slip into
your hand. A clip on the back allows you to easily attach
the keyholder to your belt. This durable keyholder
makes a great gift.
B502
key holder w/belt clip ............... 14.99 ea

chevrolet lifestyle
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BD100

BD200

BD300

red

white

dark green

maroon

silver

olive

navy blue

brown

100002

Choose From a Variety of Officially
Licensed GM Logos!

Chevrolet Seat Belt Belts
Manufactured with authentic seat belt buckles, these belts (for your pants) are
constructed from tough nylon webbing that is fully adjustable from 24" to 40". A
great piece to complete any GM enthusiast's fashion ensemble. Made in the USA.
Note: Specify color when ordering.

BD100
BD200
BD300

seat belt buckle with GM ................................................... 19.99 ea
seat belt buckle with Bow Tie............................................ 19.99 ea
flip belt buckle with Bow Tie ............................................ 14.99 ea

BD400

BD401

BD500

BD600

BD601

Premium Bow Tie Belt Buckles
Show your Bow Tie pride with one of these premium belt buckles. The tough-looking
brushed buckles feature an embossed Bow Tie logo of your choice. Our full-color
high-gloss buckle is graced by a nostalgic blue Chevy Bow Tie. Brushed models
measure 2.5"x4", colored buckles are 2.5"x3.75". Be sure to purchase a quality
leather belt strap to complement these stylish metal buckles. Belt straps are available
in sizes S-XL. Buckles are proudly made in the USA.
Note: Specify Strap Size When Ordering.

BD400
BD401
BD500
BD600
BD601

brushed with Genuine Chevrolet buckle ........................... 19.99 ea
brushed with Bow Tie buckle ............................................ 19.99 ea
blue Bow Tie buckle .......................................................... 19.99 ea
black leather belt strap ....................................................... 9.99 ea
brown leather belt strap ..................................................... 9.99 ea
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Lounge Set with GM Logos
Whether you are going to the beach, the park, the river or to the races, there’s no
better way to enjoy the outdoors than with these complete lounge kits. Each GM
Licensed kit is well structured, with the canopy frame made of powder coated
galvanized steel and the chairs and table constructed with sturdy aluminum frames,
while water repellent nylon covers the chairs and canopy. Each lounge set features
(1) 10'x10' canopy, (2) folding chairs and (1) folding table. Need an extra tent, table
or chair? No problem! The lounge components are also available separately. Each
item is supplied with a carrying bag for easy transportation. Choose from a variety
of popular GM logos. Note: *Shipped double oversize
OS2
Four Piece Lounge Set - includes 1 canopy, 2 chairs and 1 table
100001*
Chevrolet & Bow Tie on canopy, Chevrolet on chairs .... 209.99 kit
100002*
Chevrolet & Bow Tie on canopy, Bow Tie on chairs ...... 209.99 kit
100006*
Camaro by Chevrolet ....................................................... 209.99 kit
100007*
Camaro nameplate ........................................................... 209.99 kit
100008*
Camaro 3rd generation emblem ...................................... 209.99 kit
OS2
Canopy Only
200013*
Chevrolet & Bow Tie....................................................... 169.99 ea
200023*
Camaro by Chevrolet ....................................................... 169.99 ea
200027A* Camaro nameplate ........................................................... 169.99 ea
200010*
Camaro 3rd generation emblem ...................................... 169.99 ea
Folding Table Only
820017
Chevrolet ......................................................................... 39.99 ea
820018
Bow Tie ........................................................................... 39.99 ea
820014
Camaro by Chevrolet ....................................................... 39.99 ea
820013
Camaro nameplate ........................................................... 39.99 ea
820012A
Camaro 3rd generation emblem ...................................... 39.99 ea
Folding Chairs Only
810025A
Chevrolet ......................................................................... 24.99 ea
810026A
Bow Tie ........................................................................... 24.99 ea
810033
Camaro by Chevrolet ....................................................... 24.99 ea
810019
Camaro nameplate ........................................................... 24.99 ea
810018
Camaro 3rd generation emblem ...................................... 24.99 ea
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SS650

Nostalgic Color Logo Banners
Great for the garage or game room, these banners are sure to brighten up any room.
With two styles to choose from, these banners make the perfect gift. Buy one for
yourself or the General Motors enthusiast in your life. Measures 24" x 18".
RS134
OK Used Cars .................................................................... 24.99 ea
SS650
Genuine Chevrolet Parts .................................................... 24.99 ea

GC494

GC495

GC498

GC501

Gen 5 Camaro Stool
A classic look for either the home or shop. The new Camaro stool has a 14" wide
vinyl swivel seat and features the new Camaro emblem and gold Bow Ties. Sturdy,
comfortable and good-looking, these stools feature chrome legs and stand 30" tall.
Tested to hold up to 1600 pounds with no visual damage. Made in the USA.
GV702
stool ................................................................................... 89.99 ea
RB160

RB177

SS840

RB160

ST401

ST475
RW425

Swivel Stools Feature Rugged Vinyl
Seats And Chrome-Plated Legs.
GM Logo Counter Stools
Featuring some of the most popular GM emblems, these stools stand 30" high and
are topped with a rugged vinyl covered seat that measures 14" in diameter. Complete
with a swivel base and chrome-plated legs. These stools will look great at home,
work or even in the garage!
GC494
We Use Genuine Chevrolet ............................................... 89.99 ea
GC495
Chevrolet Super Service .................................................... 89.99 ea
GC498
GM Genuine Parts ............................................................. 89.99 ea
GC501
OK Used Cars .................................................................... 89.99 ea
RB160
Red Bow Tie ...................................................................... 89.99 ea
RB177
Chevrolet Racing ............................................................... 89.99 ea
SS840
Camaro script..................................................................... 89.99 ea
ST401
OER® Logo ........................................................................ 69.99 ea
ST475
Bow Tie gold ..................................................................... 69.99 ea

www.classicindustries.com

RW424

RB167

Features Logo on Front and
Rear of Backrest!
High Back Chevrolet Logo Swivel Counter Stools
These high back counter stools feature some of Chevrolet's most popular logos.
These stools stand 44" high and feature chrome plated legs and an imprint on the
front and the back. The swivel base is 14" diameter and is covered in rugged vinyl.
Great for the garage or game room!
RW424
Super Chevrolet Service .................................................... 129.99 ea
RW425
Genuine Chevrolet Parts .................................................... 129.99 ea
RB167
red Bow Tie ....................................................................... 129.99 ea
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Show your Gen 5 pride with a T-shirt or polo from Classic Industries ®!
A - Camaro Cruise Missile T-Shirt
The Camaro is coming back! This T-shirt shows a
concept rendering of the rebirth of the Camaro, a
beautiful orange and black 2012 convertible. Just can't
wait can you? Available in dark blue 100% pre-shrunk
cotton with the design printed on the back. M-XXL.
Note: Specify size when ordering.

A

7278

Note: Specify size when ordering.

RS769

wrap-around t-shirt ................... 17.99 ea

C - Camaro Concept T-Shirt
Features the new silver with orange outline Concept
Camaro script on a black shirt. This top quality shirt
will surely get you noticed. M-XXL.
Note: Specify size when ordering.

WB179

C

D

Note: Specify size when ordering.

RS773

lightscape t-shirt ....................... 17.99 ea

cruise missile t-shirt ................. 17.99 ea

B - Camaro Wrap-Around T-Shirt
An aggressive 2010 Camaro SS graces the front of this
hot new T-shirt. The oversized image wraps around
your torso for a look as new as the 2010 Camaro.
Offered in black, 100% cotton. M-XXL.

B

H - Camaro Lightscape T-Shirt
This stunning full-back design features the all new
Camaro prowling the city streets. The front displays
a gold Bow Tie and Camaro logo. Offered in black,
100% cotton. M-XXL.

Gen V logo t-shirt..................... 17.99 ea

I - Flaming 2010 Camaro T-Shirt
Showcased in Imperial Blue, this beast stands in front
of a flaming-hot background. The front features the
new Camaro logo under a golden Bow Tie on the left
chest. Adult sizes M-XXL, kid sizes 2-14 (image on
shirt front)
Note: Specify size when ordering.

TC155
TS201

adults ........................................ 17.99 ea
kids ........................................... 17.99 ea

J - Camaro LS2 T-Shirt
This T-shirt shows a concept rendering of the rebirth
of the Camaro, a beautiful orange model. Available
in orange 100% pre-shrunk cotton with the design
printed on the front. M-XXL.
Note: Specify size when ordering.

D - Camaro Concept T-Shirt
Features the new concept LS2 Camaro. Get ready for
the return of the Camaro! 100% cotton shirt with logo
printed on the front of this charcoal shirt.
RS540M
medium .............................. 15.99 ea
RS540L
large.................................... 15.99 ea
RS540XL
x-large ................................ 15.99 ea
RS540XXL xx-large .............................. 17.99 ea

K - Look Who’s Back T-Shirt
This black T-shirt features an image of 2010 and 1969
SS Camaros burning up a canyon road. Large image
on back with logo on front left chest. M-XXL.

E - Gen 5 Camaro Polo
Sport one of these classy polos to the car show, golf
course or out to dinner. This everyday favorite is made
of fine 100% cotton to keep you comfortable and
features a gold Bow Tie and Camaro logo embroidered
on the left chest. Available in Black, Orange, White
and Red. M-XXXL (XXL and XXXL add $3).

L - Camaro Old and New T-Shirt
This T-shirt shows a concept rendering of the new
Camaro, along with a view of the 1969 model it takes its
styling cues from. Available in black 100% pre-shrunk
cotton with the design printed on the front. M-XXL.

Note: Specify size when ordering.

GV30510
GV30511
GV30518
GV30519

black ...................................
orange .................................
white ...................................
red .......................................

45.99
45.99
45.99
45.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

F - Camaro Logo Jacket
Lightweight black jacket features the new silver with
orange outline Camaro script embroidered on the left
chest. This top quality, 100% nylon jacket features
elastic cuffs and waist with side pockets and is a must
for any Camaro fan. M-XXL.

RS538

LS2 t-shirt ................................ 17.99 ea

Note: Specify size when ordering.

7313

look who’s back t-shirt ............. 17.99 ea

Note: Specify size when ordering.

RS539

old and new t-shirt.................... 17.99 ea

M - Camaro Convertible T-Shirt
Black T-Shirt featuring the new 2010 Camaro
convertible concept in orange on the back with "Topdown Fun is BACK" above the car and the Camaro
logo below the car and also features the Camaro logo
on the left front chest. M-XXL.
Note: Specify size when ordering.

7312

topdown fun t-shirt ................... 17.99 ea

Note: Specify size when ordering.

WB177

Gen 5 logo jacket ..................... 49.99 ea

G - Muscle Transformed T-Shirt
Fiery Orange 2010 Camaro breaking through a sunset
sky on black T-shirt. Large image on back with smaller
image on front left chest. M-XXL.

E

M

Note: Specify size when ordering.

7314

transformed t-shirt .................... 17.99 ea

F
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Camaro hats and collectibles for the Gen 5 Camaro Enthusiast!
N - 2010 Camaro Computer Mouse
Cruise the web in style with an optical mouse!
These unique mice are high performance computer
accessories with 800-dpi resolution for enhanced
accuracy and precision movement. The details
give them the look of a collectible model and the
functionality of the best pointing devices on the
market. Functioning headlights and smooth lines give
the car a realistic look and feel. A must have for car
enthusiasts and collectors. PC and Mac compatible.
One year manufacturer's warranty.
Wireless Mouse
RM501
black ..................................... 39.99 ea
RM502
maroon ................................. 39.99 ea
RM503
maroon w/blk stripes ............ 39.99 ea
RM504
red ........................................ 39.99 ea
RM505
red w/blk stripes ................... 39.99 ea
RM506
orange w/blk stripes ............. 39.99 ea
RM507
silver w/blk stripes ............... 39.99 ea
RM508
white..................................... 39.99 ea
RM509
white w/blue stripes ............. 39.99 ea
RM510
Highway Patrol .................... 44.99 ea
Wired Mouse
RM501W black ..................................... 27.99 ea
RM507W silver w/blk stripes ............... 27.99 ea
RM508W white..................................... 27.99 ea
RM510W Highway Patrol .................... 29.99 ea
O - Ladies Camaro Side Panel V-Neck
Ladies new Camaro side panel V-neck shirt. Feminine
fit, set-in collar and sleeve binding, contrasting side
panels. Raglan sleeves, double needle stitched bottom
hem, vertical embroidered Camaro. Panels available
in red with white printing or black with red printing.
Available in ladies sizes small through x-large.
WB9091
black panel ........................... 26.99 ea
WB9092
red panel ............................... 26.99 ea
P - Camaro "Night Out" T-Shirt
Camaro "Night Out" T-Shirt. Red 2010 Camaro SS
graphic printed on the back. Brown T-shirt, 100%
pre-shrunk cotton.
Note: Specify size when ordering.

RS831

brown t-shirt M-XXL........... 17.99 ea

Q - "When I Get Big" Camaro T-Shirt
Kids can show their enthusiasm for the new Camaro
with this kids only T-shirt. Color graphic on the front,
100% pre-shrunk cotton.
RS827XS 2-4 x-small ........................... 17.99 ea
RS827S
6-8 small............................... 17.99 ea
RS827M
10-12 medium ...................... 17.99 ea
RS827L
14-16 large ........................... 17.99 ea

N

R - Camaro 21st Century Sports Car T-Shirt
Camaro, the 21st Century Sports Car. Graphic of a
2010 Camaro SS printed on the back of a dark blue
T-shirt. 100% pre-shrunk cotton.
Note: Specify size when ordering.

RS858

blue t-shirt M-XXL .................. 17.99 ea

S - Texas Orange Camaro T-Shirt
Subtle graphic of a 2010 Camaro on a bright orange
T-shirt. 100% pre-shrunk cotton with the design printed
on the front. S-XXL.

X

Note: Specify size when ordering.

RS994

orange t-Shirt M-XXL.............. 17.99 ea

T - Liquid Metal 2010 Camaro Cap
This stylish, black low profile cap is made from brushed
heavyweight cotton and features a raised “liquid metal”
lettering. There’s also a checkered flag embedded in
the edge on the bill. One size fits all with a velcro
closure on the back.
HT118 Camaro cap .............................. 15.99 ea

W

U - SS and RS Embroidered Caps
Top off your style with these embroidered logo caps!
These black structured twill hats feature the exclusive
new Camaro logo above the red SS or RS insignia.
RS772
Camaro SS cap ........................ 15.99 ea
RS774
Camaro RS cap........................ 15.99 ea
V - Camaro Caps
These stylish caps feature the new embroidered Camaro
logo on a black or red cap with white accent stitching.
Features velcro closure on the back.
RW703B black cap ................................. 15.99 ea
RW703R red cap ..................................... 15.99 ea
W - Gen 5 Camaro SS Rally Stripe Cap
This handsome hat is sure to be a hit with any Gen
5 Camaro fan! Features Camaro Rally Stripe Design
on the pre-curved bill. These great looking caps are a
must have for Camaro enthusiasts. Available in 6 colors
to match your car, they feature an embroidered Gold
Bow Tie and Camaro emblem in the front and the SS
logo on the left side. The 100% brushed cotton denim
cap is cool to wear as well as good looking. Choose
your color and order today! Available in black, orange,
silver, red, blue or yellow.
RS676 black ......................................... 18.99 ea
RS677 orange ....................................... 18.99 ea
RS678 silver ......................................... 18.99 ea
RS679 red............................................. 18.99 ea
RS680 blue ........................................... 18.99 ea
RS681 yellow ....................................... 18.99 ea
X - Camaro Computer Bag
Keep your laptop safe with this stylish computer
bag. Black with the new Camaro logo. Measures
17"x14"x5.25". Fits laptops up to 17".
WB175 black ....................................... 54.99 ea
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A - My Big Kid Camaro T-Shirt
Heres a T-shirt for your little Chevy fan with a "This
Is My Big Kid Car" shirt for your kids. Pre-shrunk
100% cotton T-shirt. Available in blue.
WB914XS size 2-4 .............................. 16.99 ea
WB914S
size 6-8 .............................. 16.99 ea
WB914M
size 10-12 .......................... 16.99 ea
WB914L
size 14-16 .......................... 16.99 ea

A
B

B - Retro Tech Camaro T-Shirt
Retro Tech T-shirt. Available in white. M-XXL.
WB556M
medium .............................. 18.99
WB556L
large ................................... 18.99
WB556XL x-large ................................ 18.99
WB556XXL xx-large .............................. 20.99

ea
ea
ea
ea

C - Ladies Camaro Burnout Tee
Ladies Camaro Burn Out Tee With Skull & Wings.
Striped burn out twisted crew neck short sleeve tee
with front screen print. Available in ladies sizes S-XL.
Note: Specify size when ordering.

WB987

........................................... 24.99 ea

D - Camaro SS Liquid Metal T-Shirt
Camaro SS Liquid Metal T-shirt. 100% Cotton tee with
3D Camaro SS liquid metal logo on left chest. M-XXL.
WB995M
medium .............................. 17.99 ea
WB995L
large ................................... 17.99 ea
WB995XL x-large ................................ 17.99 ea
WB995XXL xx-large .............................. 19.99 ea

C

E - New Camaro Raglan Sleeve Jersey
This luxurious heavyweight long sleeve T-shirt is made
of 100% cotton Jersey for the comfy soft-to-touch feel.
Features color block raglan sleeves, an open bottom
and hemmed sleeves. Tone on tone screen print of
a 2010 Camaro on front of the T-shirt and Camaro
lettering down the left sleeve. Available in red, gray,
orange or navy. M-XXL.
WB9081M
red medium ...................... 29.99 ea
WB9081L
red large............................ 29.99 ea
WB9081XL red x-large ........................ 29.99 ea
WB9081XXL red xx-large ...................... 31.99 ea
WB9082M
gray medium .................... 29.99 ea
WB9082L
gray large.......................... 29.99 ea
WB9082XL gray x-large ...................... 29.99 ea
WB9082XXL gray xx-large .................... 31.99 ea
WB9083M
orange medium................. 29.99 ea
WB9083L
orange large ...................... 29.99 ea
WB9083XL orange x-large .................. 29.99 ea
WB9083XXL orange xx-large ................ 31.99 ea
WB9084M
navy medium.................... 29.99 ea
WB9084L
navy large ......................... 29.99 ea
WB9084XL navy x-large...................... 29.99 ea
WB9084XXL navy xx-large.................... 31.99 ea

D

E

F - Mens Camaro SS Lightweight Jacket
Water resistant 100% nylon taslon with subtle semimatte finish. Contrast nylon taffeta lining, standup
zip-through collar, exposed front zipper, two welt
pockets with contrast bartack detail. Embroidered
Camaro SS emblem, machine wash and dry. Available
in black. M-XXL.
WB895M
medium ............................. 54.99 ea
WB895L
large .................................. 54.99 ea
WB895XL
x-large ............................... 54.99 ea
WB895XXL xx-large ............................. 56.99 ea

F
G

G - Mens Camaro Matrix Jacket
Lightweight black jacket with gray panels. 78/22
nylon/cotton oxford shell, 100% polyester mesh
upper body lining, 100% nylon taffeta lining on lower
body. M-XXL.
WB352M
medium ........................... 79.99 ea
WB352L
large................................. 79.99 ea
WB352XL
x-large ............................. 79.99 ea
WB352XXL xx-large ........................... 81.99 ea
H - Ladies Camaro Fleece Pullover
Clique micro-fleece half-zip pullover with raglan
sleeves. Open bottom and decorative overlock seams
at the collar, sleeves and hem. Embroidered Camaro
emblem. Available in charcoal. S-XL.
Note: Specify size when ordering.

WB416

.................................................. 39.99 ea

I - Ladies Tonal Camaro Hoodie
Ribbed cuffs and waistband, double-needle stitched
pouch pocket, fully cover-seamed. Pill-resistant 7.75
oz. 50/50 cotton/polyester air jet spun yarn pullover
with double-lined hood and matching draw cord.
Embroidered Camaro logo in pink. Available in
pink. S-XL.
Note: Specify size when ordering.

WB797

.................................................. 39.99 ea

J - Camaro Storm Jacket
Stay warm with this seamsealed jacket featuring
waterproof protection. Ripstop nylon shell with taslan
nylon accents. Sherpa fleece body lining, nylon sleeve
lining for easy on/off, zip-off hood, storm flap and four
zippered pockets. Drop tail hem with drawcord and
toggle for adjustability. 2 oz. polyfill in body and 3
oz. polyfill in sleeves. Embroidered Camaro emblem.
Available in graphite or orange. M-XXL.
WB8941M
graphite, medium ........... 129.99 ea
WB8941L
graphite, large................. 129.99 ea
WB8941XL
graphite, x-large ............. 129.99 ea
WB8941XXL graphite, xx-large ........... 131.99 ea
WB8942M
orange, medium.............. 129.99 ea
WB8942L
orange, large ................... 129.99 ea
WB8942XL
orange, x-large ............... 129.99 ea
WB8942XXL orange, xx-large ............. 131.99 ea
K - Camaro Frost 9 Can Cooler
Insulated cooler with zippered closure, internal elastic
loop to keep cans and bottles in place. External mesh
pocket for water bottles, convenient padded carry
handle. 70D polyester/420D dobby polyester. Features
embroidered Camaro logo. Measures 9" x 8" x 5.25".
WB969 .................................................. 19.99 ea

J

H

I
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L - Camaro Icehouse Cooler
This earth friendly cooler holds up to 6 cans. Made
with shock textured material featuring embroidered
Camaro logo and measures 8" x 6" x 9.5".
WB971 .................................................. 29.99 ea
M - Camaro Earth Friendly Tote
Made from recycled plastic bottles, this bag is earth
friendly and uniquely strong and durable. Shock
textured material, features front pocket with velcro
closure and mesh side pockets for additional storage.
Measures14" x 5" x 13.5"
WB970 .................................................. 29.99 ea
N - Camaro Patriot Zippered Tote
Durable sport tote conveniently holds everything you
need throughout your day with a full size zippered
top. Bag is 420D nylon and 600D polyester. Features
embroidered Camaro logo and gusset handles.
Measures 21" x 17" x 9".
WB964 .................................................. 21.99 ea
O - Camaro Reflex Duffle Bag
Unique bag features two side zippered pockets,
ventilated show tunnel with top insulated cooler slot for
water bottle. U-shaped main compartment, reflective
safety piping and new Camaro logo embroidered on
the front. Measures 24.5" x 10.25" x 11.25"
WB779 .................................................. 45.99 ea

Lifestyle

U - Camaro Mesh Cap
Structured crown, sandwich visor garment washed twill
front with soft mesh back. Features velcro closure.
WB7991
royal blue .............................. 13.99 ea
WB7992
orange ................................... 13.99 ea
WB7993
black ..................................... 13.99 ea

Y

V - Camaro SS Ghost Cap
Premium cotton twill featuring velcro closure.
WB931
.............................................. 15.99 ea

X

W - Camaro SS Liquid Metal Cap
100% cotton cap with velcro closure. Liquid Metal
3D logo.
WB998
.............................................. 14.99 ea
X - Ladies Pink Camaro Cap
Garment washed chino twill, unstructured with low
profile, adjustable buckle with comfort tuck away strap.
WB789
.............................................. 13.99 ea

W

Y - Camaro SS Knit Cap
Keep your head and ears warm with this Camaro SS
knit cap.
WB9251
orange ................................... 13.99 ea
WB9252
silver ..................................... 13.99 ea
WB9253
red ......................................... 13.99 ea
WB9254
black ..................................... 13.99 ea

P - Camaro Laptop Bag
Earth friendly laptop bag features multiple pockets
for media and power supply and the interior padded
compartment holds laptops up to 15". Five zippered
compartments in all and an adjustable, ergonomic
padded shoulder strap. Laptop bag also features
embroidered Camaro emblem in front. Measures
12.5" x 5" x 15.5".
WB978 .................................................. 44.99 ea

V

U
T

Q - Camaro Contour Chair
This chair is made with a superfine mesh and features a
comfortable deep seat. Folds into matching carry bag.
Available in orange. Measures 21.5" x 21"x 16.5".
WB886 .................................................. 55.99 ea
R - Camaro Coffee Mug
Show your friends what you drive with this beautiful
11oz coffee mug.
WB817 Camaro ..................................... 12.99 ea
WB818 Camaro RS ............................... 12.99 ea
WB819 Camaro SS................................ 12.99 ea
S - Camaro with Bow Tie Wave Tumbler
Stainless steel shell with translucent color accents,
double wall insulation with stainless steel liner.
Stainless steel lid with slide lock prevents spills,
non-slip bottom.
Important: Not microwave or dishwasher safe.

S
R
Q

WB9841 orange ....................................... 19.99 ea
WB9842 silver ......................................... 19.99 ea
T - Spark Plug Camaro Thermometer
Looking for something else to add to your garage wall
to catch the eye? This spark plug Camaro thermometer
is die-cut and embossed in full color. Functional
aluminum thermometer measures 9" x 25 1/2".
WB828 BowTie ..................................... 29.99 ea
WB829 RS ............................................. 29.99 ea
WB830 SS ............................................. 29.99 ea

K
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silver/blue

red/orange
yellow/red

black/black

khaki/black

khaki/blue

Bow Tie and Flames Caps

Flaming Bow Tie Caps

These hot caps feature a raised embroidered silver Bow Tie with contrasting stitching
that matches embroidered flames on the bill. All are produced on a heavy-weight
cotton twill cap with a fully adjustable velcro strap to fit any size. Black cap comes
with your choice of silver/blue, red/orange or yellow/red flames on the bill.
H101
specify color ...................................................................... 16.99 ea

This unique cap features a raised flaming Bow Tie logo embroidered on the crown.
Fully adjustable to all sizes. Specify black/black, khaki/blue or khaki/black when
ordering.
H142
specify color ...................................................................... 12.99 ea
black

black/green

bone/black

blue/black

black/red

Chevrolet Bow Tie Cap
These stylish low profile caps feature a raised Bow Tie and Chevrolet with a Bow
Tie on the bill. Includes velcro closure on back. Available in black/charcoal, black/
red, blue/black, bone/black or black/green.
HR184
specify color ...................................................................... 14.99 ea
red

blue

yellow

blue

charcoal

bone

black/Charcoal

orange

SS Super Sport Cap
These are low profile, all cotton caps that feature the Super Sport and SS logos
with a Bow Tie on the bill. One size fits all with a velcro closure on back. Specify
black, blue, charcoal or bone.
HR199
specify color ...................................................................... 14.99 ea
black/black

khaki/black

khaki/blue

khaki/green

Embroidered Bow Tie Caps

Chevrolet Low Profile Cap
Distressed low profile cap with vintage Chevrolet Motor Company emblem beautifully
embroidered in complementary colors. Plastic buckle closure. Specify blue, red,
orange or yellow when ordering.
RB79
specify color ...................................................................... 19.99 ea

Quality cap features embroidered Bow Tie logo on front. Adjustable to fit most
sizes. Specify black/black, khaki/black, khaki/blue or khaki/green when ordering.
HTC101
specify color ...................................................................... 12.99 ea
HT109

RB148BL
HT114

HT117

HT110

Liquid Metal Logo Cap

Bow Tie Cap

This stylish, black low profile cap is made from brushed heavyweight cotton and
features raised “liquid metal” lettering for a chrome emblem-like appearance.
There’s also a checkered flag embedded in the edge on the bill. One size fits all
with a velcro closure on the back.
HT114
Bow Tie ............................................................................. 14.99 ea
HT117
SS ....................................................................................... 14.99 ea

This is beautiful low profile cap that
features an embossed Bow Tie with die
cast metal trim. This is a brushed cotton
flex fit cap with a rubber bill.
HT109 red ....................... 18.99 ea
HT110 blue ..................... 18.99 ea
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RB148

Bow Tie Knit Ski Cap
100% acrylic. Classic red Bow Tie
embroidered emblem. Available in
black or royal blue. Imported.
RB148
black ................ 14.99 ea
RB148BL royal blue ........ 14.99 ea

toll free order line 800.854.1280

CHEVROLET
A

B

A - Bow Tie Powered T-Shirt
This T-shirt says it all! Made from 100%
preshrunk cotton material. Choice
of white or black T-shirt with design
printed on front.
7244
white M-XL ........ 15.99 ea
7244
white XXL .......... 17.99 ea
7261
black M-XL ........ 15.99 ea
7261
black XXL .......... 17.99 ea
B - Chevrolet Athletic Dept.
For all of the athletic fans of Chevrolet.
This unique T-shirt is made up of 100%
preshrunk cotton material. Maroon
T-shirt with design printed on front.
7242
maroon M-XL..... 15.99 ea
7242
maroon XXL....... 17.99 ea

C

D

E

C - Bow Tie Flaming Cross
The Bow-Tie Flaming Cross shirt is
produced from 100% cotton. White
T-shirt with design printed on back.
7256
white M-XL ........ 15.95 ea
7256
white XXL .......... 17.95 ea

T-Shirts

Browse through all of our most popular styles to find the silk
screen design that’s just right for you! The designs featured
here
have proven to be the most popular Classic Industries® has to offer.
Note: When ordering, please state men’s size M, L, XL or XXL, unless otherwise specified.

G - Chevy Racing T-Shirt
For all of the racing fans this T-Shirt will
put you in the winner‘s circle every time.
Made from 100% preshrunk cotton. Ash
T-shirt with design printed on front.
7220
ash M-XL............ 15.99 ea
7220
ash XXL.............. 17.99 ea

L - Kiss My SS
If you’re proud of your SS, let everyone
know what they can do to it! Take your
stand with this durable 100% cotton
T-Shirt that advertises your attitude!
RB168 white M-XL ........ 15.99 ea
RB168 white XXL .......... 17.99 ea

H - Flaming Bow Tie
Another exclusive design from Classic
Industries®! This is a must for all you
red-hot Chevy lovers. 100% cotton.
Choice of black or white T-shirt with
design printed on front.
7260
black M-XL ........ 15.99 ea
7260
black XXL .......... 17.99 ea
7236
white M-XL ........ 15.99 ea
7236
white XXL .......... 17.99 ea

D - Size Does Matter T-Shirt
All big block Chevy owners know that
size does matter! Make yours a big block
and see for yourself! Black 100% cotton
T-shirt with design printed on back.
7332
black M-XL ........ 15.99 ea
7332
black XXL .......... 17.99 ea

I - Size Matters, Inches Count
Size matters and inches count with a
572 big block Chevrolet! Made from
100% preshrunk cotton, this black
T-shirt features the racy design printed
on the back and on the left chest. When
you got it, flaunt it!
7371
black M-XL ........ 15.99 ea
7371
black XXL .......... 17.99 ea

E - Chevy Thunder T-Shirt
This bold Chevy Thunder design
features a mod tribal look. Red &
gray silk-screen printing stands out on
black 100% cotton T-shirt with design
printed on front.
7254
black M-XL ........ 15.99 ea
7254
black XXL .......... 17.99 ea

J - Big Block T-Shirt
In the world of performance bigger is
better. This shirt features a full color
Chevy big block and the “Make Mine
A Big Block” logo on the front.
TS090 black M-XL ........ 15.99 ea
TS090 black XXL .......... 17.99 ea

F - Bow Tie Horsepower T-Shirt
Wear the ultimate medal of honor
while showing your Chevy pride.
Our new Bow Tie Horsepower tee
borrows its design from the historic
Iron Cross medal of honor, a popular
logo with the surfing crowd because of
its association with bravery. The Bow
Tie Horsepower Cross shirt is produced
from 100% cotton. Black T-shirt with
design printed on back.
72492 black M-XL ........ 15.99 ea
72492 black XXL .......... 17.99 ea

K - Yesterday's Chevrolet Satin Jacket
This beautiful jacket is produced with
high-quality black satin material and
includes a knit waistband and cuffs
for a tight, more secure fit. Heavy-duty
pop-snap buttons will provide years
of trouble-free use. The Heartbeat of
America logo is embroidered on the
front and the back in full color.
F2201 jacket S-XL......... 59.99 ea
F2201 jacket 2XL-4XL.. 64.99 ea

L

Pocket-Sized
Logo On Front

K

G

H

J

I

F

chevrolet t-shirts
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Apparel

Be comfortable and look great in Classic Industries ® apparel!
A - Classic Vehicle Logo Color T-Shirts
The latest full-color T-Shirt from Classic Industries®
features a 1969 Camaro Pace Car convertible in
dazzling Hugger Orange and Dover White, a 1970 Trans
Am and a 1967 Nova SS with a full-color background
along with the now-famous Classic Industries® logo!
Available in white or black.
455401M
medium black .............. 12.99 ea
455401L
large
black .............. 12.99 ea
455401XL
x-large black .............. 12.99 ea
455401XXL
xx-large black .............. 14.99 ea
455401XXXL xxx-large black .............. 15.99 ea
455410M
medium white.............. 13.99 ea
455410L
large
white.............. 13.99 ea
455410XL
x-large white.............. 13.99 ea
455410XXL
xx-large white.............. 14.99 ea

F - Classic Industries® Mechanics Gloves
Protect your hands while working on your car with
top quality Classic Industries® mechanics gloves.
These gloves offer outstanding gripping power as
well as protection against cuts, burns and abrasions.
They offer great dexterity and flexibility for intricate
work and feature a soft elastic wrist band with a
velcro closure for ease of use. Each glove features a
high quality embroidered Classic Industries® logo as
shown. Choose from small, medium, large, X large and
XX large.
12565
specify size S-XXL .................. 17.99 pr
G - Classic Industries® America’s #1 Choice T-Shirt
This is another all new full-color 100% cotton T-shirt
from Classic Industries®! It features the famous Classic
logo on the front chest, sleeve and back. The back
also highlights the classic GM vehicles which Classic
Industries® is famous for. Available in black or white.
TS1003M
medium black .............. 13.99 ea
TS1003L
large
black .............. 13.99 ea
TS1003XL
x-large black .............. 13.99 ea
TS1003XXL
xx-large black .............. 15.99 ea
TS1003XXXL xxx-large black .............. 15.99 ea
TS1004M
medium white.............. 13.99 ea
TS1004L
large
white.............. 13.99 ea
TS1004XL
x-large white.............. 13.99 ea
TS1004XXL
xx-large white.............. 15.99 ea
TS1004XXXL xxx-large white.............. 15.99 ea

B - Classic Industries® V-Power T-Shirt
Check out the latest full color, 100% cotton T-shirt
from Classic Industries®! It features the famous
Classic logo on the front chest, sleeve and back. The
back also highlights the classic GM vehicles which
Classic Industries® is famous for. This brilliant, fullcolor shirt is bound to become a classic! Available in
black or white.
TS1001M
medium black .............. 13.99 ea
TS1001L
large
black .............. 13.99 ea
TS1001XL
x-large black .............. 13.99 ea
TS1001XXL
xx-large black .............. 14.99 ea
TS1001XXXL xxx-large black .............. 15.99 ea
TS1002M
medium white.............. 13.99 ea
TS1002L
large
white.............. 13.99 ea
TS1002XL
x-large white.............. 13.99 ea
TS1002XXL
xx-large white.............. 14.99 ea
TS1002XXXL xxx-large white.............. 15.99 ea

pocket size logo
on front and sleeve

H

H - Classic Industries® Sunset Style T-Shirt
This is another all new full-color 100% cotton T-shirt
from Classic Industries®! It features the famous Classic
logo on the front chest, sleeve and back. The back
also highlights the classic GM vehicles that Classic
Industries® is famous for. Available in black or white.
TS1005M
medium black .............. 13.99 ea
TS1005L
large
black .............. 13.99 ea
TS1005XL
x-large black .............. 13.99 ea
TS1005XXL
xx-large black .............. 15.99 ea
TS1005XXXL xxx-large black .............. 15.99 ea
TS1006M
medium white.............. 13.99 ea
TS1006L
large
white.............. 13.99 ea
TS1006XL
x-large white.............. 13.99 ea
TS1006XXL
xx-large white.............. 15.99 ea
TS1006XXXL xxx-large white.............. 15.99 ea

C - Classic Industries® Lapel/Hat Pin
This eye-catching pin will look right at home on
your favorite hat, shirt or jacket. It features the
well- recognized Classic Industries® logo printed on
a quality all metal, epoxy-coated pin and includes a
metal retainer.
C106
lapel/hat pin .............................. 2.99 ea
D - Classic Industries® Embroidered Patch
This eye-catching patch will look right at home on
your favorite hat, shirt or jacket. It features the wellrecognized Classic Industries® logo embroidered in
full color and ready to go on your favorite apparel.
C107
embroidered patch ................... 2.99 ea

pocket size logo
on front and sleeve

I - Classic Industries® Swirl Logo T-Shirt
This is a 100% cotton T-shirt features a blue and gold
swirl around the famous Classic Industries® logo. The
swirl logo is on the back of the shirt with the Classic
Industries logo on the chest and sleeve. Available
exclusively in black.
TS1008M
medium ....................... 16.99 ea
TS1008L
large
....................... 16.99 ea
TS1008XL
x-large ....................... 16.99 ea
TS1008XXL
xx-large ....................... 18.99 ea

E - Classic Industries® Official Logo Cap
This great looking cap begins with a super high
quality reinforced, brushed twill cap in black. It
proudly displays an embroidered full color Classic
Industries® logo on the front and Classic Industries®
web address on the back, along with our trademark
slogan in the sandwich style bill. This cap features a
fully adjustable cotton strap with silver buckle and
matching silver eyelets. You won’t be disappointed
with the quality of this cap!
41301
Classic Industries® cap ............. 12.99 ea

A
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pocket size logo
on front and sleeve

E

F t bill includes
Front
i l d “America’s
““A
i ’ First
F
Choice” wording as shown

F

pocket size logo
on front and sleeve
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Yenko ®

Apparel and More
Yenko® licensed apparel and more!

Yenko ® Logo T-Shirt

Yenko ® Flames T-Shirt
®

®

®

Your Yenko is hot and so is this Yenko flames T-shirt! Yenko logo over a classic flaming background. Made
from 100% cotton with the design printed on the front.
3229
white
M - XL specify size ........................................................................................ 17.99 ea
3229
white
XXL - XXXL specify size .............................................................................. 19.99 ea

For everyone who owns or loves a Yenko®, this T-shirt
says it all. The original design on a white T-shirt.
Made from 100% cotton with the logo printed on
back of T-shirt.
3227
white
M-XL....................... 17.99 ea
3227
white
XXL-XXXL ............ 19.99 ea

Yenko ® Tribal T-Shirt
This bold Camaro T-shirt design features a mod tribal look. Yenko® logo stands out against the blue tribal design.
Made from 100% cotton with logo printed on back of T-shirt.
3228
white
M - XL specify size ........................................................................................ 17.99 ea
3228
white
XXL - XXXL specify size .............................................................................. 19.99 ea

Yenko ® Caps
This one-of-a-kind cap features the now-famous red,
white and blue Yenko® bar and shield. These premium,
fully adjustable caps are available in white or black
with color matching bill. One size fits all.
YC112
black ..................................... 16.99 ea
YC102
white ..................................... 16.99 ea

back

3218

3219

3220

3221

3222

3223

3224

3225

Yenko ® Wine Stemware
Finely crafted wine glasses with the Yenko® bar and
shield logo engraved on the glass. This glassware is
executed in a non-lead crystal which gives to a solid
base and a never ending sparkle with great stability.
Tyrol Crystal designed by Riedel.
YG12
12-3/8 oz. glass ..................... 12.99 ea
RYG12
set of 4 .................................. 48.99 kit

Distressed Yenko ® Logo T-Shirt

front

®

SYC Logo T-Shirt
Yenko ® Tumbler
Finely crafted tumblers with the Yenko® bar and shield
logo engraved on the glass. This glassware is executed
in a non-lead crystal which gives to a solid base and a
never ending sparkle with great stability. Tyrol Crystal
designed by Riedel.
YG13
12-3/8 oz. glass ..................... 14.99 ea
RYG13
set of 4 .................................. 54.99 kit

www.classicindustries.com

Black screen printed SYC logo on a white T-shirt made
from 100% preshrunk cotton material. Large design
is printed on back with small logo on the left chest.
SYC - Yenko® Super Coupe.
TS425M
medium ................................. 15.99 ea
TS425L
large ...................................... 15.99 ea
TS425XL x-large ................................... 15.99 ea
TS4252X xx-large ................................. 17.99 ea
TS4253X xxx-large ............................... 17.99 ea

This T-shirt features the Yenko® logo in a popular
distressed look. Choose from a variety of colors and
specify size when ordering. Made from 100% cotton
with logo printed on front of T-shirt.
3218
white
with original logo
3219
black
with grey logo
3220
black
with tan logo
3221
camel
with brown logo
3222
cream
with tan logo
3223
green
with dk. green logo
3224
grey
with grey logo
3225
red
with dk. red logo
Med-XL
(specify item# and size) .... 17.99 ea
XXL-XXXL (specify item# and size) .... 19.99 ea

yenko apparel and more
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OER ®

Car Care Products

Professional Products for the Enthusiast!
Professional-grade car detailing supplies are no
longer just for professionals. Classic Industries®
is pleased to offer OER's complete line of car care
products for the auto detailing professional or car
enthusiast. Now you can purchase OER's exclusive
"Secret Formula" car care products in consumer
friendly 16 oz. bottles and you too can achieve
the amazing results that only a detailer using
professional grade products can achieve. If you
detail your car often, take advantage of our bulk
packaging and purchase your favorite products by
the gallon! If you are tired of paying for expensive
bottles with colorful labels and achieving mediocre
results, then do your car's finish a favor and order
our complete car care system today. OER® offers
the highest quality car care formulas at any price,
without the hype of expensive advertising and high
dollar packaging. No fancy bottles or labels to pay
for, our product speaks for itself!

Exclusive Formulas
Not Available In Stores!

®

OER "Secret Formula" Wash & Wax Products
OER® "Secret Formula" Clay Bar System

OER® "Secret Formula" Polishes

Clay pulls out all the contaminants you cannot
see, but that you can definitely feel, like
industrial fallout, rail dust and brake dust.
Though these contaminants are not visible,
you can tell they are there because the paint
will feel rough or gritty. These contaminants
may cause patches of paint to appear dull, even
after waxing. As these contaminants oxidize,
they create rust spots within the paint. Once
this happens, the oxidation is considerably
harder to remove and will most likely take a
good bit of paint with it. Clay bar will remove
these contaminants and leave the surface silky
smooth with a mirror-like smooth finish. One
premium professional duty bar is enough
to do 8-10 vehicles. Our clay will not break or deteriorate into small particles like inferior low quality clay
bars. Super elastic to remove harmful particles quickly and effectively. Acts as a magnet to foreign particles,
literally pulling the paint-fouling grime away from the surface of the paint. Clay lubricant is essential to the
performance and safety of clay. It provides the necessary slick surface for clay to glide on. Using low quality
clay lubes or cheap detail sprays will deteriorate your bar and lead to poor clay bar performance. Also beware
of soapy water as a clay lube, detergent or surfactant based soaps will cause the clay to deteriorate. OER®
Slick It Clay Lubricant is available in a 16 oz. bottle or pro-sized gallon.
OER® Slick It Clay Lubricant
K89444
16 oz bottle ....................................................................................................................... 9.99 ea
K89445
1 gallon ............................................................................................................................. 32.99 ea
OER® Secret Formula Clay Block
K89446
blue block, light duty for regular everyday use ................................................................ 22.99 ea
K89447
gray block, medium duty for moderate oxidation ............................................................ 22.99 ea
K89448
purple block, heavy duty for heavy oxidation .................................................................. 22.99 ea

These 100% wax &
silicone free polishes will
prepare any paint for the
perfect sealant. Available in
3 grades to rapidly remove
light scratches, swirls, key,
fingernail scratches and
other imperfections. Each
grade starts out as a polish
then breaks down to a final
step product that produces
an exceptional shine.
Use the Pro-Polish as a final product or a superior
foundation for wax, sealant or glaze. To start out
with a slightly more aggressive polish, step up to
the medium grit product Scratch & Swirl B-Gone.
Laser Buff, the heaviest of the three, starts out as a
1000 grit polish and then breaks down to a fine final
step product. All break down into finer and finer
particles and can be applied by hand or machine.
Pro-Polish - Final Step Polish
K89438 light to final 16 oz. ................... 15.95 ea
K89439 light to final 1 gallon ................ 49.99 ea
Scratch & Swirl B-Gone - 1500-1700 Grit
K89437 medium to final 16 oz............... 17.99 ea
K89436 medium to final 1 gallon .......... 49.99 ea
Laser Buff - 1000 Grit
K89435 heavy to final 16 oz. ................. 17.99 ea
K89434 heavy to final 1 gallon .............. 49.99 ea

OER® Premium Carnauba No. 47

OER® "Secret Formula" Acryli-Shine Glaze

47% Brazilian
No. 1 white
unbleached and
yellow carnauba
paste wax. The
purest carnauba
wax money can
buy. As hard as a
brick. yet easy to
apply and remove.
For use on any
color paint. Bonds
with clean paint,
waxes and sealants to offer a deeper richer shine
and longer lasting protection. One coat is truly all
you need, however layer it as many times as you
want to achieve desired results. Long lasting 2-3
month protection. Formulated for successful use
even in the sun! Works like a sun block to protect
your paint and deliver an unparalleled show-car
shine.
K89440 8 oz can .................................... 19.99 ea
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OER® Premium Carnauba Plus No. 53
OER® Premium
Carnauba Plus No.
53 is in a class all its
own. Our experienced
chemists have blended
only the finest of raw
ingredients almond,
coconut, banana and
propolis oils, in a
premium emulsion
combined with 53
percent Brazilian No.
1 white carnauba by volume. For the enthusiast
who demands the highest and wettest level of shine.
No. 53 is a premium blend of genuine carnauba
wax and natural oils that makes paint “drip off of
your vehicle” with a high gloss shine and shimmer
that is sure to impress even the toughest of critics.
The "Plus" is a liquid crystal polymer for extended
longevity and durability.
K89441 8 oz can .................................... 36.99 ea

car care products/accessories

Glaze is a polish without
any cleaning properties.
Glazes are used primarily to
improve the shine brilliance
and clarity of paint.
Primarily used by body
shops for finishing jobs or
by detail shops to bring out
the high brilliance of paints
on a vehicle, glazes are also
commonly used on show
vehicles to achieve a “high-luster or wet-look”.
Glazes do not replace polishing. If a surface has
minor swirls and imperfections, to achieve the best
superior results, the surface should be polished
with our OER® Secret Formula Pro-Polish first.
Acryli-Shine Glaze is a shine-enhancing agent that
will produce a dramatic wet look on your paint.
Formulated with Acrylic Polymer Resins to increase
that “eye-popping” deep gloss
K89452 16 oz. bottle .............................. 16.99 ea
K89453 1 gallon ..................................... 44.99 ea

toll free order line 800.854.1280

OER ®

Car Care Products

®

OER Secret Weapon Sealant + Carnauba
Just one coat of this
sealant is all you need to
protect your auto's finish
for 6 to 8 months…not
to mention a shine and
brilliance that can only
be achieved with OER®
Secret Weapon Sealant's
3X Carnauba. OER®
Secret Weapon Sealant
+ Carnauba creates an
anti-static, heat resistant
protective seal against
corrosive elements such as ultraviolet rays, salt
water, acid rain and industrial pollutants. Can be
applied in multiple layers to deepen the shine and
level of protection without compromising your paint
or clear coat. Coats your vehicle in a protective
seal delivering a glossy, rich, liquid shimmer that
leaps off the paint surface. Anti-static formula
discourages the settling of new dust. Bring out the
depth of the paint color while the shine enhancers
leave a glass-like mirror finish.
K89450 16 oz. bottle .............................. 18.99 ea
K89451 1 gallon ..................................... 57.99 ea

OER® Secret Formula Wet Wax Creme
This is a brand new
technology that consists
of a special blend of
polymers, resins and
natural carnauba. OER®
Secret Formula Wet
Wax Creme leaves
your car shining like
it was just washed!
Contains no cleaners
or abrasives and will
not stain plastic or
rubber. Suitable for easy
application and removal in the sun or shade, hot or
cool temperatures. Shows best on dark finishes, but
works great on all colors. Shines and polishes with
no cleaners or abrasives. Long lasting protection
that brings out the deep shine and luster of all
colors. Slippery non-stick protection and gloss.
You'll swear the car is wet. Available in your choice
of 16 oz. bottle or buy the professional sized gallon
jug and save!
K89442 16 oz. bottle .............................. 15.99 ea
K89443 1 gallon ..................................... 34.99 ea

OER® Detailer's Secret - Detailer+Carnauba
To upkeep shine on a
show quality finish or
as a final product to go
over the vehicle after
a good wax or sealant
application, OER®
Detailer's Secret offers
superior protection and
repels dust. Can also be
used as a waterless car
wash or quick shine on
lightly dusty surfaces.
The only true white carnauba based professional
quick detail spray & waterless car wash. Unique
wax emulsion system enables Detailer's Secret
to be used on glass, plastic, metal and any other
non-porous material without streaking or staining
trim or rubber, plastic or glass. Delivers superior
results in the sun or shade. Cleans, shines and
protects all paints, clear coats, rubber, vinyl and
plastic surfaces. Softens and breaks down light
surface contamination while it captures and reduces
dirt particles and lifts them off the surface of your
vehicle. Will not strip or remove wax or sealants.
K89454 16 oz. bottle .............................. 9.99 ea
K89455 1 gallon ..................................... 29.99 ea

OER® Top Secret Top Care Formula

OER® Citra Secret Daily Wash Cleaner

OER® Top Secret is a complete
system for the care of vinyl or
canvas tops. It consists of a heavy
y
duty cleaner that safely removes
the toughest soils and stains with
an exclusive formula that will
not harm automotive finishes.
Included in the vinyl kit is our
vinyl UV protectant
and applicator to
shield your vinyl top
against damaging UV
rays, a 100% dry to the touch formula
mula that wi
will last
weeks, not days. The canvas formula includes the
top cleaner and our exclusive canvas UV protectant
that repels water and stains.
OER Top Secret Kit - Vinyl Formula
K89456 cleaner, protectant & applicator 24.99 kit
OER Top Secret Kit - Canvas Formula
K89457 cleaner & protectant ................. 24.99 kit
OER Top Secret Components
K89458 16 oz. bottle top cleaner ........... 9.99 ea
K89468 16 oz. bottle vinyl protectant.... 10.99 ea
K89461 16 oz. bottle canvas protectant . 17.99 ea
K89460 applicator .................................. 3.99 ea

The ultimate daily wash Shampoo
pH neutral to ensure that
even after daily use, Citra
Secret will not strip off any
wax or sealant. Go ahead
wash your auto everyday,
now you can. The unique
Secret Formula offers
unmatched lubricity to
assure that particles glide
gently across surface and
are safely rinsed off. pH Balanced to work with your
wax and sealant, never stripping, only enhancing
and cleaning. Formulated with Extreme Suds II high suds foaming action. One cap full mixes with
4-5 gallons of water for superior wash and extreme
gloss. Slick citrus based wash formulated to simply
be the best wash & gloss at any price. This shampoo
and gloss enhancer in one is a 100% surface friendly
biodegradable formula that outperforms hazardous
solvent shampoos and surface cleaners and is free of
artificial thickeners, colors or additives to deliver a
streak free high gloss finish.
K89462 16 oz bottle ............................... 7.99 ea
K89463 1 gallon ..................................... 22.99 ea

®

OER "Secret Formula" Complete Car Care System
Exclusive Formulas Not
Available In Stores!

Buy the Kit
and Save!

OER® "Secret Formula" Car Care System
Order the OER® Complete Car Care System and
you will receive practically everything you need
to keep your vehicle's delicate finish protected
and looking its best. Our secret formulas are
engineered to outlast and outshine any of the
ordinary mass-produced products that are
available in stores. Included with our exclusive
system, the unique Grit Guard wash bucket
hides away all of your cleaning supplies while
doubling as a very effective car care tool. What's
so unique about it? Our wash bucket has a Grit
K89470
Guard insert that sits in the bottom of the pail to
extract particles and contaminants from mitts and
brushes. Gravity causes sand and dirt to settle below the guard so the wash water stays scratchfree clean. With the spin-on, spin-off lid, the wash bucket creates a perfectly sealed storage place
for all of your favorite cleaning supplies and allows for easy transportation of supplies to and
from the car show. Several kits available to fit every budget!

Our Secret Formula Car Care System Features the Following OER® Products
Exterior Kit - $130 value

Tire & Wheel Kit - $50 value

Interior Kit - $25 value

• Citra Secret Daily Wash

• Secret Blue Tire & Wheel Cleaner

• Inner Secret Upholstery Cleaner

• Slick It Clay Lubricant

• TNT Gel Long Life Tire Dressing

• Natural Shine Protectant

• Light Duty Blue Clayblock

• Guardian Wheel Wax

• Clearly Secret Glass Cleaner

Tools of the Trade - $25 value

Grit Guard System - $35 value

• Wash Mitt

• 5 Gallon Wash Bucket

• Polish Mitt

• Spin-on Sealing Lid

• Synthetic Chamois

• Grit Guard Insert

• Pro-Polish Acrylic
• Acryli-Shine Glaze
• Secret Weapon Sealant
• Premium No. 53 Paste Wax

OER® Secret Formula Car Care System - Buy the Kit and Save!
K89470
complete 19 pc system ( $265.00 value ) ........................................................................ 199.99 kit
K89471
10 pc system with exterior kit and Grit Guard System only ( $180.00 value ) ............... 139.99 kit
Secret Formulations Only - Buy the Kit and Save!
K89472
7 pc exterior kit, chemicals only ( $130.00 value ) .......................................................... 99.99 kit
K89473
3 pc interior kit, chemicals only ( $25.00 value ) ............................................................. 19.99 kit
K89474
3 pc tire and wheel kit, chemicals only ( $50.00 value ) .................................................. 39.99 kit

car care products/accessories
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shiny finish

matte finish

OER® Secret Formula Professional Dressings
Finally you can get the level of shine you desire with a
professional grade formula that is not greasy, will not
drip, is dry to the touch and lasts far longer than any
product sold in stores. Additionally, our products soak
in to nourish and protect the surface while repelling
dust and dirt. Your choice of matte finish for an original
appearance or super shine for a high gloss look.

OER® "Secret Formula" Car Care Products - Professional Products for the Auto Enthusiast!
Professional grade car care detailing supplies are no longer just for professionals. OER® is pleased to offer
our complete line of car care products for the auto detailing professional and/or classic car enthusiast.
Now you can purchase our exclusive "Secret Formula" car care products in consumer friendly 16 oz.
bottles and you too can achieve the amazing results that only a detailer using professional grade products
can achieve. If you detail your car often, take advantage of our bulk packaging and purchase your favorite
products by the gallon! If you are tired of paying for expensive bottles with colorful labels and achieving
mediocre results, then do your car's delicate finish a favor and order our complete car care system
today. OER® offers the highest quality car care formulas at any price, without the hype of expensive
advertising and high dollar packaging. No fancy bottles or labels to pay for, our product speaks for itself!

OER® "Secret Formula" Upholstery & Glass Cleaner

OER® Inner Secret Upholstery Cleaner
Cleans spots and stains on
carpet, upholstery fabric
and just about any other
interior surface. Fast and
easy to use, OER® Inner
Secret was specifically
developed to tackle even
the most stubborn stains.
Great for automotive or
home use, this amazing
cleaner reaches deep into
the fabric and lifts any
grease and dirt without rubbing and scrubbing.
Engineered for a complete carpet cleaning job or
for fast and easy spot cleaning. Works well with
carpet or upholstery cleaning machines or as a spray
and wipe cleaner. Apply by hand and in a matter of
seconds the specially formulated cleaning agents
emulsify the stain while the surfactants work to
unlock the soil from the fabric and suspend the
dirt within the liquid cleaner. When you blot with
a clean dry cloth, the liquid containing the stain
transfers to the cloth.
K89464 16 oz bottle ............................... 7.99 ea
K89465 1 gallon ..................................... 24.99 ea
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OER® Secret Agent Shine VRT Dressing
The only 100%
super shine, dry to
the touch dressing
that works as well on
vinyl, leather, rubber
and tires as it does on
hard plastics, plastic
bumpers & trim. A
multi-surface shield
for your vehicle's
interior. Dual action
premium dressing
leaves surfaces 100%
dry to the touch
and shining better then new, while protecting the
surface against dirt and dust. Maintains a 100%
dry, never greasy or oily, fresh texture on vinyl,
leather, plastic, rubber, tires and more! Water based
emulsion repels dirt and dust while blocking out
harmful UV rays. Surfaces treated with OER®
Secret Agent Shine look shiny longer and require
less cleaning. Extra thick, pure emulsion will not
separate or sling and is easy to apply with towel
or sponge. Industry leading sealant that aids in
protecting seats, steering wheels, door panels and
dashboard against the elements.
K89468 16 oz bottle ............................... 10.99 ea
K89469 1 gallon ..................................... 32.99 ea

OER® Natural Shine Matt Finish Protectant
OER® Clearly Secret Glass Cleaner
Clearly Secret, streakfree, tint safe window
cleaner is quite possibly
the best window cleaning
liquid ever made. Streak
free formula for glass or
plastic that sprays like
water. No foam and no
harsh smell. Just wipe
and watch dirt, grease,
water spots, smudges,
fingerprints, forehead grease and just about anything
else disappear. No streaks ever! Formulated with
non-ionic surfactants, specialized molecules that are
100% non-toxic and all surface safe, no-reactivity,
100% ammonia free and safe to use on tinted
windows, clear plastic instrument panel lenses and
headlamp and taillamp lenses! One gallon mixes
with up to 3 gallons of distilled water to make more
product. It's OK to save money! Available in your
choice of 16 oz. spray bottle or professional size
gallon jug.
K89466 16 oz bottle ............................... 5.99 ea
K89467 1 gallon ..................................... 19.99 ea
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Natural Shine Matt
Finish Protectant
is a water-based
natural look dressing.
It leaves surfaces
supple and protected
against damaging
UV radiation. Like
new matte finish lasts
weeks and nicely
complements a clean
interior. Cleans,
protects and beautifies
in one easy step. Gently wipes away light traces
of dirt while you apply. Patented UV absorber
penetrates and acts as a protective barrier against
harmful rays that cause premature aging, cracking,
fading and peeling. Engineered to work like a
lotion to soak into new vinyl or dry vinyl to aid in
prolonging and strengthening the surface. Perfect
for use on dashboards, vinyl tops, door panels,
consoles, tires, trim, bumpers, vinyl seats, moldings
and more. Available in your choice of 16 oz. bottle
or professional size gallon jug.
K89480 16 oz bottle ............................... 9.99 ea
K89481 1 gallon ..................................... 29.99 ea

toll free order line 800.854.1280

OER ®

Car Care Products
Secret Weapon Polish Ball

OER® Extreme Shine Metal Polish & Sealant
OER® Extreme Shine Metal Polish &
Sealant cuts through layers of dulling
oxides to restore a wet-mirror like
finish that outshines chrome. This
outstanding polish makes chrome,
copper, brass, aluminum, stainless steel
and other metalwork gleam and look
their absolute best. Spreads on with
ease, buffs off with little effort. Great
for oxidized metals and even light rust.
Can be easily applied in the shade or
sun. Leaves virtually no smear, dust
or powder. The most innovative metal
polish ever. A 3-step product in one,
this diminishing metal polish cuts fast,
cleans like no other, shines like a mirror and protects
like a sealant. Utilizing friction and heat OER®
Extreme Shine Metal Polish cleans, restores, revives
and polishes. Friction generates heat that allows the
product to break down into a micro-fine polish that
leaves the surface shining like a mirror. During the
final phase, it breaks down to release the durable
protective sealant that bonds to metal surfaces
reducing corrosion and prolonging shine. Use by
hand with a polisher or with your polish ball & drill.
K89483 16 oz bottle ............................... 14.99 ea

The Secret
Weapon Polish
Ball bends and
compresses
enabling it to fit
into tight spaces
and make the
cleaning and
polishing of
difficult, hard to
reach areas like
wheels, rims and
other metal work much easier. Can be attached to
any hand held drill or drill-like device for fast and
superior cleaning and polishing. Great for cleaning
and buffing small items like mirrors, headlight
lenses and trim parts. Space-age Dura-foam and
fiber-soft materials make it the most durable tool of
its kind. Comes in your choice of two sizes, a 3-inch
and 4-inch ball. Ideal for use with your favorite
wax, polish, wheel product or compound.
K89490 3 inch polish ball ...................... 27.99 ea
K89491 4 inch polish ball ...................... 29.99 ea

OER® Secret Formula Guardian Wheel Wax

OER® Secret Formula Wheel & Tire Care

K89496
K89494

Professional Detailing Supplies
Professional detailing supplies for the automotive
enthusiast. Now you can buy your favorite
products in bulk 1-gallon sizes and refill your
own professional grade heavy duty spray bottles.
Sprayers are made of Viton® for superior chemical
resistance. The adjustable nozzle sprays from a
fine mist to a jet stream. Long lasting durability
only available from a professional grade sprayer.
"Ketchup" Top for 16 oz. Bottle
K89492 package of three ....................... 1.99 pk
HD Bottles with Chemical Resistant Sprayers
K89493 package of three 16 oz bottles .. 10.99 pk
K89494 package of three 32 oz bottles .. 12.99 pk
Chemical Resistant Industrial Trigger Sprayer
K89495 for 16 oz or 32 oz bottle ........... 4.99 ea
Hand Pump for One Gallon Bottle
K89496 professional pump .................... 7.99 ea

www.classicindustries.com

OER® Odor Eliminator
is non-toxic and smells
like fresh green apples.
It's a clean fresh smell,
not a chemical smell
or a cover-up. One 16
oz. bottle is enough to
do 10-15 vehicles, one
gallon will do 65-80 vehicles. Odor Eliminator
combines a special blend of advanced ingredients
that literally eliminate the odor at its source! Works
by attacking the chemical structure of the organic
material, destroying the cause of the unpleasant
smell. Instantly stamps out the worlds worst smells,
eliminating them for good and leaving behind a
pleasant light apple scent. Removes smoke odors
and musty odors forever from your interior surfaces
and disinfects by killing odor-causing bacteria to
eliminate odor quickly and permanently.
K89487 16 oz bottle ............................... 10.99 ea
K89488 1 gallon ..................................... 39.99 ea

OER® "Secret Formula" Wheel & Tire Care

Over the years, OER® has become the name that you
have come to trust for quality restoration products.
We are dedicated to bringing our valued customers
the absolute best products our industry has to offer.
When it comes to car care, our "Secret Formula" car
care products are no exception! We know you have a
lot invested in your classic car, so we have formulated
products that not only perform at a level unmatched
by any other brand, but a formula that keeps your
investment in mind. Our formulas are engineered not
only to keep your pride and joy looking good, but also
to protect your vehicle's delicate surfaces from the
elements without the use of harsh damaging chemicals.

K89492

OER® Odor Eliminator
& Bacteria Killer

®

OER Secret Blue Tire & Wheel Cleaner
Unlike many alternative
products, OER® Secret
Blue dissolves grime
and brake dust without
damaging your chrome
and alloy wheels. It's a
highly effective wheel
cleaner that can also
double as a high quality
degreaser to safely
remove brake dust,
oxidization, dirt oil and
grime. This is a factory approved way to remove
brake dust safely and effectively. The product can
be diluted 7:1 or used in more concentrated levels
for heavier deposits, the choice is yours. Makes
painted wheels shine like new. Non-acidic, spray-on
wipe-off formula with no scrubbing necessary and
no-harsh scent.
K89484 16 oz bottle ............................... 8.99 ea
K89485 1 gallon ..................................... 19.99 ea

OER® Guardian
Wheel Wax is
formulated to safely
and effortlessly clean,
shine, protect and
prolong all types of
wheels and wheel
finishes. Wheel
Guard delivers a
high gloss durable
wet shine finish on
all chrome, aluminum, stainless, powder coated
and even painted wheels. Clean, polish, shine,
protect and prolong in one easy step. Extremely
easy to use and apply, utilizing accurate micro-size
synthetic beads that gently and effortlessly lift and
polish away oxidation and road film from wheels to
guarantee a scratch free perfect surface. Guardian
not only enhances shine, it protects your investment.
Harmful degreasers and acids can damage wheels
reducing shine and causing premature oxidation
and deterioration of wheel. Guardian is an acrylic
sealant that bonds instantly to protect against brake
dust, heat, acid raid, water spots, airborne fallout
and road contaminants.
K89486 8 oz. jar ..................................... 18.99 ea

OER® TNT Extended Life Tire & Trim Dressing
TNT Extended Life gel by OER®
quickly penetrates rubber trim and
tires to hydrate and provide lasting
protection. Simply wipe on using
a pad and TNT gel restores the
look of faded tires, trim, bumpers,
seals and weatherstrip. What's
more is that OER® TNT gel lasts
for many months not days. Our
exclusive no streak, no run and non
drip formula works to repel water
and detergents and helps keep tire
walls hydrated and supple as well
as looking brand spanking new.
Prepare your trim for a product
unlike any other. A true premium
trim restorer and protectant, that will
not drip, dry out or destroy surfaces.
Provides unmatched durability,
ease of application and a superior
"new look" shine that lasts through
numerous washes. Non greasy, non tacky and
simply amazing.
K89482 16 oz bottle ............................... 18.99 ea
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Car Care Accessories
Professional Wash System Provides for
Professional Detailing and Cleaning
a Scratch and Swirl Free Wash!
Brushes that are Ergonomically Correct!
Screw-on O-ring seal
lid guards against
chemical spills when
transporting or
storing your favorite
car cleaning supplies
inside of the bucket!

Complete 13 Piece Mega-Brush Set
13 Piece Set Includes:

Deluxe kit becomes the perfect
rolling detailers stool with the
addition of the dolly and seat
cushion. This 5 caster, heavy
duty dolly will support up to
250 lbs and allow 360 degrees
of swivel.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Contoured Tire Brush
Wheel and Spoke Brush
Interior Brush
Carpet and Floor Mat Brush
Detail Brushes-Set of 3
Ultra-Soft Body Brush
Soft Wheel/Grill/Body
Brush
• Heavy-Duty Fender/Wheel
Well Brush
• 10" Handles
• 20" Handles

Grit Guard insert sits
in the bottom of the pail
to extract particles and
contaminants from mitts
and brushes.

Your choice of 3.5 gallon
or 5 gallon heavy duty
wash bucket that doubles
as a chemical storage
locker and provides for
easy transportation of
detailing supplies.

The Best Way to Store
Your Cleaning Supplies or
Transport Them to a Car
Show or Event!

Grit Guard Professional Detailing System
Our unique wash bucket provides a convenient way to store or transport all of your
car cleaning supplies while doubling as an extremely effective finish protecting
wash tool. The Grit Guard insert sits in the bottom of the pail to extract particles
and contaminants from mitts and brushes. Gravity causes sand and dirt to settle
below the guard so the wash water stays scratch-free clean. The convenient spin-on,
spin-off lid creates a perfectly sealed storage place for all of your favorite cleaning
supplies. Each basic system kit includes your choice of 3.5 gallon or 5 gallon pail
with handle, spin-on sealing lid and Grit Guard insert for scratch-free cleaning.
Order the deluxe system and get the added bonus of the 5-caster dolly and padded
seat cushion to create the perfect rolling detailers stool.
Grit Guard Washing System - basic system
K89740
3.5 gallon black pail with yellow top ................................ 34.99 ea
K89741
5 gallon yellow pail with black top ................................... 37.99 ea
Grit Guard Washing System Deluxe - with dolly and seat cushion
K89742
3.5 gallon black pail with yellow top ................................ 64.99 set
K89743
5 gallon yellow pail with black top ................................... 69.99 set
Individual Components
K89744
Grit Guard insert, black ..................................................... 9.99 ea

Upgrade Your Basic Wash System!

BS204

Specialty Small Brush Set
7 Piece Set Includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Contoured Tire Brush
Wheel and Spoke Brush
Interior Brush
Carpet and Floor Mat Brush
Detail Brushes-Set of 3
BS201

Body Wash Brush Set
3 Piece Set Includes:
•
•
•
•

Ultra-Soft Body Brush
Soft Wheel/Grill/Body Brush
Heavy-Duty Fender/Wheel Well Brush
Your Choice of 10" or 20" Handles

Soft rubber edging
prevents paint dings

BS202

Contoured rubber handle
for comfort and grip

Professional Brushes For The Auto Enthusiast
Dolly

Seat Cushion

Create The Perfect Rolling Detailer's Stool!
Add these components to your order and your OER® “Secret Formula” Car Care
System or “Grit Guard Washing System” becomes the perfect rolling detailers
stool. This 5 caster, heavy duty dolly will support up to 250 lbs. and is equipped
with three thumb screws for securing the bucket. Casters swivel 360 degrees and
lock to prevent coasting on an incline. Vinyl dipped seat cushion sits on top of the
bucket for comfort and doubles as a kneeling pad for use when detailing wheels,
wheel wells or any other low lying areas of the vehicle.
K89745
5 caster dolly, black ........................................................... 34.99 ea
K89746
seat cushion/kneeling pad, black ....................................... 10.99 ea
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If you're going to spend your whole weekend cleaning and detailing your classic,
using the right tools will make the job easier and the outcome better. These are
professional type brushes that are the finest on the market. They feature ergonomically
correct, soft padded handles for hours of use with less fatigue. A soft rubber edging
surrounding the edges on the bristle portion of the brush helps to prevent accidental
scratches and dings to the vehicle. Several kits are available to meet your needs.
Buy the Complete Set and Save!
BS204
13 piece complete brush set ............................................... 59.99 kit
Specialty Small Brush Set
BS201
7 piece ................................................................................ 24.99 kit
Body Wash Brush Set
BS202
3 piece
10" handles ...................................................... 19.99 kit
BS203
3 piece
20" handles ...................................................... 24.99 kit

toll free order line 800.854.1280
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TW119
K89812

K89813

ted
6 Assor to
Colors om!
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natural blue

neon purple
yellow

red

teal
green

Dries Everything Fast!
TW117

TW9X

M120
TW114

Microfiber Wash/Polish Mitts and Pads
Chenille microfiber wash mitts and pads are gentle
on your paint and clean great. Chenille is a deep-pile,
velvety cord made of durable, woolen microfiber
and are plush, absorbent, lint-free and 100% scratch
free. The “scrubber side” is made from a microfiber
mesh great for removing bird or bug mess from nonpainted surfaces. The cotton wash mitts superior water
absorption and retention qualities are combined using
the right amount of durable fiber. Microfiber polish
mitt puts waxing in your hands easier. This polish mitt
will beautify and protect your paint or metal surfaces
when waxing.
Chenille Microfiber
K89812 wash mitt with scrubber side ...... 6.99 ea
K89813 wash pad with scrubber side ...... 6.99 ea
Cotton Microfiber
TW9X wash mitt .................................... 4.99 ea
M120
polish mitt .................................. 4.99 ea

The Absorber™ is the super-absorbent drying skin you
can use anywhere, anytime on anything. Soaks up huge
amounts of water 3 times faster than a chamois. Use
the Absorber™ anywhere you’d normally use a towel or
chamois. Stores wet and ready-to-use in handy plastic
tube. Can’t be harmed by grease, oils or solvents.
What’s more, when it gets soiled, simply pop it in
the washing machine and it cleans up like new. The
Absorber™ is available in your choice of six colors:
natural, blue, neon yellow, purple, red, teal green.
The Absorber - Measures 27" x 17"
AB149 specify color ............................. 13.99 ea
The Mini Absorber - Measures 17" x 13"
AB129 specify color ................................ 9.99 ea

TW121

K89497

Specialty Brushes
Keep your vehicle shining with these high-quality
specialty brushes. Each brush is specially designed
for the application indicated.
TW119 upholstery brush ....................... 3.99 ea
TW117 tire brush .................................. 2.99 ea
TW114 wheel and bumper brush .......... 3.99 ea
TW121 medium grill/spoke brush......... 4.99 ea
K89497 soft foam wheel/spoke brush.... 9.99 ea
Attaches to any
standard drill.

62441
(large duster)

Quick & Effortless Drying
The Ezi Dry squeegee is a revolutionary tool designed
for quick & effortless drying of your automobile.
The twin blade, flexible-head design contours to any
surface. The first blade picks up any excess water
while the second blade thoroughly dries the surface.
Comfortable non-slip grip makes it easy to dry large
areas. Will not scratch or streak surfaces. Perfect for
cars, trucks, boats, RVs & more.
C800504 Ezi Dry Squeegee ................. 9.99 ea

62443
(mini duster)

Pick Up Layers of Dust with One Sweep!
Unique and easy way of keeping your vehicle clean
and free of dust, looking like it was just washed. This
duster's specially-treated cotton fibers lift dust off the
surface without any chance of scratching the paint, even
delicate lacquers. The duster can be used time after
time, year after year. Typically, the more you use it,
the better it works. Regular use maintains your car’s
appearance while significantly reducing the number
of required washings.
62441
large duster ............................... 14.99 ea
62443
mini duster................................ 9.99 ea
62444
buy both dusters & save! .......... 19.99 kit

Power Scrub Drill Brush

Industrial Grade Fire Hose Nozzle

Use drill brush with any drill to clean carpet, fabrics,
upholstery, seats, wheels and much more. The yellow
brush has soft bristles and can be used to clean carpet,
upholstery, fabrics, door panels, wheels and more. The
red brush is heavy duty with very stiff bristles and is
meant for intense scrubbing of hard surfaces. Use it to
remove heavy grease, grime or loose paint.
K89817 yellow-light duty ...................... 16.99 ea
K89818 red-heavy duty.......................... 16.99 ea

Control your spray pattern and pressure with this
industrial grade fire hose nozzle. This nozzle works
just like those used by fire departments. The nozzle
is manufactured of heavy-duty, anodized aluminum.
The rubber bumper protects the nozzle from dings
when dropped. Don’t worry about dropping the fire
hose nozzle on your car because the rubber bumper
will protect your car’s finish as well.
K89815 fire hose nozzle......................... 12.99 ea
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Monster Microfiber Towels
These Monster microfiber towels are the fattest,
thickest and most absorbent microfiber towel ever.
They are durable and silk banded for long lasting use
with streak and scratch free results everytime. A single
16" x 16" Monster microfiber towel can absorb a full
16 oz. of water.
K89805 16" x 16" single ....................... 5.99 ea
K89806 16" x 16" 3 pack ...................... 16.99 set
K89807 17" x 24" single ....................... 8.99 ea
K89808 17" x 24" 3 pack ...................... 25.99 set

Waffle Weave Towel
This super absorbent drying towel is an ultra premium,
plush, waffle weave towel. The edging is bound in
Microfiber silk to further prevent scratching and swirl
marks. Its unique magnetic charge attracts lint and dirt,
trapping it in the weave so it will not scratch the surface.
K89810 26" x 32" each ......................... 13.99 ea
K89821 26" x 32" 3 pack ...................... 39.99 set

Chenille Microfiber Wash Mitt
This super soft Chenille microfiber wash mitt is gentle
on your paint and cleans great. Chenille is a deep-pile,
velvety cord made of durable, woolen microfiber. This
plush, absorbent, lint-free and 100% scratch-free mitt
is the highest quality wash mitt available.
K89811 Chenille wash mitt ................... 9.99 ea

Microfiber Applicator Pads
Elite Microfiber Towels
These towels are extra plush, absorbent, exceptionally
soft, lint-free and 100% scratch-free. Banded with silk
to ensure 100% scratch free results. Constructed with a
dual pile weave, one side has long fibers and the other
short fibers. The long fiber side works great in quick
detail and waterless car wash applications where dirt
needs to be carried away from the paint surface. The
short fiber side is great for buffing away polish/wax
residue and cleaning windows.
K89819 16" x 16" single ....................... 3.99 ea
K89820 16" x 16" 3 pack ...................... 10.99 set
K89822 16" x 24" single ....................... 4.99 ea
K89823 16" x 24" 3 pack ...................... 13.99 set

Professional grade microfiber applicator pads are the
ideal choice for applying wax, sealants, glazes, dressing
or your favorite conditioners. These premium 100%
microfiber applicators are inside stitched two times to
ensure that the edges will never touch the surface of
your paint, reducing surface scratches and improving
application of product. These are gentle, strong, highly
absorbent and 100% machine washable. Engineered to
deliver just the right amount of pressure to easily mold
itself to the surface delivering just the right amount
of product without saturating the sponge or retaining
product. Sold in pairs.
K89816 applicator pads ......................... 4.99 pr

Extra Large Chamois
This extra large professional grade chamois is the most
popular chamois among car washes and dealerships. It
is a whopping 5.5 square feet and is great for detailers
or those with large vehicles. It is capable of holding
more water than most any other chamois or towel.
The unique non-clinging texture won't “grab” the
paint surface which greatly reduces chances of swirl
marks and wear-down of your polish or wax. This is
a synthetic, machine washable and durable chamois
that glides over the surface and soaks up water without
leaving any water residue.
K89814 chamois .................................... 19.99 ea

Extra-Large Miracle Drying Towel
Size does matter! The Miracle Dryer towel measures
a large 25" x 36" and is 35% thicker than before and
now features silk banding. This super absorbent,
extra soft dryer towel is a 70/30 blend of the thickest
microfibers for the fattest, most beautiful and absorbent
drying towel ever. Safer, faster and works better than
all other drying towels. This extra plush towel is lintfree and 100% scratch-free and will not harm your
vehicle's finish.
K89824 Miracle Dryer ........................... 12.99 ea
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Premium White Cotton Towels
These thick, super absorbant, pre-shrunk combed
cotton white towels are manufactured from 100%
Supima cotton and are super-soft. All cotton towels
are not created equal, these premium cotton towels
are truly premium because they are extra thick and
the more you wash them the better they work. They
will last through hundreds of washes.
K89809 25" x 16" dozen ....................... 18.99 set
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Microfiber Bug Remover Cloth
Just washed your vehicle and notice bug juice on
your hood, grill or windshield? The microfiber bug
remover cloth makes it safe and easy to remove that
unwanted bug splatter from your vehicle without
scratching your paint.
M121
16"x16" .................................... 4.99 ea
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SYSTEM ONE ® Detail Set
SYSTEM ONE ® Pro Set

Wash It Easy! Wash It Quick!
The Auto Wash Stick is the fastest and easiest way to
wash your classic vehicle. It extends to over four feet,
reaching across hoods, windshields & roofs, yet is
collapsible for easy storage. Cleaning solution is pulled
into stick by submersing in bucket & then pulling back
on handle. Dispense solution as needed by pushing
forward as you wash. Flexible head conforms to your
vehicle’s curves while the synthetic mitt pampers your
car's delicate finish.
C800477 Auto Wash Stick ....................... 19.99 ea
C800497 replacement mitt ....................... 4.99 ea

Power Automotive Waxer
This is a lightweight, cordless buffer/waxer that features
a liquid wax reservoir along with a built-in pump for
direct application of wax as you buff with just the push
of a button. This battery operated orbital buffing unit
will run for one hour on a single charge. Simply pour
5 oz. of liquid wax into the built-in reservoir and keep
an eye on the wax level with the see-through window.
Includes three 10" machine washable buffing pads, (2)
waxing pads and (1) fine polishing pad.
800669 waxer/buffer ............................. 49.99 ea

www.classicindustries.com

The SYSTEM ONE® Pro Set contains the SYSTEM
ONE® X3-Cutting Polish, the single product solution
for permanently removing scratches and scuffs as well
as polishing the surface to a swirl-free shine. When
applied using the SYSTEM ONE® double sided dual
action buffing pad, the results will change your view of
polishing forever! Set includes (1) 32 oz. X3-Cutting
Polish, (1) dual action buffing pad, (1) buffing pad
adapter, (3) microfiber towels, (1) application sponge,
(1) instructional DVD/manual and handy carrying case.
Complete Set
14822
SYSTEM ONE® Pro Set .......... 89.99 set
Individual Items
14816
32 oz. X3-Cutting Polish .......... 34.99 ea
14823
dual action buffing pad ............. 24.99 ea
14824
buffing pad adapter.................. 39.99 ea
14820
microfiber towels...................... 1.99 ea

The SYSTEM ONE® detail set contains everything you
need to create a perfect show car finish. Start with the
X3-Polish to remove and repair scratches and swirl
marks. The spray wax can be used for a quick and easy
detailing of all surfaces to give Carnauba protection.
Complete the job with Licorice Black tire dressing
for a deep satin finish with enhanced dirt resistance.
Set includes (1) 8 oz. X3-Cutting Polish, (1) 15 oz
SYSTEM ONE® Spray Wax, (1) 15 oz Licorice Black
Tire Dressing, (1) tire dressing applicator, (1) spray
wax nozzle, (3) microfiber towels, (1) empty bottle
for mixing detailer, (1) instructional DVD and handy
carrying case.
Complete Set
14814 SYSTEM ONE® detail set ......... 59.99 set
Individual Items
14815 8 oz. X3-Cutting Polish.............. 15.99 ea
14816 32 oz. X3-Cutting Polish............ 34.99 ea
14817 15 oz. spray wax ........................ 14.99 ea
14818 22 oz. spray wax ........................ 17.99 ea
14819 15 oz. Licorice Black tire care ... 8.99 ea
14820 microfiber towels ....................... 1.99 ea
14821 tire dressing applicator ............... 3.99 ea

Protect Your Wheels From Harmful Overspray

STORAGE & HANDLING

The RIM PRO™
wheel-protector is
foldable and comes
with a handy pouch
lending itself to
easy storage and
accessibility in
your vehicle or
out. The perfect
product to help
shield your wheels
from tire shine over
spray, allowing
your wheels to stay
clean and free of
damage from harsh
chemicals. Using
this device will
help you to save
time by virtually
eliminating the
need to wipe
the wheels after
applying tire shine
products to your tires. Not only that, but it will also prevent the buildup
of dust and dirt on your wheels created by the overspray from these grime
collecting chemicals. Hand washable. Available in 13", 14", 16", 17" & 18"
sizes, buy one for each of your vehicles.
RM1001
RIM PRO™-specify size ................................................ 9.99 ea

As Easy As...1,2,3

UNZIP.

REMOVE.

and TWIST.
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MOTHERS ®

California Gold Clay Bar Set

Car Care Products

California Gold Pre-Wax Cleaner

Upholstery and Carpet Cleaner

Cleans like only
Mothers® can. See
incredible results on clear
coat paints, lacquers,
enamels, pearls, candies,
urethanes and all other
paint types. Prepares
paint for waxing or
glazing by removing
oxidation, dirt, stains and
old wax. Restore color
and luster to your paint
with Mothers pre-wax cleaner.
M07100 16 fl. oz. ................. 6.99 ea

Upholstery and Carpet
Cleaner is a must for
removing stubborn dirt
and stains from velour,
vinyl, cloth, carpets and
sheepskin covers. Safe and
effective on all automotive
fabrics, yet works
great for home use too.
This special formula
is designed to get out
some of the toughest
dirt you'll find. Even
works great on grease,
gum and stains caused
from mud.
M05422 22 oz. .................... 7.99 ea

The clay bar system has been a closely
guarded secret of professional detailers
for many years. Until now they have
had nearly exclusive access to this
technology. Now Mothers® makes it
available to you so you can gain the
benefits of the system, saving time and
money. Everything you need is included
in this box: one 80 gram Mothers®
California Gold Clay Bar (enough to save
at least three average sized cars), one 16
oz. bottle of California Gold® Showtime®
Instant Detailer (clay bar lubricant) and
one 4 ounce bottle of California Gold®
Original Formula Liquid Carnauba Wax
to provide long lasting protection.
M07240 ............................. 18.99 set

California Gold Sealer And Glaze

California Gold Original Formula
Paste Wax

California Gold Natural Formula
Liquid Wax

Genuine Brazilian
carnauba wax
combined with
cleaners is the
secret to a superb
shine and incredible
protection. Original formula
is created with carnauba wax, top of
the line cleaners, the highest quality
polishes and finish restorers. Works
great on cars, trucks, motorcycles
and airplanes. Is safe for clear coats.
Gives the shine you would expect
from a paste wax and is easy to use.
M05500 12 fl. oz. ............... 11.99 ea

California Gold Natural Formula
Paste Wax
This natural formula
wax contains
carnauba wax and
just enough modern
chemistry to let you
easily apply it, remove the light haze
and enjoy the most spectacular shine
you will ever experience. For a truly
brilliant shine, accept no substitute.
M05550 12 oz. paste ........... 17.99 ea

Mothers Mag And Aluminum Polish
®

Mothers® secret
formula is world
renowned for
providing the
easiest, brightest
shine for aluminum
wheels, manifolds,
valve covers, brass trim, all alloy
parts and accessories. Tough enough
to tackle the most neglected metals,
yet gentle enough to use every day.
M05100 5 oz. ........................ 5.99 ea
M05101 10 oz. economy size. 8.99 ea
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Enjoy the ultimate
brilliance of a show car
shine on all paint types
and colors including clear
coats, blacks, reds and
candies. Fills and hides
scratches, swirl marks
and spider webbing.
Formulated to achieve
spectacular, professional
results by hand or with
a buffer. Will not streak,
smear or fingerprint and may be used
over existing wax.
M08100 16 fl. oz. ................. 7.99 ea

This natural formula wax
contains carnauba wax
and just enough modern
chemistry to let you easily
apply it, remove the light
haze and enjoy the most
spectacular shine you
will ever experience. For
a truly brilliant shine,
accept no substitute.
M05750 16 fl. oz. ................ 12.99 ea

California Gold Car Wash
Cleans and shines like
only Mothers® can. This
ultra sudsy car wash
contains detergent strong
enough to wash away
dirt, road film, bugs,
bird droppings and other
contaminants, yet its
exclusive PH balanced
formula will not remove
wax and resists water spotting.
M05600 16 oz. .................... 4.99 ea
M05632 32 oz. economy size 6.99 ea

California Gold
Carnauba
Cleaner Wax
The alternative to paste
wax is this terrific
liquid wax with cleaner.
It contains Brazilian
carnauba for spectacular
shine and state-of-the-art
chemical film formers
to lock in durable protection. Great
for use on all paints. Restores color,
removes oxidation and is detergent
resistant. Safe for clear coats too.
M05701 16 fl. oz. ................ 7.99 ea

mothers products

Preserves Protectant
Provides preservation
and protection
for 30 days. This
unique formula penetrates
and bonds to block out
the harmful effects
of ultraviolet rays,
ozone, smog and
contaminants to
protect, rubber,
vinyl, plastic and
fiberglass. It beautifies
and protects tires,
bumpers, vinyl tops,
dash boards, window
trim, seats, household items, sporting
goods and just about everything else.
M05316 16 fl. oz. ................ 7.99 ea

Regular Formula Wheel Mist
Rusty rims? Oxidized
bumpers? Don't worry
Mothers will clean
it up for you. The
original, one step
wire and mag wheel
cleaner, formulated for
chrome and rough
cast aluminum. No
scrubbing or elbow
grease needed. Simply
spray on and hose
off dirt, oxidation,
rust and brake dust
for the best shine and
the ultimate sparkle.
Works great on
chrome bumpers, side pipes or any
hard to clean bright metal surface.
M05824 24 fl. oz. ................ 6.99 ea

Mothers® PowerBall
Mothers PowerBall
is the first foam
polishing tool
designed to
revitalize billet,
diamond plate,
polished aluminum,
stainless steel, plastic lenses,
convertible top windows and much
more. When used with Mothers®
PowerMetal polish, the power ball
is ideal for use on any uncoated,
polishable metal finish. Its unique
and durable construction compresses
to fit tight spaces, so polishing
difficult, intricate metal work to a
mirror like finish is fast and easy.
M05140 PowerBall ............ 24.99 ea

Chrome & Glass
Cleaner/Protector
Ideal for cleaning and
protecting windows,
mirrors, bumpers, wheels
and chrome trim. Leaves
surfaces clean and streak
free. Unique protecting
agents resist smears and
fingerprints.
M05208 8 fl. oz. ................. 4.99 ea

Mothers® Back To Black
Renews and protects all
exterior trim. Perfect for
use on all vinyl, rubber,
plastic, flat finishes, yet
surfaces need not be
black to achieve superior
results. Works incredibly
well on both smooth
and textured surfaces,
bumpers, protective and
decorative moldings, louvers, air
vents, window trim and wiper arms.
After applying, surfaces look new
again and will be protected against
further oxidation or deterioration
caused by harsh elements. To get
back to beauty, get Back to Black.
M06108 8 fl. oz. ................. 5.99 ea

Mothers® PowerMetal
Drawing upon their
legendary metal polish
formulas, Mothers®
created an extraordinary
liquid metal polish for
use by hand or with
our Mothers PowerBall
polishing tool. Mothers
PowerMetal polish is
great for all polishable
metals, including
aluminum, brass, stainless steel, gold,
silver and more.
M05148 PowerMetal ......... 8.99 ea

Mothers® PowerPolish
Get the perfect mirror like
depth, clarity and finish.
Designed for use with a
random orbital or high
speed buffer, its carefully
blended ingredients refine
themselves during use
to provide a uniform
finishing process. Mothers
PowerPolish is versatile
and may be used with pads and
bonnets of varying aggressiveness.
M08616 PowerPolish ......... 12.99 ea

Mothers® PowerWax
Designed specifically for
use with a random orbital
or high speed buffer,
Mothers® PowerWax is
a sophisticated formula
designed to achieve
a deep, wet, glowing
shine. Activated by the
mechanical action of a
buffer, the PowerWax
provides a deep, long lasting shine. It’s
the perfect follow up to PowerPolish.
M08716 PowerWax ........... 12.99 ea

toll free order line 800.854.1280
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Products

Royal Purple® Max Gear Oil

Royal Purple® Synthetic Oil
Royal Purple Motor Oil delivers superior protection
and improves performance in four-cycle gasoline and
diesel engines. It increases horsepower and torque,
saves fuels and reduces heat, wear and emissions. It
has unsurpassed oxidation stability that allows for
extended oil drains and fewer oil changes, which
saves you time and money and reduces the impact
on the environment. Royal Purple’s motor oils for
passenger cars and trucks are API licensed. Royal
Purple’s performance advantages come from a blend of
synthetic oils plus Royal Purple’s proprietary Synerlec
technology. Royal Purple Motor Oil is compatible with
other mineral and synthetic motor oils.
Quarts
RP01030 SAE30 quart......................... 8.99 ea
RP01520 5W20
quart......................... 8.99 ea
RP01530 5W30
quart......................... 8.99 ea
RP01130 10W30 quart......................... 8.99 ea
RP01140 10W40 quart......................... 8.99 ea
RP01250 20W50 quart......................... 8.99 ea
Gallons
RP04520 5W20
gallon ....................... 40.99 ea
RP04530 5W30
gallon ....................... 40.99 ea
RP04130 10W30 gallon ....................... 40.99 ea
Cases
RP12030 SAE30 case of 12 quarts ...... 106.99 cs
RP12520 5W20
case of 12 quarts ...... 106.99 cs
RP44520 5W20
case of 4 gallons ...... 163.99 cs
RP12530 5W30
case of 12 quarts ...... 106.99 cs
RP44530 5W30
case of 4 gallons ...... 163.99 cs
RP12130 10W30 case of 12 quarts ...... 106.99 cs
RP44130 10W30 case of 4 gallons ...... 163.99 cs
RP12140 10W40 case of 12 quarts ...... 106.99 cs
RP12250 20W50 case of 12 quarts ...... 106.99 cs

Royal Purple Max Tuff Assembly Lube
®

Max-Tuff is an ultra-tough,
synthetic lubricant designed for
use in reassembling repaired
equipment. Max-Tuff utilizes
durable synthetic molecules
that adhere to metal surfaces
and create an extremely strong
barrier between surfaces. This
minimizes the possibility of
metal-to-metal contact while
providing excellent protection
against rust and corrosion to
both ferrous and nonferrous
metals. Max-Tuff is formulated
with Royal Purple’s proprietary
Synslide additive technology.
RP01335 8 oz. bottle.............................. 16.99 ea
RP12335 case of 12 - 8 oz. bottles......... 202.99 cs

Max-Gear is an ultra-tough
automotive gear oil. It’s designed
to maximize power and provide
unsurpassed protection to heavily
loaded gears. It makes gears run
smoother, quieter, cooler and
longer without overhauls. MaxGear outperforms other gear oils
because it combines the highest
quality synthetic oils with Royal
Purple’s proprietary Synslide
additive technology. Max-Gear
is recommended for use in truck,
motor home / RV and automotive
front or rear differentials, manual
transmissions and lower gear units
of marine engines that specify use
of an API GL-5 or GL-4 fluid.
All viscosities of Max-Gear are
formulated with hypoid friction
modifiers necessary for use in clutch or cone type
differentials. No additional additives are necessary.
Quarts
RP01300 75W90 quart ....................... 17.99 ea
RP01301 75W140 quart ....................... 17.99 ea
Cases
RP12300 75W90 case of 12 quarts .... 215.99 cs
RP12301 75W140 case of 12 quarts .... 215.99 cs

Royal Purple® Max ATF
Max ATF is a synthetic, highperformance, automatic
transmission fluid. Its low
coefficient of friction and
high film strength help to
dramatically reduce heat and
wear. Additionally, Max ATF
is more oxidation stable than
other transmission fluids for
longer fluid life. Max ATF
is recommended for a wide
variety of transmissions. Max
ATF significantly reduces
heat to extend the life of
your transmission. Automatic
transmissions generate a great
deal of heat and depend upon the transmission
fluid for cooling and protection. Max ATF is fully
compatible and can be mixed with other automatic
transmission fluids; however, for the best results
drain or flush the current oil and then fill with Max
ATF.
RP01320 quart ...................................... 11.99 ea
RP12320 case of 12 quarts.................... 139.99 cs

Royal Purple® Synchromax
This manual transmission fluid
increases performance and the life of
your equipment. It improves shifting,
reduces gear noise and increases
power transfer to the wheels. It also
lowers operating temperatures
and provides outstanding wear
protection for longer transmission
life. Synchromax is recommended
for manual transmissions that specify
an automatic transmission fluid. It’s
also ideal for 4×4 transfer cases and
motorcycle gear boxes. Synchromax
is fully compatible with all types
of friction materials. It provides
excellent corrosion and oxidation
protection without affecting the soft
metals commonly found in manual transmission
synchronizers. Synchromax is formulated with
Royal Purple’s proprietary Synerlec technology for
unsurpassed performance and protection.
RP01512 quart ...................................... 14.99 ea
RP12512 case of 12 quarts.................... 178.99 cs

Royal Purple® Max EZ
Power Steering Fluid
Max EZ is an advanced
power steering fluid designed
to maximize the life and
performance of all power
steering units. Max EZ is
formulated with a blend of
select synthetic base oils plus
Royal Purple’s proprietary
Synerlec additive technology,
which is proven to make
equipment run cooler,
smoother, longer, quieter
and more efficiently. Max
EZ is compatible and can
be mixed with conventional
power steering fluids and has
excellent seal compatibility.
RP01326 12 oz. bottle............................. 4.99 ea
RP12326 case of 12 - 12 oz. bottles........ 58.99 cs

Purple Ice Super Coolant
Purple Ice is a high
performance, synthetic,
radiator coolant additive.
It reduces engine heat
by reducing the surface
tension of the radiator
fluids for improved heat
transfer. Purple Ice fosters
optimum coolant flow
by helping to prevent
formation of scale deposits
in the radiator. It also
lubricates the water
pump seals. Purple Ice
should always be used in
conjunction with antifreeze
in regions where freezing
temperatures occur.
Purple Ice is recommended for any water/glycol
pressurized cooling system, including those using
the traditional green silicate based glycols or the
newer OAT or HOAT based glycols.
RP01600 16 oz. bottle............................ 13.99 ea
RP12600 case of 12 - 16 oz. bottles....... 166.99 cs

Royal Purple® Engine Break In Oil
Engine builders have grown
increasingly concerned that
many modern motor oils
do not provide adequate
wear protection for new
engines, particularly
those using flat-tappet
cams. Royal Purple has
addressed this issue by
developing a new engine
break-in oil. Royal
Purple Break-in Oil is
formulated to allow
optimal ring seal and
protect rotating assembly
components such as
the camshaft and valve
train from initial start
up wear. Royal Purple combines highly refined
mineral oil, preferred for engine break-in, with
advanced additives containing high levels of zinc
and phosphorus to optimize protection in flat-tappet
and roller engines. Royal Purple Break-in Oil is
fully formulated and does not require the use of any
other chemical additives. Royal Purple recommends
using their high performance motor oils after
the engine is broken in for maximum engine
performance.
RP11487 quart ........................................ 7.99 ea
RP11497 case of 12 ................................ 94.99 cs

royal purple products
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Adjustable seat provides the support, leaving
your feet free to control your movement
Floating, attached
kneepads eliminate
direct pressure on knees,
circulation problems
Removable tray
holds tools, small

So Powerful It Lifts a 16 lb. Bowling Ball!
A super-suction, Indoor/Outdoor 200 MPH Vacuum/Power Blower. The Vac 'N' Blo®
is an industrial-type Vacuum Cleaner/Blower combination together in one portable
lightweight unit. As a vacuum cleaner it is not only perfect for detailing cars, but
also ideal for cleaning up around the garage or workshop. As a blower, it provides
enough power to blow away dust or leaves as well as acting as an air-pump to blow
up inflatables such as rafts, air-mattresses, etc. in seconds. Featuring a powerful
4.0 peak horsepower motor, this handy vacuum comes complete with 6 ft. flexible
hose, two 20" extension wands, Pik-All nozzle, Magic Air™ inflator adapter, dust
brush, Powerizer™ Air Maximizer and crevice tool. Rugged steel construction, 12 ft.
grounded power supply cord, baked enamel finish, permanent cloth bag & shoulder
strap make the Vac 'N' Blo a one of a kind unit. 2 year manufacturer's limited motor
warranty. Measures 17" long x 7" diameter.
MV101
Vac 'N' Blo vacuum/power blower .................................... 189.99 ea

Aluminum frame is elevated on 2"
casters to eliminate pressure on toes,
ankles and knees

Speed And Comfort For A Demanding Job!
This seat provides support while taking pressure off knees, ankles and toes. The caster
wheels allow you to roll when you need to move instead of crawling, crouching and
bouncing on your knees. The attached floating kneepads allow your knees to rest,
eliminating the direct pressure that causes pain and discomfort. Attached to the tool
is a 7" x 15" removable tray which is great for holding tools, fasteners, small parts,
etc. Weighing only 8 lbs., the tool is manufactured from 1/8" thick industrial strength
aluminum. The comfortable webspring seat is covered with a soft leather-like cover
and adjusts vertically 11.5" to 15.5" in height. It also adjusts 3" horizontally and
tilts for your utmost comfort. Thick foam kneepads provide comfort and protection
while working. Backed by a 1 year manufacturers limited warranty.
X99115
........................................................................................... 179.99 ea

A Miniature Vacuum With Maximum Power!
Weighing in at just 3 lbs., this lightweight will surprise you with its amazing strength
and power. Unlike other portable vacs that are light on power, it takes just one pass
with the Vac 'N' Blo Jr. to pick up the dirt on your vehicle's carpet & upholstery.
And, it's not just a vac, it's a high-volume blower, too. Place the tapered inflator/
deflator nozzle on the intake or exhaust side of the unit to blow up or deflate
inflatables quickly. Use it on air mattresses, swimming pools, boats, etc. Heavyduty, yet lightweight all-steel construction, 1/2 HP motor, baked enamel finish.
Includes power unit, flexible hose, 20" extension wand, Pik-all nozzle, Magic Air™
inflator adapter, crevice tool, dusting brush, shoulder strap and five extra reusable/
disposable paper bags. Choose from our 110-volt (household current) or 12-volt
(cigarette lighter) models.
MV102A
Vac 'N' Blo Jr. 110 Volt, household use ............................. 69.99 ea
MV102B
Vac 'N' Blo Jr. 12 Volt, attaches to car lighter.................... 69.99 ea

The Kreepster
This is the most remarkable rolling creeper ever made. Manufactured from black
anodized aircraft aluminum, The Kreepster features premium extruded aluminum
wheel carriers with an increased tool carrying capacity. Includes soft yet durable
pads for hours of use.
14661
The Kreepster .................................................................... 149.99 ea

Stay comfortable for
hours with this all
new rolling stool!
Features aluminum
wheel carriers and
increased capacity
for tools.
2-in-1 Creeper/Seat
When it comes to creepers, this 2-in-1 creeper is the way to go. The unique multipiece body makes it a pleasure to have when working on your vehicle. Made from a
hollow alloy tubing to give you a strong, sturdy base without adding weight. Features
a 6 wheel design to make it easier and more mobile when working on your vehicle.
This wheel design eliminates the hazard of flipping over when leaning to one side.
900102
2-in-1 creeper/seat ............................................................. 44.99 ea
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The Kreepstool
Manufactured from brite dip anodized aircraft aluminum, The Kreepstool features
premium extruded aluminum wheel carriers with an increased tool carrying capacity.
Includes soft yet durable pads for hours of use.
14660
The Kreepstool .................................................................. 139.99 ea

toll free order line 800.854.1280
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BT1003

Garage Laser Park
Laser shines onto your vehicle to precisely guide you
to the correct spot. Helps prevent damage to your car
and your garage. Easy installation. Simply attach to
your garage ceiling with included hook-&-loop tape or
screws. No wiring necessary. Automatically activates
when your vehicle enters the garage. Powered by 110
Volt AC adapter (included). Park your car in the garage
in the same spot every time!
37310
1-Laser Park ............................. 29.99 ea
37312
2-Laser Park ............................. 39.99 ea

silver

gold

Protection For Your Garage Floor
The Clean Park Mat catches all of the grease and grime
that falls off your vehicle while it is parked. Made of
heavy duty 20-mil vinyl with raised plastic edges,
it can prevent gallons of liquid from spreading onto
the garage floor. Eliminates the hazards of slipping
and falling in the garage while also preventing the
tracking in of oily mess onto your carpets and floors.
Extremely durable and easy to install, the Clean Park
Mat comes with a manufacturers 12 month limited
warranty. Available in three sizes.
Note: Shipped overweight.

Silver-Clean Park Mat
ACP115 7-1/2' x 16', silver ..................... 139.99 ea
ACP116 7-1/2' x 18', silver ..................... 149.99 ea
ACP117 7-1/2' x 20', silver ..................... 159.99 ea
Gold-Clean Park Mat
ACP108 7-1/2' x 16', gold ....................... 134.99 ea
ACP110 7-1/2' x 20', gold ....................... 154.99 ea

Park Perfectly Every Time

Bow Tie Shape Portable Tool Box
These powder coated portable tool boxes are
constructed of 20 gauge steel in the shape of the
Chevrolet Bow Tie logo. Equipped with a comfort
grip handle, heavy duty hinges and two heavy duty
latches. Provides plenty of storage for your detailing
supplies or small hand tools. The box weighs in at 11
pounds and measures 27-1/2" x 7" x 11-1/2".
Important: Towels and chemicals not included.

BT1000
BT1001
BT1002
BT1003
BT1004

black with red border ...............
red with black border ...............
black vintage box .....................
blue vintage box .......................
red with white border ...............

59.99
59.99
59.99
59.99
59.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

BT4001

The Park Smart Mat helps guide you into your garage
space letting you know exactly when to stop. Perfect for
getting your classic or collectible car into the correct
position in a crowded garage. As you feel yourself
driving over the first bump, the second bump tells you
that you have driven far enough forward. Measures
27-1/2" x 12" x 1-1/2" Comes with a manufacturers
limited lifetime warranty. Buy one for each of your cars.
ACP101 Park Smart Mat ........................ 19.99 ea
Wall Guard

Hanging Door Guard

Two Ways To Prevent Costly Paint Chips
Protect Your Car From Moisture
Most common forms of mildew grow between 59° &
95° Fahrenheit - temperatures common inside of stored
vehicles and other enclosed areas of storage. Sta-Dri
pouches significantly reduce humidity and moisture
inside of your vehicle safely & conveniently. Pouches
can be regenerated up to 3 times. When the pouches
have taken on 35% of their original weight, just heat
in a conventional oven at 200°-250° Fahrenheit for 8
to 12 hours or until original weight is achieved. Use
1-2 pouches per vehicle. Depending on humidity level,
one pouch can last up to a year of continuous storage,
though it is recommended that you check every month
& regenerate as necessary. Non-toxic & non-corrosive,
remains dry to the touch even when fully saturated.
BF1001 2 lb. pouch ................................ 11.99 ea
BF1002 two 2 lb. pouches .................... 19.99 pr
BF1003 four 2 lb. pouches ..................... 35.99 kit

www.classicindustries.com

Nothing is more heart wrenching than opening the
door of your vehicle and hearing that familiar thud.
You know the one that I’m talking about. As soon as
you hear it, you know that most likely you have just
chipped the paint, or worse yet, dented the door of your
prized vehicle. We’ve come up with two products to
keep this from happening to you.
The Wall Guard attaches to your garage wall providing
cushioned protection for both your car door and your
wall. Comes complete with hardware needed to
attach to drywall, studs, brick or concrete. Predrilled
holes are 16 and 24" apart for fastening to stud wall.
Measures 25" x 6-1/2"
ACP102 .................................................. 9.99 ea
Our Hanging Door Guard is ideal for two car
households. This rubber-like pad hangs from the
rafters or drywall ceiling of your garage providing a
protective barrier between both vehicles. You in effect
protect two vehicles with one product. Hardware for
hanging the device is included. Measures 25" x 6-1/2"
ACP103 .................................................. 19.99 ea

cart not
included

11 Drawer Cart Mount Bow Tie Tool Box
New design turns a tool box into a piece of artwork.
These powder coated Chevrolet Bow Tie shaped tool
boxes are an eye-pleasing addition to your garage.
These top chest boxes mount to a variety of lower roller
carts. Fully functional 11 drawers with ball bearing
slides that hold up to 100 lbs. Each drawer is equipped
with an aluminum drawer pull and is foam lined. To
top it off the drawers lock. The box weighs in at 120
pounds and measures 58" x 18" x 21".
Important: Lower tool box cart is not included.
Note: Shipped overweight.

BT4000 black w/red logo ...................... 599.99 ea
BT4001 vintage - blue w/yel. logo ........ 599.99 ea
BT4002 vintage - black w/yel. logo ...... 599.99 ea

garage products
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BT2003

BT2000

Bow Tie Canvas Bag
Fully structured for shape and strength, these utility bags are just what you need
to store your detailing supplies, hand tools or personal items. Constructed from
heavy canvas, this useful tote has an embroidered logo, cushioned loop handles,
a double zipper closure and an elastic holster inside to keep items in place. Bag
measures 26"x10"x6".
BT2000
black w/red border ............................................................. 29.99 ea
BT2003
blue vintage........................................................................ 29.99 ea

84021

84026

Yenko ® Portable Tool Box
A must-have for anyone who has ever dreamed of driving one of the legendary
Yenko® tuned machines! These portable tool boxes are constructed from welded
20 gauge steel in the shape of the Yenko® logo and powder coated for a long lasting
finish. Equipped with a comfort grip handle, removable utility tray and heavy duty
latches, these useful boxes provide storage for your detailing supplies or tools
without the eye-sore of a regular tool box. The box measures 27-1/2" x 7" x 11-1/2".
YN1001
full color Yenko® tool box ................................................ 69.99 ea

84030

BT5001

Die Cast Engine Collectibles
These 1/6 scale engines are the perfect gift for any collector. Hand assembled with
precision and accuracy, any collector would be amazed with the detail and work
that was put into these engines.
84021
Chevrolet Small Block....................................................... 36.99 ea
84026
Chevrolet Street Rod ......................................................... 36.99 ea
84030
Chevrolet 427 L89 Tri-Power ............................................ 36.99 ea

BT5000
BT5003

11 Drawer Wall Mount Bow Tie Tool Box
Classic Industries ® Die-Cast
This highly detailed 1/64 scale 1968 Z/28 is just what any enthusiast needs to add
to their collection or to start a new collection with. It is painted Cordovon Maroon
and features the Classic Industries® logo on the quarter panels. It also features an
opening hood, a detailed engine compartment and white-letter Goodyear tires.
The packaging also features the Classic Industries® logo on the front and all of the
1968 Z/28 specifications on the back. This die-cast collectible is a limited edition
of just 2272 pieces.
20645
........................................................................................... 9.99 ea
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These unique powder coated Chevrolet Bow Tie shaped tool chests are designed to
mount to your garage wall, allowing full use of your shop floor. Supplied with a wall
mount kit the tool chests provide eleven 9" deep drawers of storage space. Available
in several colors these tool chests are ideal for the true Chevrolet car enthusiast!
Fully functional 11 drawers with ball bearing slides that hold up to 100 lbs. Each
drawer is equipped with an aluminum drawer pull and is foam lined. To top it off
the drawers lock. The box weighs in at 88 pounds and measures 58" x 10" x 21".
Important: Tools not included.
Note: Shipped overweight.

BT5000
BT5001
BT5002
BT5003

blue w/yellow logo ........................................................... 499.99
black with red border ........................................................ 499.99
red with black border ........................................................ 499.99
black w/yellow logo.......................................................... 499.99

ea
ea
ea
ea
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Race Ramps
Race Ramps are ideal for low ground clearance vehicles with tires up to 10" wide.
With an incline of only 10.75 degrees, they lift your car up 8" or 10" and hold up to
3,000 pounds per set while weighing only 10 pounds per ramp. They are available
in a solid one piece or two piece design. Like all Race Ramps products, they will
not slide across a garage floor, dig into an asphalt driveway or scratch or otherwise
damage a cement or painted floor. They can be used on grass, dirt or almost any
other flat surface and they will never rust. Race Ramps come complete with straps
for easy carrying and storage.
Note: For increased safety, use Wheel Chocks with all Race Ramp products. Shipped
oversize.

OS1
56" x 12" Race Ramp with 8" Lift
RR100
one piece design................................................................ 209.99
RR101
two piece design ............................................................... 224.99
67" x 14" Race Ramp with 10" Lift
RR102*
one piece design................................................................ 299.99
RR103*
two piece design ............................................................... 329.99

Roll-Ups
Roll-Ups are designed to be used in conjunction with 56" or 67" Race Ramps.
They raise the opposite end of the vehicle up 4", enabling you to complete more
difficult tasks such as changing the exhaust. Roll-Ups can also raise the front or
rear of the car to allow the use of a standard floor jack. And at 14" wide, they can
be used with tires up to 12" wide. They weigh only 5 pounds each and are small
enough to fit in the trunk.
Note: For increased safety, use Wheel Chocks with all Race Ramp products.

RR106

32.75" L x 4" H x 14" W w/10.79° incline ....................... 159.99 pr

pr
pr
pr
pr

FlatStoppers

Trailer Ramps

This product helps to keep your tires from flat spotting during long periods of
storage. Once the tires are set in the FlatStoppers (on a level surface), they will
settle into the pad’s concave depression. More of the bottom portion of the tire will
be fully supported, thus dispersing the weight of the car more evenly onto the tire
and helping to prevent any flattening. FlatStoppers will not conduct heat or cold to
your tires despite changing floor temperatures, will not damage your floor in any
way and will not slide. Sold in a set of 4.
RR107
set of 4 .............................................................................. 259.99 set

Is your trailer door too steep to get your car to the race track or autocross? Are you
tired of busting up your nose? Race Ramps has just the solution for you: simply
place the trailer door on the notch of these specially designed Trailer and decrease
your angle of approach to as little as 4°. These hassle-free, lightweight ramps work
for cars weighing up to 6,000 pounds. Trailer Ramps are ideal for low ground
clearance cars with extra wide tires.
Note: For increased safety, use Wheel Chocks with all Race Ramp products.

RR104
RR105

5"....................................................................................... 289.99 pr
8"....................................................................................... 289.99 pr

Wheel Cribs
Wheel Chocks are ideal for use with all Race Ramp products, providing additional
safety in the working environment. Made from solid rubber composite with an
extra-grip bottom, they each weigh 3 pounds. Sold in a set of 4.

Wheel Cribs are a safe, lightweight alternative to jack stands. They cradle the tire
10" off the ground, providing unobstructed access underneath the car. Each crib
supports 1,500 pounds (3,000 pounds per set) and weighs only 5 pounds. Using
10" Wheel Cribs in conjunction with 56" or 67" Race Ramps allows your car to be
level while raised—useful for changing your oil, for example. Wheel Cribs also
can be used for car display.

Note: For increased safety, use Wheel Chocks with all Race Ramp products.

Note: For increased safety, use Wheel Chocks with all Race Ramp products.

RR109

RR108

Wheel Chocks
6" L x 4" H x 5" W ........................................................... 39.99 set

15" L x 10" H x 12" W ..................................................... 99.99 pr

garage products
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General

Information

Sales Tax Information

Back Orders

Orders shipped outside of California may be exempt from sales tax. California residents are required to
add the appropriate current sales tax. Due to regular variations in California sales tax, rates are subject to
change without notice. California orders are subject to tax on handling fees, COD fees and rush fees. This
additional tax will be applied the to invoice. As of the printing date of this catalog, the current rate is 8 3/4%.

The invoice located in the packing slip of your order will notate any items that were out of stock at the
time of shipping. The unavailable items will be back ordered unless otherwise specified on your order form
or verbally to a sales representative when placing your order by phone. Back orders are usually shipped
when the products arrive at our warehouse without prior notification. Classic Industries will make an
effort to contact the customer if the backorder is more than 90 days old. If you wish to cancel a back order,
please notify our customer service department immediately. The customer will be responsible for a 25%
restocking fee and freight charges if the back order is cancelled or returned after the items are shipped.

Accuracy Of Descriptions

Classic Industries® makes every effort to verify the accuracy of all information published in this catalog.
Each item is represented with information that is accurate to the best of our knowledge at the time the
catalog is printed. Classic industries® is not responsible or liable for mistakes, print errors or inaccurate
information that may lead to, or result in labor costs or damages to any vehicle under any circumstances.

Kit Products

All Classic Industries® Parts and Accessories catalogs include kits which contain a variety of products.
On occasion we may run out of an item supplied with a kit. If this happens we will generally ship what
is in stock and back order the item(s) which are not in stock. You may contact our sales department by
phone to verify which items are not in stock at the time the order is placed. The customer may decide
whether to accept the partial kit or have the entire kit back ordered until the kit is completed and all the
items can be shipped at the same time. If the customer decides to accept partial delivery of the kit, then
the full price of the kit will be charged to the customer and the back ordered items will be shipped no
charge when they arrive at our warehouse. Customers will be charged the appropriate freight fees when
applicable. Cancellation of products from a kit will be accepted at 25% below the actual current retail
price of the item. On COD orders the price of the kit is charged in full and the back ordered items are
shipped on a COD freight only basis.

Rights and Lefts
Some items in this catalog are presented as right or left hand products. (right side-passenger) (left side-drivers).
Right hand or left hand sides are determined by sitting in the vehicle, not standing in front of the vehicle.

Color Matches

Due to multiple manufacturers of products Classic Industries® provides, color variations may occur. Slight
color variations are common especially amongst interior products and does not constitute a defect. These
products are not eligible for return for this reason.

Pricing
Prices in this catalog were in effect at the time of printing and supersede all prices in any previous
publication. Classic Industries® makes every effort to honor the prices contained herein. However, due to
increased costs of manufacturing, materials, etc., prices can change. We reserve the right to change prices
without notice. For current pricing please contact a Classic Industries® sales representative during normal
business hours. Eligibility of products for discounts are subject to change without notice.

Trademark and Copyright

Classic Industries® Parts and Accessories catalog is copyrighted. No part of this publication including text,
photos, or illustrations may be reproduced without the prior written permission of Classic Industries®. The
following symbols: GM, Pontiac, Pontiac Arrowhead, Bird, Firebird, Trans Am, Macho TA, T/A, Esprit,
Formula, Sprint, Chevrolet, GMC, Chevy Truck, Silverado, Jimmy, Blazer, Apache, Cheyenne, Scottsdale,
Longhorn, Sierra Grande and the Chevrolet Bow Tie emblem, the GM Restoration Parts emblem and
associated trademarks and emblems are registered trademarks of General Motors Corporation and used
under license to Classic Industries®.

Product Availability
Availability of all items in this catalog are subject to change without notice. We reserve the right to
discontinue products, services or accessories without notice.

Shortages
Always check the contents of your delivery to assure all the parts ordered were received. If you are
missing any item(s) be sure to check for back orders notated on your invoice before calling our customer
service department (see back orders). If a shortage has occurred, contact our customer service department
within 2 working days of delivery to assure a prompt replacement. Classic Industries® assumes no liability
after this period.
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Damage Claims
Always check the contents of your shipment in the presence of the person delivering the merchandise.
Should any damage occur, immediately notify Classic Industries® customer service dept. so that all steps
necessary will be taken to ensure a prompt replacement of any damaged goods. Accurate instructions
will be given on damaged goods replacement. Classic Industries® is not responsible if no notification is
given within 2 working days of receipt of goods (excluding Sundays and Holidays). Classic Industries®
will file a claim with the carrier in most cases. If the customer files a claim with the carrier, Classic
Industries® will not be responsible for replacing damaged products and the customer will be responsible
to pay for any replacements until the carrier pays the claim. Any replacement parts due to sales errors
or customer errors in ordering will be sent using the same shipping method as the original order when
possible. Please follow these instructions to avoid any problems or misunderstandings associated with
damaged products and freight claims.

Refusals

All refused COD orders will be subject to a 25% restocking fee. Classic Industries® will consider the entire
order cancelled and void with no notification to the customer. The customer will be billed 25% plus all
freight charges to and from the destination. Contact our customer service department for more information.

Policies

All policies in Classic Industries® current catalog supersede any and all policies in any previous catalog
or publication.

Sales Errors/Ordering Errors
Classic Industries is not responsible for customer errors or employee sales errors. Every effort is made
to ensure that the products you are ordering are accurate. Should an error occur, we will make every
effort to resolve the issue. Replacement products will be shipped the same method as the original order
whenever possible. Classic Industries assumes no responsibility or liability for damages, fees, storage
charges, or any other inconvenience that may be associated with sales errors or customer ordering errors.

Returns
Products may be returned for a full refund, credit or exchange within 30 days of receipt. All returns are
subject to a 25% restocking fee after 30 days. Should you need to return a part for refund, exchange or
credit, please contact our customer service department for a return authorization number and instructions.
Classic Industries® will not accept returned goods without prior authorization. Customer will pay freight
on all return orders. Allow up to 3 weeks to process refund or credit.
Important: Gift certificates have no cash value and must be redeemed for merchandise only.
Literature, CDs, videos, printed materials, stencil kits, stripes, electrical parts, gauges, wiring
harnesses, switches, etc. are non-returnable. All special order products must be pre-paid in
full and are non-returnable. No returns on partial kits or sets. There is no guarantee on moving
parts such as engines, transmissions, rear ends, steering gears, water pumps, distributors, wiper
motors, etc. If any product is modified, altered, painted, installed or disassembled in any way
without Classic Industries® expressed written permission, the item is non-returnable. Classic
Industries® always recommends professional installation on all products. Any item which has
been altered, painted, installed or deemed non-resalable by Classic Industries® will be returned
to the customer at the customers expense. Classic Industries® is not responsible or liable for
labor fees associated with the installation, removal, modification, painting or repair of any
product purchased regardless of the circumstances. Classic Industries® is not responsible for
any damage or discoloration incurred in relation to chemical products being used including
cleaners, waxes, polishes, paints, etc.

toll free order line 800.854.1280

Form Of Payment

How To Order
MAIL ORDERS

CREDIT CARDS
Classic Industries® accepts Visa, Mastercard, American Express, Optima and Discover for your
convenience. When placing your order, be sure to indicate the card holders name, address, home
phone, business phone, credit card number and expiration date and billing address (if different
from person placing order). A security code is required for credit card purchases. Please have your
credit card readily available when placing your order. Minimum order is $20.00. New or 1st time
customers who are paying by credit card must have the order shipped to the cardholders billing
address for the first order. Invalid or non-matching billing addresses could delay your shipment.

Fill out the order form located in the back section of this catalog. For quick
service use your credit card, money order or cashiers check. Personal checks
are held for 15 days from date of receipt pending clearance. All mail orders
must be pre-paid including freight (when applicable). COD orders through
the mail will not be accepted. If you have any questions regarding product
information or availability, contact our sales representatives during regular
business hours at 800.854.1280.

CERTIFIED CHECKS

ORDER BY PHONE

Classic Industries® will accept certified checks for your mail order. Be sure to include customer
number and/or reference invoice number. Contact your bank to issue a certified check in the amount
due for your order. All orders paid by certified check are held up to 15 days pending clearance.

Classic Industries® employs knowledgeable sales representatives to assist
you when placing your order. Our sales representatives are trained to answer
your questions regarding restoration and the parts listed in this catalog. Call
during regular business hours Mon-Fri 8:00-5:00, Sat 10:00-3:00, P.S.T.
Closed Sundays and holidays. Our convenient Toll Free number allows you
to place your order with confidence to assure you get exactly what you want
when you want it! Inter-continental US 800.854.1280. Outside U.S. country
code + 1.714.847.6887

PERSONAL CHECKS
To use personal checks or business checks on pre-paid orders, the name, address and check number
must be pre-printed on the check. Be sure to include customer number and/or reference invoice
number. Only first party checks will be accepted. All orders paid by personal check are held up
to 15 days pending clearance.

MONEY ORDERS/CASHIERS CHECKS
To use money orders or cashiers checks on pre-paid orders be sure to include customer number
and/or reference invoice number. All orders paid by money order are held up to 15 days pending
clearance. Usually the order will leave within 24 hours of clearance.

FAX YOUR ORDER

TOLL FREE 800•854•1280

TOLL FREE 800•300•3081

Classic Industries® offers a convenient FAX line for customers who have
access to a Fax machine. Our FAX is available 24 hours a day 7 days a week
for your convenience. Fill out the order form completely and FAX your order.
Within U.S. 800.300.3081. Outside U.S. country code + 1.714.848.9501

ON-LINE ORDERING

Make Personal Checks or Money Orders payable to:

WWW.CLASSICINDUSTRIES.COM

Classic Industries® offers on-line ordering directly through our website. Log on
to classicindustries.com and order on-line. On-line ordering is available 24 hours a
day 7 days a week for your convenience.

Classic Industries®

FOREIGN ORDERS
All foreign orders must be pre-paid before shipment can be sent. Due to various rate differences and
depending on what items are being ordered, your freight fees will vary. It is important that you contact
Classic Industries® sales department for instructions regarding all foreign orders. Please list the items
you intend to order so we may calculate the best, most efficient and inexpensive way to ship your order.
A $12.00 foreign processing fee will be added to all foreign orders. Customs duties and import fees to
your country will vary and are the sole responsibility of the customer. Check with your local customs
office for more information.

Shipping

Information

EXPRESS SHIPPING

ALASKA, HAWAII, GUAM & PUERTO RICO

®

Classic Industries offers Overnight and 2 Day air delivery service in the Continental
U.S., Alaska, Hawaii, Guam and Puerto Rico. Pre-payment with a credit card is required
before shipments can be sent. Simply call in your order before 2:00 p.m. Pacific Time,
Monday-Friday during regular business hours and your Overnight order will arrive the
following business day (pending availability). Saturday delivery is available only on
Overnight service. A $14.00 fee will be added to Overnight fees for Saturday delivery.
2 Day orders will arrive within 2 business days (pending availability). 3 Day service is available
within the contiguous 48 states. Your order will usually leave within 24 hours and will arrive within
3 business days of ship date (pending availability). A $9.95 service fee for any of these options will
be added in addition to shipping fees. Contact our sales department for rates regarding air service
delivery. Rates depend on the items being shipped. Some products are charged at dimensional
weight as opposed to actual weight.
Important: Air service does not guarantee your order will arrive on the expected date of delivery. Under
normal circumstances, air service is guaranteed. However, due to adverse weather conditions, natural
disasters or unforeseen circumstances, there may be delays. Classic Industries® is not responsible for
deliveries that are delayed. Air service orders are excluded from promotional shipping offers.

TRUCK FREIGHT
Products in this catalog that require truck freight are usually indicated below the product “Shipped
truck freight”. This indicates that the product is too large for ground delivery and must be shipped by
motor freight. There may be items listed herein that are not indicated as truck freight. These items
must be pre-paid, including freight charges, before the shipment can be sent. Classic Industries®
requires a minimum $125.00 fee for all California orders and minimum $175.00 fee for all out of
state truck shipments. Truck freight rates could be higher depending on products being ordered
and the destination. Residential deliveries require an additional $40.00 fee. Should the customer's
delivery require special handling (lift gate service, re-routing, additional freight charges, etc.),
any and all additional fees will be billed to the customer's credit card. Acceptance of truck freight
shipment is acknowledgment that additional charges will be incurred. Please include a commercial
business address whenever possible. For additional information contact our customer service
department during regular business hours. Important: Truck freight items are excluded from promotional shipping offers.

OVERSIZE-OVERWEIGHT

OS1

OS2

OS3

These are the designations for Ground or Standard packages that meet one of the following
specifications for billing purposes: Oversize 1 (OS1) designates a combined length and girth
exceeding 84", but less than 108". Actual weight is less than 30 lbs and is billed at 30 lbs. Oversize
2 (OS2) designates a combined length and girth exceeding 108" but less than 130". Actual weight
is less than 70 lbs and is billed at 70 lbs. Oversize 3 (OS3) designates a combined length and girth
exceeding 130" but less than 165". A $40.00 handling fee will be added to all (OS3) orders. Actual
weight is less than 90 lbs and is billed at 90 lbs. We reserve the right to charge Oversize fees on
any order containing oversize products, even if it is not indicated in the catalog.

Orders being shipped to Alaska, Hawaii, Guam or Puerto Rico, are shipped via Ground, Overnight
or 2 Day delivery whenever possible. All orders must be pre-paid with credit card, money order
or check. No COD orders are accepted. Rates depend on the items being shipped. Contact our
sales department for exact rates. Important: Promotional shipping offers do not apply to Alaska, Hawaii,
Guam, Puerto Rico, Canada or any foreign destination.

APO/FPO
Parcel post is the only means of shipping to an APO or FPO address. Due to size restrictions
the maximum shipping box can be no larger than 72" width and girth combined. All military
personnel must write or call to determine what size box will be used for the shipment. Once this
is determined, Classic Industries® will call or write to let you know if the order can be shipped
by Parcel Post and the correct amount required. All orders that exceed these limitations will be
shipped in accordance with customer approval.

INSURANCE
Each order is charged an insurance fee of $2.50. This fee will insure the entire order and protect
you completely from damages or loss. The order forms located in the rear of this catalog include
this fee in the indicated column when your order is being totaled.

COD ORDERS
COD orders are gladly accepted on all normal ground shipments, excluding truck freight orders.
COD orders will require a Money Order or Cashiers Check upon delivery of your order. Personal
checks, cash and business checks are not accepted. COD orders are not accepted through the mail.
COD orders must be placed by phone during regular business hours. The appropriate shipping
fees will be added. COD orders are exempt from discounts and free shipping policy. The customer
will pay all appropriate fees in accordance with current policies and freight rates. A fee of $10.00
per box will be added to all COD orders. Oversize and/or overweight boxes will be charged in
accordance with the rate chart located on the order blank. Classic Industries® reserves the right
to change shipping rates in accordance with rate increases by freight companies. COD orders are
limited to $999.00. If the COD order should be returned to Classic Industries® for non acceptance/
non payment, the customer will be responsible to reimburse Classic Industries® for any and all
freight charges related to the order. In addition, a 25% restocking fee will be applied to the returned
products. All outstanding charges must be paid before any additional orders will be accepted.

SPECIAL SHIPPING FEES/DROP SHIP FEES

SPECIAL
SHIPPING!

Some items we offer may require a shipping or drop ship fee. This special shipping rate may also
apply to products sold over the counter at Classic Industries® Showroom location. Contact our
sales department for actual additional shipping fees.
Important: Products with special shipping fees or drop ship fees are excluded from promotional shipping offers.

Important: Oversize, overweight and dimensional weight items are excluded from promotional shipping offers.

www.classicindustries.com

payment & shipping information
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Filling Out The Order Form

Thank You For Choosing Classic Industries ®
If you have questions, please call and a sales representative will help you with completing the order form.
Classic Industries® will notify you if any price changes need to be made to your order form.
Classic Industries® will notify you if any products are on back order.
Go to www.classicindustries.com to use our convenient on-line order form

Vehicle Information:
Complete information about your vehicle.

Customer Number:
Usually located on the back of your catalog,
above your name.

Catalog Number:
Billing Information:
If paying by credit card, fill in the card
holders name and billing address (where
the credit card statements are received).

Located on the front upper right corner of the
catalog cover.

E-mail Address:
Enter your E-mail address.

Date of Order:
Enter the date of your order.

Shipping Information:
If different than the billing address,
please fill in the name and address where
the order will be sent.

Page Number:
The page # of the product being ordered.

Number of Pages:
Enter the number of pages you are sending.

Discount/Promotional Code:
Enter the discount or promotional code.

Unit Price:
The unit price of each item.

Quantity:
How many of each item you are ordering.

Total Price:

RH/LH:

The individual price of each product multiplied by the quantity being ordered.

RH (pass. side) or LH (drivers side) if
applicable.

Oversize/Overweight:
Enter correct amount if applicable.

Subtotal:
The total amount of products ordered.

California Sales Tax:

Part Number:

Orders shipped within California add 7.75%

Enter part number as it appears in this
catalog.

Shipping/Handling Fee:

Product Description:

Enter appropriate amount using the shipping
chart.

The name of the product as it is listed in
this catalog.

Method of Payment:
Check the appropriate box for payment.
If you are paying by credit card, fill in the
card number, expiration date, security
code and card holders signature.

Canadian Orders:
Add 25% of your subtotal or a minimum of
$10.00 U.S. funds, whichever is higher.

Oversize/Overweight and
Double Oversize:
Check the quantity of items and add the appropriate amount based on the chart.

Foreign Orders/Rush Fees:
Shipping Chart:
Information on the amount of
shipping & handling fees you will
be charged.

Contact Classic Industries® for current shipping rates to your country.

APO/FPO:
Add 20% of your subtotal or a minimum of
$10.00 U.S. funds, whichever is higher.

Total:
Total of all items including tax and shipping.
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toll free order line 800.854.1280

Classic Industries®

Vehicle Information
To insure the parts you receive are correct, please
provide all the information in each category listed
below. Check ✔ where applicable

18460 Gothard St., Huntington Beach, CA 92648

800.854.1280
800.300.3081
714.847.6887
714.848.9501

Order Toll Free
24 Hour FAX
International Phone
International FAX

New Customer
Change of Address
Please Check appropriate box
(if applicable)

Catalog # C511A

Year of vehicle

Customer Number
See the address label on the back of the catalog

Catalog Number

Billing Address

See front cover of catalog you are ordering from

Body Style
Coupe
Coupe w/Sunroof
Convertible

Important: If your shipping address is different from your billing address, fill in shipping field below.

Name
E-mail Address

Please cut the completed order form out and FAX it or mail it to the indicated address.

Address

Get the latest updated information on new parts

City

State

Zip

Daytime Phone (

)

-

Date Of Order

Trim Level
Camaro LS
Camaro 1LT
Camaro 2LT
Camaro 1SS
Camaro 2SS
Synergy
Z28

When using a credit card please fill in card holders name, address and phone number.
Engine Size
6 Cylinder
8 Cylinder

Shipping Address

PAGE

of

PAGES

Attach second order form when the number of
items you are ordering exceeds the spaces on
one order form.
Discount/Promotional Code

Important: Please include a physical street address for delivery. Orders will not deliver to a P.O. box.

Name

LS3
L99
LLT
LSA

Address
City
Daytime Phone (

)

If different from billing phone number.

Page
Number

Quantity RH Passenger

LH Drivers

Oversize
Overweight

Part Number

Method of Payment
Cashiers Check
Personal Check

Allow 15 business days for clearance
Please charge my: ✔
Credit

Money Order
Certified Check
Card

Credit Card Number

Expiration
Date

✗
Security
Code

Month

Year

Cardholder Signature
The security code is a 3 or 4 digit number
located on the front or back of your credit card.

Interior Color
Please Specify

RS Option
With RS Option
Without RS Option
Seats
Standard Buckets
SS Buckets
Console Gauges
With
Without
HID Lighting
With
Without

Enter the discount or promotional code above. The
discount will be automatically calculated based on
the correct discount amount if available when your
order is processed.

State

Zip

Transmission
Tremec 6-Speed
6L80E Automatic
6L50 Automatic
Aisin 6-Speed

See Ordering and Shipping Policies for additional information.

Product Description

Ground Shipping and Handling Fees

Please check box if you require
additional order forms.
Unit Price

Total Price

Subtotal

$0 $25.00 .....................................Add
$9.95
California Residents Add
$25.01 $40.00 .....................................Add $12.95
$40.01 $60.00 .....................................Add $15.95
8 3/4% sales tax
$60.01 $75.00 .....................................Add $18.95
Shipping/Handling Fee
$75.01 - $100.00 .....................................Add $21.95
$100.01 - $150.00 .....................................Add $23.95
see chart on this page
$150.01 - $200.00 .....................................Add $27.95
$200.01 - $250.00 .....................................Add $30.95
Insurance Fee
$250.01 - $300.00 .....................................Add $32.95
required per order
$300.01 - $350.00 .....................................Add $35.95
$350.01 - $400.00 .....................................Add $38.95
Canadian Orders add 25%
$400.01 - $500.00 .....................................Add $42.95 minimum $10.00 U.S. funds
$500.01 - $600.00 .....................................Add $45.95
$600.01 - $800.00 .....................................Add $49.95
Oversize/Overweight
$800.01 - $999.99 .....................................Add $53.95
add appropriate amount
$1000.00 or Over via ground
Free*
Foreign Orders/Rush Fee
Oversize/Overweight Fee
per item .............Add 17.95 ea
include appropriate amount
Double Oversize Fee
per item .............Add 34.95 ea
Truck Freight (USA)
business 165.00 residential 190.00
APO/FPO 20%
Truck Freight (CA.)
business 125.00 residential 155.00
minimum $10.00
Add the correct amount of oversize and overweight charges in the appropriate box on the
right. Multiply the number of oversize or overweight fees on this chart and include the
funds in your order. Include oversize or overweight charges in addition to normal ground
shipping and handling fees.
* Free shipping does not apply to oversize / overweight products or special orders. COD
orders are not accepted by mail.

$2 .50

Total

Required

order form
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ENJOY THE BENEFITS
We understand the complications and problems that can occur when ordering parts for your project car. If you're like most people, you want perfection in your project.
We offer the quality parts you want without all the guesswork. We carry one of the largest inventories of performance products and accessories the market has to offer.
What’s more, you can rely on our nearly 30 years of experience to help you through the rough spots when you need it. Our tech advisors are always ready and willing to
discuss any problem you may have concerning the parts for your vehicle. We give you knowledgeable sales representatives, one of the largest inventories in the business,
quick and efficient delivery, Toll Free ordering and the experience to back it up. If you’re not absolutely 100% satisfied with the products you receive, we’ll refund 100%
of your money! Classic Industries® - your partner in Automotive Restyling and High Performance parts!

Money Back
Guarantee

Price Match
Guarantee

At Classic Industries®, we have continually offered the best quality automotive
products for the lowest prices. We take pride in the quality of the products we offer
and back it up with a 100% Money Back Guarantee. If for any reason you are not
satisfied with a product or purchase, you can return the product within 30 days of
receipt for a full refund*, credit or exchange.
*Note: Excludes non-returnable special order and clearance items.

If you find the same product for less we’ll match the price!
Classic Industries® will match any competitors current
advertised retail price for an identical product.
Simply send us a copy of the competitors’ current
advertised price from a catalog, advertisement
or website (with URL) and we’ll match the
price. The price match guarantee is available
at the time the order is placed and available for
in-stock merchandise only. Price matching will
be determined by a competitor’s most current
retail-published price.
Sale items, kits, discount exempt products,
special orders, promotional items, engines, tires
and all performance parts are exempt from the
Price Matching policy. Classic Industries reserves
the right to decline price matching if the competitors’
pricing is deemed to be a special offer, a sale, closeout
price, promotional offer or an out-of-date price. Classic Industries will contact
competitors to confirm that the published price is current due to market changes,
demand or availability.

Lowest Prices Guaranteed!
Discounts on Volume Purchases!
100% Satisfaction or Your Money Back!

Price matching supersedes all other promotional offers and on sale pricing. If
Classic Industries® matches a price from a competitor, additional discounts on that
product or products may not apply. If the standard retail price of a product is higher
than the competitor’s price and an applied discount reduces the price below the
competitor’s pricing, the now discounted or sale pricing will prevail. We reserve the
right to modify or revoke this offer at any time without notice. Classic Industries
reserves the right to decline price matching. This offer supersedes any and all other
Classic Industries promotions and cannot be combined or used in conjunction with
any other offer. The guarantee is subject to the terms and conditions of Classic
Industries current policies.

Volume Discounts on Pre-Paid Orders

5%

Receive a
5% discount
on orders
over $500.00

10%

Receive a
10% discount
on orders
over $1000.00
* Note: Free ground shipping on pre-paid
orders over 1000.00. Some restrictions apply.

Take advantage of the volume discount offer and save dollars! To qualify, simply order all your parts at one time on one order. Volume discounts are applied when the order
is prepaid by credit card, money order, cashiers check, certified check or personal check. You can order by mail, fax, website or phone. See the index for the ordering policy.
IMPORTANT: * 5% and 10% discounts do not apply to discount exempt products, special orders, or kits. We recommend checking with a sales representative when placing your order
for verification. * Free shipping is limited to products that are not oversize, overweight, special orders, truck freight items or products that are shipped based on dimensional weight. Free
shipping offer applies to orders within the 48 contiguous states only. Not available for Hawaii, Alaska, or foreign destinations.

guarantee . discounts
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A - Camaro: A Legend Reborn
This book takes you deep into the beating heart of
General Motors with unfettered access to the people
and events that shaped the new Camaro. This book
offers a clear portrait of not only the car from its
infancy but also of those responsible for nurturing
its development. Hardbound. 144 pages. 9" x 12".
L1026
.................................................. 29.99 ea
B - How To Rebuild LS Engines
This book details and highlights special components,
tools, and other accessories needed to get the job done
right. Appendices are packed full of valuable reference
information, and the book includes a Work-Along Sheet
to help you record vital statistics and measurements
along the way. 8-1/2" x 11", 152 pages, 604 color
photos, Softbound
L975
.................................................. 24.99 ea
C - Dyno-Proven LS1 Thru LS7
Outlining how to add power to any LS-series V8,
this book offers you a list of upgrades and their
effects from ported heads to camshafts, LS6 or
aftermarket intake manifolds to headers to cold air
intakes. Filled with Dyno-Proven results for GM
LS1 through LS7 performance parts, this book offers
results from over 135 dyno tests and over 350 photos
to help you separate power-building parts from
hype. 160 pages, 8-1/2" x 11". 350 Color Photos
L434
.................................................. 24.99 ea
D - Guide to Custom Painting
This easy-to-read book is full of advice on proper
surface prep, choosing the right paint, spray-gun
preparation, plus helpful repainting and touch up
techniques, and even information on selecting
equipment and maintenance. Chapters on flamepainting, murals and pin striping. Sftbnd, 8-3/8" x
10-7/8", 128 pages.
L810
.................................................. 19.99 ea

www.classicindustries.com

F

G
E - Custom Auto Interiors
More than 800 color photographs capture every
detail you’ll need to create your own exciting and
award-winning custom interiors. Precise step-by-step
instructions show you how to turn out completely
professional custom interiors. This is an advancedlevel book. 192 pages, 8-1/2" x 11".
L740
.................................................. 26.99 ea
F - YENKO - The Man, The Machines, The Legend
YENKO – The Man, The Machines, The Legend
follows the life of Don Yenko from his birth to his
untimely passing, offering an in-depth look into
the man behind the legendary Yenko sports cars.
While the cars will always be the stars of the show,
this book offers the fascinating story behind them.
Hardcover 208 pages, 350 color/100 bw photos.
L945
.................................................. 39.99 ea

G - The Yenko Era
From its humble beginnings in the small industrial
city of Canonsburg, PA, this book tells the story of
the small, family-owned Yenko Chevrolet dealership
responsible for creating the most prized cars of the
Muscle-Car era and resulted in creator Don Yenko’s cult
following. Packed full of great information including
invoices, factory info, pricing, etc. Softbound. 168
pages. 8-1/2" x 11".
L976
.................................................. 29.95 ea
H - Chevy LS1/LS6 V8s
This book covers everything you need to know about
these engines, including the notoriously difficult
processes of engine removal and installation, guides
simple engine bolt ons, electronic controls for the
generation III engine and detailed engine builds at four
different power levels. 160 pages. 600 B/W photos.
L862
.................................................. 24.99 ea
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14011269

Wilwood 14.25" - 6 Piston Front Sets
10
aqua blue

11
black

12
cyber gray

13
imperial blue

14
inferno orange

15
red jewel

16
silver ice

17
summit white

W6AR Big Brake front brake sets were designed for the specific purpose of providing
big capacity braking with large diameter rotors for heavy weight and extreme duty
vehicles. For cars, it’s the biggest of the big providing big brake performance for show
and dual purpose street and track vehicles. Direction staggered vane 14.25" rotors
provide maximum cooling for sustained high heat durability. Kits fully compatible
with OE master cylinder output and ABS function.

18
synergy green

19
victory red

20
rally yellow

SPECIAL
SHIPPING!

Note: Special rate shipping applies. Discount exempt.
carbon
b fifib
ber look
l k

25
matte black

14011269
14011269D
14011269R
14011269DR

2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11

slotted, black ..............................................
drilled/slotted, black ..................................
slotted, red .................................................
drilled/slotted, red ......................................

2141.99
2242.99
2141.99
2242.99

set
set
set
set

2010 Camaro Foiler
CPX Foilers are uniquely-styled aerodynamic accessories that enhance the look of your
2010 Camaro, evoking the 2nd generation Z28, while also improving aerodynamics
by lowering your Camaro's drag coefficient. Designed and manufactured in the
U.S.A., CPX Foilers are produced using only the highest quality impact resistant
polyurethane. Installation is simple using the included 3M Automotive Adhesive Tape
System (which includes adhesion promoter pad, complete instructions, template and
optional mechanical fasteners). Available unpainted, in factory colors, matte black
or in carbon fibre look.
Note:* Please specify color

4 piece set (front and rear)
GF3010 2010-11 LS/RS
GF3011* 2010-11 LS/RS
GF3012 2010-11 LS/RS
GF3020 2010-11 SS
GF3021* 2010-11 SS
GF3022 2010-11 SS
2 piece set - front only
GF3030 2010-11 LS/RS
GF3031* 2010-11 LS/RS
GF3032 2010-11 LS/RS
GF3040 2010-11 SS
GF3041* 2010-11 SS
GF3042 2010-11 SS
2 piece set - rear only
GF3050 2010-11 LS/RS/SS
GF3051* 2010-11 LS/RS/SS
GF3052 2010-11 LS/RS/SS

unpainted ..........................................
painted (specify color suffix) ...........
carbon fiber look ..............................
unpainted ..........................................
painted (specify color suffix) ...........
carbon fiber look ..............................

296.99
525.99
689.99
296.99
525.99
689.99

set
set
set
set
set
set

unpainted ..........................................
painted (specify color suffix) ...........
carbon fiber look ..............................
unpainted ..........................................
painted (specify color suffix) ...........
carbon fiber look ..............................

209.99
365.99
469.99
209.99
365.99
469.99

set
set
set
set
set
set

unpainted .......................................... 119.99 set
painted (specify color suffix) ........... 209.99 set
carbon fiber look .............................. 271.99 set

14011270DR

W6AR Big Brake front brake sets were designed for the specific purpose of providing
big capacity braking with large diameter rotors for heavy weight and extreme duty
vehicles. For cars, it’s the biggest of the big providing big brake performance for show
and dual purpose street and track vehicles. Direction staggered vane 14.25" rotors
provide maximum cooling for sustained high heat durability. Kits fully compatible
with OE master cylinder output and ABS function.
Note: Special rate shipping applies. Discount exempt.

14011270
14011270D
14011270R
14011270DR

2010-11
2010-11
2010-11
2010-11

slotted, black ..............................................
drilled/slotted, black ..................................
slotted, red .................................................
drilled/slotted, red ......................................
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14011270

Wilwood 14" - 4 Piston Rear Brake Sets

SPECIAL
SHIPPING!

1923.99
2025.99
1923.99
2025.99

set
set
set
set

